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REN Kui is a professor and the Dean of 
School of Cyber Science and Technology at 
Zhejiang University (ZJU), China, where he 
also directs the Institute of Cyber Science and 
Technology. Before that, he was SUNY Em⁃
pire Innovation Professor at State University of 
New York at Buffalo, USA. He received his 

PhD degree in electrical and computer engineering from 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, USA. Prof. REN’s current re⁃
search interests include data security, IoT security, AI secu⁃
rity, and privacy. He received many recognitions including 
Guohua Distinguished Scholar Award of ZJU, IEEE CISTC 
Technical Recognition Award, SUNY Chancellor’s Research 
Excellence Award, Sigma Xi Research Excellence Award, 
NSF CAREER Award, etc. Prof. REN has published papers 
extensively in peer-reviewed journals and conferences and re⁃
ceived the Test-of-Time Paper Award from IEEE INFOCOM 
and many Best Paper Awards, including ACM MobiSys, IEEE 
ICDCS, IEEE ICNP, IEEE Globecom, ACM/IEEE IWQoS, 
etc. His h-index is 87, with a total citation exceeding 41 000 
according to Google Scholar. Prof. REN is a Fellow of ACM 
and IEEE. He is a frequent reviewer for funding agencies in⁃
ternationally and serves on the editorial boards of many IEEE 
and ACM journals. Among others, he currently serves as Chair 

of SIGSAC of ACM China Council, a member of ACM 
ASIACCS steering committee, and a member of S&T Commit⁃
tee of Ministry of Education of China.

WANG Zhibo is a professor of the School of 
Cyber Science and Technology at Zhejiang 
University, China. He received his BE de⁃
gree in automation from Zhejiang University 
in 2007, and his PhD degree from the De⁃
partment of Electrical Engineering and Com⁃
puter Science from University of Tennessee, 

Knoxville, USA in 2014. His research interests include In⁃
ternet of Things, AI security, edge intelligence and security. 
He has published more than 100 papers in top-tier journals 
and conferences, such as ToN, JSAC, CCS, Mobicom, S&P, 
INFOCOM, ICCV and CVPR. He serves as an editor of 
IEEE Transactions on Cloud Computing, and the TPC mem⁃
ber of many flagship conferences including INFOCOM, 
WWW, ICDCS, AAAI, KDD and IWQoS. He is the recipi⁃
ent of the National Science Foundation for Excellent Young 
Scholars, the best student paper award of FUSION 2019, 
and the outstanding paper award of IEEE HPCC 2019. He 
is a senior member of IEEE and CCF and a member of 
ACM.

Recent years have witnessed the phenomenal growth of 
wireless technologies and applications on a massively 
large scale since the fifth generation (5G) wireless 
technologies were proposed as a key propellent to 

meet the increasing demands of future networks. Going fur⁃
ther, the sixth generation (6G) wireless technologies have al⁃
ready been under preparation. However, wireless communica⁃
tion technologies are faced with new opportunities as well as 
challenges.

On the one hand, emerging technologies provide fundamen⁃
tal issues including higher system capacity, higher data rate, 
lower latency, higher security, and improved quality of service 
(QoS), which enables the application of wireless communica⁃

tion technologies in the Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios such 
as industry, automobile, drone, port, and subway. On the other 
hand, these new technologies will also introduce new vulner⁃
abilities, which lead to new threats to the security of wireless 
communication systems. Concerns about security have trig⁃
gered research in this domain to build up a highly effective 
safeguard.

The goal of this special issue is to stimulate discussions 
around open problems of security issues in wireless communi⁃
cation. Focusing on wireless communication and its security, 
this special issue receives both theoretical and application-
based contributions which demonstrate both the challenges 
and solutions with the rapid development of wireless technolo⁃
gies and applications.

The call-for-papers of this special issue have brought excel⁃
lent submissions in both quality and quantity. After two-round 
reviews, five excellent papers have been selected for publica⁃

DOI:10.12142/ZTECOM.202204001
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tion in this special issue which is organized as follows. We as⁃
sembled five papers with a balanced selection between theo⁃
retical research and practical engineering: three of them carry 
out comprehensive surveys and the other two propose novel 
mechanisms. The topics addressed in this special issue cover 
a broad range, including security in edge blockchains, data 
collection with local differential privacy (LDP) for mobile de⁃
vices, security technologies in 6G, federated learning (FL) for 
secure 6G, and physical layer security for mmWave communi⁃
cation. The detailed information is as follows.

The first paper titled “Security in Edge Blockchains: At⁃
tacks and Countermeasures” is the first survey that discusses 
the attacks and countermeasures of edge blockchains. In this 
paper, the authors summarize the three-layer architecture of 
edge blockchains (i. e. blockchain management, blockchain 
consensus, and blockchain lightweight client) and point out 
the inherent vulnerabilities of edge blockchains. On this ba⁃
sis, they also summarize the security issues caused by the de⁃
ployment of vulnerable edge blockchain devices and net⁃
works. To be specific, seven specific attacks on edge block⁃
chain components and the corresponding countermeasures are 
concretely demonstrated in detail. At last, the authors discuss 
the future directions for researchers to design and implement 
secure edge blockchains.

Titled “Utility-Improved Key-Value Data Collection with 
Local Differential Privacy for Mobile Devices”, the second pa⁃
per proposes a utility-improved data collection framework with 
LDP to deal with key-value data generated by mobile devices. 
This paper focuses on the problem of limited utility caused by 
excessive privacy protections and achieves personalized pri⁃
vacy protection by dividing the key-value data into sensitive 
and non-sensitive parts. The authors validate the mechanism 
based on two real datasets and prove in experiments that the 
proposed mechanism can provide better utility and simultane⁃
ously protect privacy.

The third paper titled “Key Intrinsic Security Technolo⁃
gies in 6G Networks” provides a general overview of 6G in⁃
trinsic security in the industry. In this paper, the authors not 
only review key security technologies in 5G and security 
technology enhancement in 5G-Advanced evolution but also 
analyze the vision and requirements of 6G intrinsic security. 

Although the technical systems and standards of 6G intrinsic 
security have not yet reached a unified understanding in the 
industry, this paper still pays close attention to the disrup⁃
tive impact that intrinsic 6G security may bring and prelimi⁃
narily focuses on the key technologies of 6G intrinsic secu⁃
rity, including the massive equipment connection security 
technology, physical layer security technology, and block⁃
chain technology.

Aiming to solve the problem that limited energy restricts 
the popularization of UAV-enabled FL applications, the fourth 
paper titled “Air-Ground Integrated Low-energy Federated 
Learning for Secure 6G Communications” proposes an air-
ground integrated low-energy federated learning framework. In 
this paper, the authors optimize the deployment of unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs) with a deep Q-network approach to 
minimize the overall energy consumption of the application 
communication. This paper shows in the experiment that the 
proposed method can reduce energy consumption while main⁃
taining the quality of the FL model.

The fifth paper titled “Physical Layer Security for MmWave 
Communications: Challenges and Solutions” presents a com⁃
prehensive overview of physical layer security (PLS) issues in 
mmWave Communication. In this paper, the theoretical foun⁃
dation of PLS and the most typical PLS techniques are briefly 
introduced together with the typical PLS performance metrics 
secrecy rate, and outrage probability. Several schemes based 
on these techniques are discussed in detail to compare their 
advantages and constraints in the mmWave environment and 
to point out the future direction for researchers.

As demonstrated above, we have briefly introduced the 
main content of this special issue and given a general over⁃
view of the five papers collected in the issue. We would 
like to express our sincere gratitude to all the authors for 
their valuable contributions. In the meanwhile, we also 
want to show our appreciation to all the reviewers for their 
timely and insightful comments on the submissions. This 
special issue would not be possible without their help and 
collaboration. We hope that this special issue can serve as 
an informative and significant collection to lay a solid foun⁃
dation for future research works about wireless communica⁃
tion and its security.
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1 Introduction

Edge computing has developed rapidly in recent years 
and raised wide interest from both industry and aca⁃
demia[1]. As a new computing model, edge computing 
extends cloud computing to the network edge and uti⁃

lizes rich computation, storage, and networking resources on 
large-scale distributed devices. In edge computing, the optimi⁃
zation techniques on resource allocation and scheduling are 
extensively studied, enabling computation tasks to be divided 
and offloaded to the optimal edge devices according to differ⁃
ent constraints. As a result, edge computing plays an impor⁃
tant role in maintaining low latency, supporting heterogeneity, 
and improving applications’ quality of service (QoS), such as 
virtual reality, distributed machine learning, wireless sensing, 
and robotics.

At the same time, the concept of edge blockchains has also 
been proposed. It refers to the blockchains deployed on edge 
computing infrastructures. Edge blockchains inherit favorable 
features from edge computing, like data privacy, scalable com⁃
puting resources, and distributed topology. Thereby, edge 
blockchains are more suitable for large-scale applications 

than traditional blockchains hosted on the cloud or on-
premise machines. For example, applications like blockchain-
based federated learning, blockchain-based security middle⁃
ware in the Internet of things (IoT), and metaverse essentially 
rely on edge blockchains[2–4].

However, the security in edge blockchains is not well under⁃
stood in existing works. Specifically, in the works alleged 

“blockchain-based edge computing”[2, 5–6], the edge block⁃
chains are typically assumed to be secure and trusted. On the 
contrary, in real implementation, it is challenging to protect 
and keep the edge blockchain networks functioning in edge 
environments for many practical reasons, like vulnerable low-
end edge devices, unstable networks, and centralized provider 
corruption. Thus, it is desired to analyze the critical security 
issues facing edge blockchains.

To fill this gap, we investigate and evaluate the security in 
edge blockchains systematically. Our survey essentially dif⁃
fers from previous blockchain security surveys and provides 
more practical details[7–9]. As shown in Fig. 1, we start by de⁃
scribing the motivation and summarizing the system architec⁃
ture and applications of edge blockchains to provide readers 
with a brief overview in Section 2. Then in Section 3, we dis⁃
cuss the core components of an edge blockchain, e.g., block⁃
chain management, blockchain consensus, and blockchain 

This work was supported by the Research Institute for Artificial Intelli⁃
gence of Things, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, HK RGC Collab⁃
orative Research Fund (CRF) under Grant No. C2004-21GF.
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lightweight clients, in terms of potential attacks and counter⁃
measures. Finally, we point out the challenging issues and fu⁃
ture directions for securing edge blockchains in Section 4.
2 Overview of Edge Blockchains

2.1 Motivations
In recent years, the blockchain technology and its applica⁃

tions have received extensive attention from the research com⁃
munity and industry[10]. Blockchain is a decentralized ledger-
based Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus system. Under 
a bounded number of adversary environments, blockchain 
nodes can reach chain-linked agreements on incoming transac⁃
tions with traceability, immutability, and transparency. Be⁃
sides, the consensus procedure does not rely on a trusted third 
party (TTP), making blockchain systems trustless and hard to 
tamper with.

Nowadays, the blockchain technology is still facing several 
bottlenecks, thus seriously restricting its application scenarios 
and making it inaccessible in the real world. Among them, 
blockchain’s decentralization, scalability, and security are 
considered the most significant and recognized as a tri⁃
lemma[11]. Generally speaking, existing works cannot well sat⁃
isfy all three properties together.

• Decentralization. Making blockchain run without trust de⁃
pends on a small group of centralized actors with specialized 
rights.

• Scalability. Processing numerous transactions in the net⁃
work simultaneously with low latency.

• Security. Resisting a certain percentage of Byzantine 
nodes that can conduct arbitrary adversary behaviors.

Although blockchain theoreti⁃
cal advancement keeps appearing, 

some researchers have begun to fo⁃
cus on infrastructure-level solutions 
to improving blockchain perfor⁃
mance. Edge computing shares a 
similar system architecture with 
blockchain and can provide the 
needed computing resources for 
blockchain systems, which can be a 
promising option[12–13]. By employ⁃
ing edge computing as blockchain in⁃
frastructures to realize edge block⁃
chains, blockchain trilemma can be 
further resolved simultaneously in 
terms of the above-mentioned proper⁃
ties. In particular, 1) for keeping de⁃
centralization, edge computing 
physically guarantees the hierarchi⁃
cal and decentralized architecture of 
blockchain. Edge computing has a 
layered architecture with a large-

scale distributed edge device network to keep the on-device 
blockchain nodes from centralization. 2) For improving scal⁃
ability, edge computing has rich computation, storage, and net⁃
working resources accomplished with automatic optimization 
of resource allocation and scheduling. These resources can be 
utilized by blockchain to realize a large-scale blockchain net⁃
work. 3) For enhancing security, edge computing provides per⁃
mission environments with data privacy guarantees, reducing 
Byzantine nodes’ risks and thus relaxing the blockchain secu⁃
rity assumption for better performance. In conclusion, edge 
blockchains can offer better decentralization, scalability, and 
security with lower latency for applications than normal block⁃
chains deployed on public cloud environments or distributed 
individual devices.
2.2 Architecture

To comprehensively analyze and understand edge block⁃
chains, we first present their architecture, components, and 
functionalities. Based on the existing literature and platforms, 
we find that the edge blockchain system architecture typically 
follows a three-layer pattern including a cloud server layer, an 
edge server layer, and a mobile device layer, with different 
blockchain components and functionalities, as shown in Fig. 
2. To be specific, we conclude each layer’s components and 
functionalities as follows:

• Cloud server layer: blockchain network management. The 
cloud server in edge computing has knowledge of network 
specifications and attached edge devices connectivity. There⁃
fore, the cloud servers are typically set to configure, deploy, 
and monitor the edge blockchain networks to reduce manage⁃
ment costs.

▲Figure 1. Structure of this survey
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• Edge server layer: blockchain consensus for incoming 
transactions. Edge servers are close to the data source and pro⁃
vide more computing resources than mobile devices. Thus, it 
is reasonable to deploy blockchain full nodes at this layer to 
have sufficient resource support for updating ledger states and 
incentive nodes, storing blockchain data, and communicating 
with other nodes.

• Mobile device layer: blockchain lightweight client (light 
node) for transaction operations (generation, query, and verifi⁃
cation). Edge applications interact with blockchain through 
numerous transactions from large-scale mobile devices. De⁃
ploying the interfaces for transaction operations and maintain⁃
ing partial blockchain data (blockchain data bootstrapping 
and synchronization) at this layer can significantly reduce the 
latency and improve QoS. Besides, the key management 
schemes for protecting signing keys are also integrated to sup⁃
port transaction operations.
2.3 Applications

Edge blockchains feature high QoS and security guaran⁃
tees in edge environments. In the current stage, edge block⁃
chain solutions are application-specific, which means that 
they are typically embedded with applications to improve 
their performance. Here we summarize the three representa⁃
tive types as follows.

• Security middleware for edge computing[2, 14–15]. Edge 

blockchains can be utilized as security middleware to tackle 
security issues in the edge computing infrastructure. For in⁃
stance, detecting unstable or low-performance edge devices 
and designing strategies to avoid using these devices are chal⁃
lenging research issues in the edge resources optimization 
area. To address these issues, reputation systems with incen⁃
tive mechanisms can be built upon edge blockchains. They re⁃
cord the status of edge devices and provide trusted reference 
information for strategy design and decision making in edge 
optimization algorithms. Besides, other efforts like secure data 
sharing methods, authentication schemes, and control systems 
based on edge blockchains are also proposed to enhance edge 
computing security.

• Edge-based federated learning[3, 16–17]. Edge-based feder⁃
ated learning is a distributed machine learning scheme that 
collects closed-source data to train global models in a 
privacy-preserving and personalized manner. However, due 
to the self-voluntary ways to contribute to model updates, ma⁃
licious behaviors may occur and affect the quality of global 
models, e. g., poison attacks. To this end, blockchain is pro⁃
posed to provide failure tolerance ability, malicious behavior 
detection, and incentive mechanisms for securing and boost⁃
ing federated learning.

• Metaverse[4, 18–19]. Metaverse is a trendy edge application 
aiming to build a virtual world with immersive experience. 
Edge-based VR and blockchain-based economic systems are 

▲Figure 2. System architecture of a typical edge blockchain which follows a three-layer pattern with different blockchain components and functional⁃
ities
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two critical techniques for the metaverse. Edge blockchains 
provide lower latency, better decentralization, and better per⁃
sonal data privacy than blockchains in the cloud, thus making 
the metaverse scalable and trusted.
2.4 Challenges

Deploying blockchains at the edge will bring extra chal⁃
lenges, especially from security aspects. On the one hand, 
vulnerable edge devices, unstable network conditions, and 
physical accessibility expose many attack interfaces on edge 
blockchains to adversaries. On the other hand, designing suf⁃
ficient and efficient security solutions on resource-
constrained edge devices is challenging.

For example, efficient and secure key management is chal⁃
lenging in edge blockchains. Traditional methods like using 
custodial wallet software require considerable computing re⁃
sources on edge devices, which are also insecure since exter⁃
nal attackers can access the devices. Ideal solutions should 
be lightweight but also can prevent such kinds of attacks. An⁃
other example can be the task-offloading feature of edge com⁃
puting. Offloading tasks to arbitrary nodes in blockchain net⁃
works is risky since the blockchain nodes do not trust each 
other. Malicious nodes could collect the offloaded tasks to 
gain illegal benefits and launch attacks by forging identities.
3 Attacks and Countermeasures

In this section, we describe the critical security issues and 
attacks of edge blockchains in each layer. We also present 
and analyze the state-of-the-art countermeasures for reference 
in each subsection. We summarize these contents with brief 
descriptions in Table 1.
3.1 Blockchain Management

Blockchain management aims to configure, deploy, and moni⁃
tor edge blockchain networks. In edge blockchains, such proce⁃
dures are typically implemented by centralized service provid⁃
ers, e.g., Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) platforms, due to cost-
effective concerns[20–23]. These platforms provide the tools or soft⁃
ware development kits (SDKs) to define the blockchain network 
in client software, access control, deployment methods, etc. For 
example, AWS Blockchain Template is a tool for configuring 
cloud-based Ethereum[24] or hyperledger fabric networks[25].

3.1.1 Identity Credential Provider Compromise
In edge blockchains or other consortium blockchains, iden⁃

tity credentials are required to authenticate the participation 
legality of users or organizations. Identity credentials can be 
certificate authority/public key infrastructure (CA/PKI) certifi⁃
cates and public/private key pairs, which are generated and 
assigned to blockchain nodes. These credentials specify the 
vote right, communication channels, and data access. For 
popular frameworks in edge blockchains, like Hyperledger 
Fabric, X.509 CA-based Membership Service Provider (MSP) 
is responsible for participation identity management; in IBM 
blockchain, blockchain identities are associated with Azure 
Active Directory, a unified access control mechanism in Azure 
Cloud[26]. In edge blockchain literature, similar mechanisms 
are also applied to authenticate edge devices that run block⁃
chain nodes[27–29]. However, due to the centralized nature of 
this procedure, blockchain management procedures in edge 
blockchains are vulnerable to many attacks, even to tradi⁃
tional cyber attacks.

Although nodes themselves keep the credentials, the issue, 
update, and revoke operations are typically performed by cen⁃
tralized providers (e. g., blockchains using CA/PKI), which is 
risky to adversaries. Existing works show that if such provid⁃
ers are compromised, many other level attacks may be con⁃
ducted and further damage the blockchain networks[30–31]. Ma⁃
licious providers can manipulate and subvert identity manage⁃
ment by making legal credentials invalid, refusing to issue, 
and even issuing illegal credentials to launch a Sybil attack. 
Eventually, malicious providers will control the full block⁃
chain networks and could launch arbitrary attacks.

State-of-the-Art countermeasures focus on making block⁃
chain identity management decentralized and transparent. In 
Geth (Proof of Authority consensus mode) and Tendermint, 
new validators are elected to have vote rights by original vali⁃
dators, which are initially from the hard-coded genesis 
block[32–33]. This way increases the difficulty for adversaries 
to compromise since it is equivalent to tamper the entire 
blockchain. The substantial verification, update, and revoca⁃
tion operations are also on-chain. Some works extend similar 
ideas and construct new identity blockchains, which are spe⁃
cifically designed for managing identities on other block⁃
chains[34–36].

▼Table 1. Attacks and countermeasures on edge blockchain components
Components

Blockchain management

Blockchain consensus

Blockchain lightweight client

Attacks
Identity credential provider compromise

Supply chain attack
Sharding-based consensus attack

DDoS on a memory pool
Insecure computation offloading

Key compromise
Malicious full node

Countermeasures
Decentralization and transparent identity management
Threat detection system and automated code analysis

Atomic commit and order-fairness consensus
Increase of the costs of malicious transactions

Secure multi-party computation
New recovery operations on blockchain and robust key management

Reputation system and game-theoretic approach

Related Works
Refs. [30–36]
Refs. [39–48]

Refs. [59, 62–65]
Refs. [66–72]

Refs. [13, 76–79]
Refs. [86–92]

Refs. [82, 93, 95]
DDoS: distributed denial of service
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3.1.2 Supply Chain Attack
In practice, blockchain nodes are implemented by block⁃

chain client software like Geth[32] and Bitcoin Core[37]. These 
blockchain clients are developed or orchestrated from mul⁃
tiple libraries, packages, and dependencies, providing consen⁃
sus, blockchain data storage, APIs, wallet functionalities, etc. 
Due to the nature of decentralization and trust concerns, their 
blockchain components are usually supplied by open-source 
projects. For example, Geth involves Web3. js library to pro⁃
vide APIs for blockchain, and smart contract interactions[38].

A supply chain attack (e. g., a third-party attack, a value-
chain attack, or a backdoor breach) aims to inject malware or 
malicious hardware by hiding in upstream supplied system 
components to damage software. Historic attacks were mainly 
launched by suppliers in traditional information and communi⁃
cations (ICT) technology areas. However, recent accidents 
show that it can also affect blockchain since blockchain proj⁃
ects are mostly built by open-source dependencies to increase 
transparency. As shown in Fig. 3, attackers may upload prede⁃
signed malicious libraries and packages to open-source reposi⁃
tories by compromising blockchain managers, and then de⁃
liver them to blockchain software developers. Users will be 
compromised when they run crafted blockchain software like 
wallets[39]. Likewise, there is so-called mining malware that 
pretends to be normal browser plugins, executable programs, 
and miner tools, stealing the computation power of devices to 
obtain benefits[40]. In edge blockchains, such attacks are note⁃
worthy since the blockchain clients running on edge devices 
are provided and maintained in a similar way. Even worse, 
edge blockchain networks are dynamic, and edge devices fre⁃
quently join and leave the networks by installing the block⁃
chain client software from different sources. These processes 
expose additional attack interfaces for supply chain attacks.

The preventive solutions try to eliminate the risks from both 
the upstream components supplier side and the device 
side[41–43]. On the one hand, researchers and developer commu⁃
nities use various security mechanisms to assert the projects 
hosted in open-source repositories. Many scoring and threat de⁃
tection and analysis systems like OpenSSF Metrics and 
OpenSSF Scorecard are built to provide an overview of the se⁃
curity status for developer reference[44–45]. They calculate the 
scores according to the code maintenance status, vulnerability 
existence, and programming specification as metrics. On the 

other hand, the automated code analysis project, and services 
for detecting blockchain software and smart contracts are 
emerging[46–48]. They can check sensitive codes and functions 
like money transfer, deploying contracts, and making signa⁃
tures by semantics formalization. This way is more active than 
the former but may bring huge additional development costs.
3.2 Blockchain Consensus

Consensus is a core component of blockchain systems that 
refers to the continuous agreement protocol on blocks/transac⁃
tions among multiple blockchain nodes. Blockchain consensus 
can reach an agreement and update node states under the exis⁃
tence of Byzantine nodes. Byzantine nodes can behave arbi⁃
trarily to achieve malicious targets except by breaking cryptog⁃
raphy primitives, and they can also cooperate. For example, 
Byzantine nodes can keep silent to pretend to crash or corpo⁃
rately send fake messages to foolish honest nodes. Currently, 
there are mainly two types of blockchain consensus: the Naka⁃
moto style and the traditional BFT style. Nakamoto style con⁃
sensus includes Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), 
Proof of Authority （PoA）[37, 49, 32], etc, which rely on external 
validity rules like mining power, stocks, and authority to reach 
agreements. BFT style consensus purely concerns the votes on 
broadcasted values, like practical Byzantine fault tolerance 
(PBFT), HotStuff, and Honey badger[50–52]. Besides, block⁃
chain consensus is also highly related to hardware, blockchain 
data structure, networking algorithms, and blockchain light⁃
weight client design[53–54].

Consensus is a vulnerable component due to the complexity 
and non-deterministic procedures. Existing attacks focus on 
breaking two consensus features as follows:

• Consistency (safety): If any two honest nodes in the block⁃
chain network maintain two blockchains, they should be on 
the same chain.

• Liveness: If the honest nodes receive a transaction, the 
transaction should be included in all blockchains maintained 
by honest nodes after the consensus procedure.

Literally speaking, if the attack breaks consistency, there 
will be unexpected blockchain forks or double spending 
events. If the attack breaks liveness, the consensus will halt 
and no agreement has been reached for incoming transactions.
3.2.1 Sharding-Based Consensus Attack

In edge blockchain networks, the numerous edge devices re⁃
quire the blockchain consensus to 
be scalable to maintain high 
Transaction per Second (TPS). 
However, the theoretical limita⁃
tions make the communication 
complexity hard to be sub-
quadratic (BFT style consensus). 
Sharding is a celebrated and pre⁃
ferred technique to deal with scal⁃▲ Figure 3. Supply chain attacks in blockchain: attackers can inject malicious scripts into libraries and 

packages to damage blockchain networks
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ability issues in edge computing[55–57]. Generally speaking, 
sharding splits the blockchain networks into several pieces, 
where each piece individually deals with transaction consen⁃
sus and data storage. This way can reduce the communication 
to nearly linear as well as the storage cost[58–59].

However, in practice, the transaction may be related to mul⁃
tiple shards, which brings extra security issues. For example, 
in the unspent transaction output (UTXO) model, the outputs 
of a transaction must be equal to (or smaller than) its input. If 
the inputs come from different shards, nodes in one shard can⁃
not verify the validity of this transaction for they have no 
knowledge of other shards. In the account/balance model, the 
transaction is still probably from different shards when the 
shard number increases. Thus, a cross-shard consensus proto⁃
col as the coordinator is needed to deal with this situation. 
The typical solution is using the atomic commit (AC) protocol 
to implement this coordinator. However, existing works show 
that existing coordinators are vulnerable to various attacks, in⁃
cluding transaction forging attacks, message withholding at⁃
tacks, publish-revert attacks, and replay attacks, which can 
break the liveness and safety of sharding-based consen⁃
sus[60–61]. Generally speaking, these attacks leverage the 
knowledge difference and message delay during the AC pro⁃
cess, further cheating or isolating the honest shard chains.

Another fundamental security issue of sharding-based con⁃
sensus is committee selection for shard formation. Traditional 
blockchain consensus assumes that the number of Byzantine 
nodes is under a certain percentage (security boundary), e.g., 
50% for PoW and 33% for PBFT. When the blockchain net⁃
work is splitted into reveal shards, the number of Byzantine 
nodes may exceed security boundaries in particular single 
shards. This issue is also called a signal shard takeover at⁃
tack. For example, a blockchain network runs PBFT with 
seven nodes, where five nodes are honest and two nodes are 
Byzantine. If the network manager randomly selects commit⁃
tees in shards as shown in Fig.4, the second shard will be com⁃
promised since there are more than 33% Byzantine nodes. 
This situation comes from the uncertainty of Byzantine nodes, 
making managers hard to decide which node is honest.

For the first security issue, researchers try to design new 
AC protocols that have extra features like termination. It re⁃
quires all involved shards on a cross-shard transaction to even⁃
tually decide on it. Besides, in real implementation, a “gar⁃

bage collection” is used for dealing with uncompleted cross-
shard transactions[62–63]. However, such works are specific to 
their blockchain systems, and cannot be directly applied to 
other blockchains. Traditional non-blocking atomic commit 
(NC-AC) is also needed to be significantly modified to be com⁃
patible with the blockchain system[64]. For the second security 
issue, the public verifiable randomness sources and counter⁃
measures for active adversaries are introduced. The random⁃
ness sources provide the reference for shard formation. Being 
unpredictable and uniform can minimize the probability of se⁃
lecting excessive Byzantine nodes in shards[59]. For active ad⁃
versaries, which corrupt nodes after shard formation, there are 
also mechanisms to limit their abilities of malicious voting[65].
3.2.2 DDoS on Memory Pool

A memory pool in a blockchain system is a caching area for 
receiving, verifying, and ranking incoming transactions before 
consensus. The memory pool is the first step for processing 
transactions. Thus its performance will be the bottleneck of 
TPS. For example, in Bitcoin, the miner first checks the valid⁃
ity of transactions in terms of signatures, UTXOs, formats, etc. 
Then the transactions will be put in a memory pool waiting to 
be mined into blocks[37]. The ranking of transactions depends 
on the mining fee attached to the transactions. High mining 
fees stimulate miners to mine transactions in a high rank, mak⁃
ing them early confirmed. Besides, the relay fees are also re⁃
quired for miners relaying the transactions to each other. 
Other blockchain systems are designed with similar philoso⁃
phies. The differences lay in the requirement for fees. In edge 
blockchains, the fees are omitted and the ranking is decided 
by the arriving time or other parameters[66–68].

Recent studies show that the DDoS attack can significantly 
affect the memory pool, prohibiting normal transactions from 
being confirmed[69–72]. Attackers first allocate multiple Sybil 
accounts with enough balances for paying transaction fees and 
relay fees. Then they initiate a large number of unconfirmed 
transactions that transfer money to each other to several block⁃
chain nodes in a short time period. When the transaction ar⁃
rival rate is larger than the confirmation rate of blockchain 
consensus, there will be a transaction backlog, and the block⁃
chain nodes have to increase the size of memory pools eventu⁃
ally. Although the consensus processes as normal, the actual 
TPS for normal transactions will be decreased. Attackers try to 
maximize the number of these transactions in the memory pool 
but do not want them to be confirmed since it will cost more 
fees. Therefore, these transactions typically only have relay 
fees to reduce the attack costs. In edge blockchains, conduct⁃
ing such attacks is more possible than doing this in cryptocur⁃
rency. The reasons include that the transactions in edge block⁃
chains are application-specific and may not need to pay 
money, and the corrupted edge devices can easily generate a 
large number of transactions.

Existing solutions focus on increasing the costs of launching ▲ Figure 4. Signal shard takeover attack: shard may contain exceeded 
numbers of Byzantine nodes after committee selection
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such attacks to further prevent them from happening. Research⁃
ers set additional constraints to filter the transactions that are 
likely to be malicious. The constraints consider whether the par⁃
ents transactions are confirmed previously and therefore pay 
mining fees[69–72], or set the relay fees dynamically increasing 
when the memory pool size is too large[70]. These solutions only 
care about cryptocurrency systems, but such mechanisms may 
not be feasible in edge blockchain networks.
3.2.3 Insecure Computation Offloading

Computation offloading is a unique technique in edge com⁃
puting. It transfers resource-intensive computational tasks to 
other nearby devices by dividing and optimizing tasks. In this 
way, resource-constrained devices reduce the burden and are 
capable of dealing with complex tasks. Computation offloading 
is extensively studied and applied in edge computing, and many 
edge applications essentially rely on it, such as distributed ma⁃
chine learning, video surveillance, and VR/AR[73–75]. In edge 
blockchains, offloading is also utilized for reducing the block⁃
chain consensus costs on mobile devices[76–77, 13]. Researchers 
model the consensus tasks and edge compute services pricing 
as Stackelberg games to improve the system throughput and op⁃
timize the accessibility of the blockchain network.

However, such offloading methods cannot well meet the se⁃
curity requirements of blockchain. Even though the consensus 
tolerates a certain percentage of Byzantine nodes, malicious 
edge computing service providers (e. g., corrupted edge serv⁃
ers) are still possible to break the threshold. Specifically, mali⁃
cious providers can execute other nodes’ consensus tasks and 
act like them simultaneously. This behavior is equivalent to 
corrupting honest nodes in the blockchain since malicious pro⁃
viders obtain free computation power paid by honest nodes, 
which is definitely out of the BFT model definition. Conse⁃
quently, the percentage of Byzantine nodes in blockchain net⁃
works will increase and finally become overwhelming.

Secure multiparty computation (SMPC) and outsourced com⁃
puting can be promising solutions to addressing these issues. 
SMPC is a cryptographic technique that enables multiple par⁃
ties to jointly compute tasks without revealing their own pri⁃
vate inputs and outputs[78]. With the development advancing, 
its efficiency is becoming acceptable for 
edge and IoT devices. Combining the 
SMPC with blockchain and offloading 
can prevent malicious computing ser⁃
vice providers from manipulating out⁃
sourced blockchain tasks[79].
3.3 Blockchain Lightweight Client

Blockchain lightweight client is an⁃
other critical building block of a block⁃
chain system, especially for developing 
edge blockchains. It contains transac⁃
tion generation, query, and verification 

schemes with blockchain data bootstrapping and synchroniza⁃
tion procedures. In practice, a blockchain lightweight client 
typically does not directly participate in consensus like block⁃
chain full nodes do to save computation, storage, and network⁃
ing resources. Therefore, a blockchain lightweight client is 
suitable to be integrated into mobile applications and run on 
resource-constrained devices in edge networks[80, 12, 81]. Specifi⁃
cally, a lightweight client contains the following functional⁃
ities[82]:

• Bootstrapping and synchronization: Given a blockchain 
genesis block or file, the client should synchronize all the 
state metadata from full nodes (e. g., all block headers) with 
bootstrapping proofs. When the full nodes update their states 
(e.g., new blocks), the client should also synchronize it and up⁃
date state metadata with synchronization proofs.

• Transaction generation, query, and verification: Clients 
should generate valid transactions for full node updating its 
states. After that, a client can query the existence of submitted 
transactions confirmed in blockchain states and verify the re⁃
sult proofs.

Bitcoin simplified payment verification (SPV) is believed to 
be the first implementation of a lightweight client[37]. As shown 
in Fig. 5, it only stores the block headers of the longest chain 
locally, which is initially downloaded and periodically syn⁃
chronized from nearby full nodes. Upon receiving transaction 
verification requests, lightweight clients retrieve the blocks 
that contain the transactions with corresponding Merkle 
branches for verifying their existence.
3.3.1 Key Compromise

Key management refers to the schemes of generating, updat⁃
ing, using, and deleting cryptographic keys. In the blockchain 
context, the keys are employed for identifying edge nodes, 
signing transactions, and encrypting data. Due to the decen⁃
tralized nature, such keys are usually kept by the user sides, 
and no managers are responsible for them. In well-established 
blockchain wallets like MetaMask[83], the key files are stored 
locally with mnemonic phrase encoding and password/biomet⁃
ric authentication protection. Users need to input the correct 
password or biometric information to unlock the key inside the 

▲ Figure 5. Bitcoin simplified payment verification (SPV): a lightweight blockchain client for Bit⁃
coin, which only stores the block headers to reduce costs
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wallet to sign transactions.
Although many elaborately crafted key management 

schemes are designed and implemented for high security and 
usability, the keys are still extremely vulnerable to software 
bugs, hardware failure, and even simple human errors[84–85]. 
Key compromise is still a significant security issue that re⁃
mains unsolved. To add insult to injury, these issues are more 
likely to happen in edge blockchains since edge devices (like 
IoT devices) are mostly low-end in hardware and software with 
few sufficient security mechanism. Besides, the devices are 
also physically accessible and controllable. Attackers can at⁃
tack the devices through various interfaces existing on edge 
devices and applications. As a result, the keys managed in 
edge devices are highly risky of being theft, lost, and broken.

Existing efforts to enhance the security and usability of 
blockchain key management are twofold. First, from the block⁃
chain side, many schemes are proposed to replace or supple⁃
ment the transaction verification in blockchains to realize key 
compromise protection[86–89]. The general idea is to allow new 
operations to claim new keys or recall transactions for users 
who are theft or lose their keys accidentally. This way serves 
as remedial measures for unlucky users but creates additional 
difficulties and lowers the blockchain TPS for normal users. 
From the device side, advanced cryptography primitives are 
applied to minimize the risk of key compromise. Group signa⁃
ture, threshold signature, and hierarchical key derivation are 
used to construct robust key management schemes[90–92]. 
These schemes can provide additional rescue solutions, pres⁃
ent informative network typology, and set flexible access con⁃
trol in edge blockchain key management.
3.3.2 Malicious Full Node Attack

The purpose of a malicious full node is to influence light 
nodes that interact with the blockchain network via a light pro⁃
tocol and inject adversarial blocks. Light clients have poor 
bandwidth and limited storage capacity. To improve the effi⁃
ciency of light clients, firstly, they do not store complete led⁃
ger information; secondly, they generally verify the validity of 
the chain within a limited scope. For example, in SPV, light 
clients validate the chain only through block headers and re⁃
quest Merkle from full nodes on demand to verify that a spe⁃
cific transaction is valid. Incomplete validation makes it pos⁃
sible for malicious full nodes to inject adversary chains into 
light clients.

Malicious full nodes can create forks in the blockchain. A 
fork consists of blocks with block headers that satisfy block 
header validation and adversarial status. Honest full nodes 
will immediately reject these adversary blocks because they 
fail in state validation. However, since light clients can only 
perform header validation, but not state validation, the fork is 
also a normal chain from the perspective of light clients. If the 
adversary chain contains more work than the honest chain, ac⁃
cording to the longest chain rule, a light client will accept the 

adversary chain. In addition, a patient adversary willing to 
wait (days or months) can obtain a high probability of success⁃
fully injecting a forged state into a light client. Considering a 
node, such as an IoT node with a limited battery, is operating 
in a duty cycle mode and periodically active, the longer the in⁃
terval between two active states, the higher the adversary prob⁃
ability of successful state injection. Moreover, the adversary 
also has the probability of having a successful adversarial 
chain at any random point in time, so it may also successfully 
convince a light node[93].

Existing solutions focus on building reputation systems and 
using game-theoretic approaches to secure the light client 
from malicious full nodes. In reputation systems, miners are 
ranked by their consensus contribution[94]. Light clients cache 
the recent blocks from miners with good reputations to se⁃
curely download blockchain data. Game-theoretic approaches 
use smart contracts as a trusted arbiter to deal with the client 
and a set of full nodes[95]. Participants need to deposit some 
funds on the arbiter contract as collateral. Malicious behaviors 
like sending fake blocks will be plenty by costing the depos⁃
ited funds, thus encouraging the full node to provide block 
data honestly.
4 Future Research Directions

In this section, we point out some specific future research 
directions that are related to the security of edge blockchains. 
We envision these directions being significant in future edge 
blockchains.
4.1 Modular Blockchain Framework

Existing frameworks in edge blockchains only support one 
or multiple fixed components such as consensus algorithms, 
databases, and communication protocols. This fact signifi⁃
cantly decreases the resistance to supply chain attacks and 
amplifies the attack revenue. Imagine if some widely used con⁃
sensus algorithms or other components are suddenly found vul⁃
nerable, all the blockchain systems with those components 
will be risky and hard to be fixed in a short time. This is be⁃
cause the interfaces, data structures, and algorithms among 
these components are highly coherent. Developers do not have 
much flexibility to adjust them when security issues occur. Be⁃
sides, the valuable on-chain assets and data make blockchain 
systems hard to be readily updated as normal software.

In our previous work, PolyChain proposes a modular block⁃
chain framework, where the main components are fully plug⁃
gable and changeable[96]. We divide the blockchain into four 
components: application component, consensus component, 
storage component, and network component. This provides 
much flexibility when facing attacks. In PolyChain, developers 
can replace vulnerable components with low costs to avoid po⁃
tential damage. Other works with similar philosophy also 
emerged recently, and better solutions to blockchain modular⁃
ization remain to be explored[97–98].
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4.2 Ordered Blockchain Consensus
Some transactions have inherent relationships and depen⁃

dencies in certain applications. For example, in Decentralized 
Finance (DeFi) and Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC)
[99–100], manipulating transaction confirmation orders can 
launch financial attacks on smart contracts[101]. This is be⁃
cause when users need to submit a batch of transactions to 
these applications, their exact confirmation order is not guar⁃
anteed in most existing consensus algorithms. Miners usually 
include transactions in blocks according to the attached fees. 
Many blockchain financial infrastructures are also deployed in 
edge environments, such as Bitcoin ATMs and cryptocurrency 
wallets. Therefore, we need to guarantee the security of trans⁃
action confirmation orders in edge blockchains.

One easy and safe way is submitting transactions to consen⁃
sus one by one and waiting for confirmation, but this is ineffi⁃
cient when there are a large number of pending transactions. 
New efforts on consensus need to provide security guarantees 
on transaction orders while keeping high efficiency. This is 
challenging since it basically requires designing extra consen⁃
sus rounds expressly agreeing on transaction orders.
4.3 Blockchain Secure Live Migration

In edge blockchains, multiple small-size blockchain net⁃
works may exist for specific user groups and applications. 
However, accessing these size-constrained blockchains can be 
difficult for they are only deployed in a limited number of 
edge devices with poor network connectivity. Simply scaling 
the blockchain network by setting up new nodes is a naive so⁃
lution, but this will occupy other device computing resources 
and interrupt blockchain consensus, causing further security 
concerns for the blockchain network, like congestion.

Live migration is a technique that transfers services or pro⁃
cesses across computing infrastructures without disrupting 
normal operations. It has been extensively studied in cloud 
computing for load balancing, resource management, server 
consolidation, predictive maintenance, and QoS improve⁃
ment[102]. Such a technique is also beneficial to edge block⁃
chains. It can reduce the latency of accessing the above-
mentioned size-constrained blockchain with low costs and 
high QoS. Existing migration techniques only focus on con⁃
tainer or process architecture, which may not perform well on 
blockchain since they do not consider the specific architec⁃
ture of blockchain systems. More effective and secure solu⁃
tions can be adopted by separately migrating different compo⁃
nents of the blockchain system, such as blockchain data and 
memory pool transactions while keeping consensus running 
for security[103].
5 Conclusions

Integrating blockchain with edge computing is a valuable 
landscape in future wireless communication. Many efforts have 
been made to make blockchain securely run in adversarial envi⁃

ronment. However, the features of edge computing bring new se⁃
curity issues, which have not been extensively studied and ad⁃
dressed in previous literature. Many attacks on edge block⁃
chains components are not well understood and prevented. 
Through this study, we comprehensively review the security of 
edge blockchains in terms of attacks, countermeasures, and fu⁃
ture directions. We envision this survey acting as a security 
guideline for designing and developing edge blockchains.
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Abstract: The structure of key-value data is a typical data structure generated by mobile devices. The collection and analysis of the data from 
mobile devices are critical for service providers to improve service quality. Nevertheless, collecting raw data, which may contain various per⁃
sonal information, would lead to serious personal privacy leaks. Local differential privacy (LDP) has been proposed to protect privacy on the 
device side so that the server cannot obtain the raw data. However, existing mechanisms assume that all keys are equally sensitive, which can⁃
not produce high-precision statistical results. A utility-improved data collection framework with LDP for key-value formed mobile data is pro⁃
posed to solve this issue. More specifically, we divide the key-value data into sensitive and non-sensitive parts and only provide an LDP-
equivalent privacy guarantee for sensitive keys and all values. We instantiate our framework by using a utility-improved key value-unary en⁃
coding (UKV-UE) mechanism based on unary encoding, with which our framework can work effectively for a large key domain. We then vali⁃
date our mechanism which provides better utility and is suitable for mobile devices by evaluating it in two real datasets. Finally, some pos⁃
sible future research directions are envisioned.
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1 Introduction

With the development of mobile communication 
technologies, service providers are more willing to 
collect data from mobile devices to enhance the 
service experience for users. As a classical data 

structure, key-value data are widespread in practical mobile 
applications[1–2]. The structure of key-value data is a hybrid 
data structure, where the key is the identifier of data and the 
value is the content of data. The following three examples 
show its potential applications:

1) Mobile devices (such as wearable devices, smartphones, 
tablets, etc.) generate a large number of data, the majority of 
which are in a key-value format, i.e., device_id, device_value  
or timestamp, device_value . These data could show the usage 
habits of users on a specific device or during a particular pe⁃
riod, which can help data collectors provide a personalized ex⁃
perience for the user. For example, the service center collects 
device_id, sleep duration  from the user’s smart bracelet to 

remind the user to rest properly at a suitable time[3].
2) Software vendors, such as Android and iOS, collect us⁃

ers’ data to enhance the users’ experience, i. e. 

app_name, user rating  or app_name, length of visit , in a 
key-value format, where the key is the name of an APP, and 
the value is the length of time or a score to access the APP. 
These data could show the users’ experience with a particular 
application, which can help software vendors study future 
product improvements. For example, software vendors provide 
users with personalized recommendations by collecting their 
specific interest[4].

3) Advertisers are interested in knowing whether the video 
advertisements they place on mobile devices appeal to poten⁃
tial customers[5]. Therefore, they are willing to collect adver⁃
tisement ratings from users in the form of key-value, where the 
key is the ID of the advertisement, and the value is the num⁃
ber of minutes that users watch the advertisement.

However, the key-value data involves a lot of personal infor⁃
mation, thus users may be reluctant to upload data from their 
mobile devices. To address the privacy-preserving data collec⁃
tion issue, some researchers proposed local differential pri⁃
vacy[6] to obfuscate local information in the data collection 
phase. Because of its decentralization and strict mathematical 
proof, it has been adopted by mainstream systems such as Ma⁃
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cOS[7] and Windows[8] to collect data. In addition, local differ⁃
ential privacy (LDP) reduces the communication costs of large-
scale computing and the frequent interaction with the data 
center, making it well-suited for mobile devices with limited 
resources and low computing power.

Recently, there has been extensive research on key-value 
data collections with LDP. YE et al. [9] first proposed PrivKVM 
to protect key-value data using synchronized key and value 
perturbation protocols. It adopted one iteration to obtain fre⁃
quency estimation and several iterations to achieve an approxi⁃
mately unbiased mean estimation. The result of the last itera⁃
tion is sent to the next iteration as input. However, it requires 
all users to be online in all the iterations, which is difficult to 
achieve in practical scenarios. Moreover, PrivKVM may lead 
to a high estimation error when the key domain is large. SUN 
et al. [2] proposed a series of LDP mechanisms based on 
PrivKVM and introduced conditional analysis for key-value 
data analysis. However, the mean estimation obtained by SUN 
et al. is biased. Subsequently, GU et al. [10] proposed a private 
correlated key-value (PCKV) data collection mechanism, 
which adopts the padding-and-sampling mechanism to solve 
the large key domain problem of previous work[9]. Moreover, a 
budget composition theorem for the relevant perturbation 
mechanism is further given to enhance the data utility using 
privacy budget relaxation. However, according to the defini⁃
tion of LDP, we cannot distinguish whether the output key is 
genuine. Because the virtual values significantly reduce the 
aggregation accuracy, the aforementioned mean estimation 
mechanisms perform poorly in the case of a small privacy bud⁃
get. Therefore, there is a requirement to enhance the utility of 
key-value data collection under LDP.

Moreover, the mechanisms aforementioned regard all data 
as equally sensitive and thus provide excessive protection for 
some data and leave much room for improving data utility. In 
real-world scenarios, there is quite a lot of non-sensitive data. 
For example, when the server collects application names and 
ratings from cell phones, attackers cannot infer users’ privacy 
preferences even if they know that the user logs in WeChat, 
which is a social APP that has a huge user base. Therefore, us⁃
ing WeChat provides non-sensitive data for users. In contrast, 
using some minority applications provides sensitive data. 
Based on this idea, MURAKAMI et al. [11] proposed the con⁃
cept of utility-optimized LDP (ULDP), which only requires 
LDP protection for sensitive data to reduce the frequency esti⁃
mation error. Nevertheless, ULDP is only suitable for fre⁃
quency estimation, thus the accuracy of data collection under 
the privacy protection for key-value data needs further en⁃
hancements.

To address these issues, we propose a new framework for mo⁃
bile devices called the utility-improved key value (UKV) data 
collection with LDP. In UKV, mobile devices take different per⁃
turbations based on whether the data are sensitive or not to 
achieve a balance between privacy and utility. We then intro⁃

duce an initial implementation of the UKV framework and verify 
its performance in terms of data utility using public datasets.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The 
overview and benefits of the UKV framework are introduced in 
Section 2. Some key challenges are presented in Section 3. In 
Section 4, we describe a case study of an initial implementa⁃
tion of the UKV framework for mobile devices. The perfor⁃
mance of our mechanisms is evaluated in Section 5, and some 
possible future directions are given in Section 6. Finally, we 
conclude the paper in Section 7.
2 Overview and Benefits

In this section, we briefly introduce data collection under lo⁃
cal differential privacy. Then we describe the UKV framework 
and its benefits for data protection.
2.1 Data Collection Under Local Differential Privacy

Data collection is an important means of obtaining data 
from mobile devices. By collecting and analyzing users’ data, 
data collectors can mine users’ characteristics (such as living 
habits and health status) and thus formulate more appropriate 
development strategies. However, users’ data often contains a 
large amount of personal information. Collecting raw data may 
lead to serious personal privacy leaks, which not only harms 
privacy leakers but also brings a series of legal risks and eco⁃
nomic losses to data collectors. Therefore, this issue needs to 
be solved urgently.

Differential privacy[12] provides a feasible solution to the 
problem of personal privacy leakage due to its characteristic 
of being plausible and deniable. It provides strictly provable 
privacy protection without relying on the background knowl⁃
edge possessed by the attacker. LDP is one of the differential 
privacy technologies that specifically address the problem of 
personal privacy leakage during data collection. Unlike cen⁃
tral differential privacy, which assumes the existence of a 
trusted data collector with access to the user’s raw data, LDP 
does not require any qualification on the credibility of the data 
collector. In particular, LDP requires each user to locally per⁃
turb the raw data with a local perturbation mechanism before 
sending it to the data collector. Therefore, the data security of 
the users is guaranteed. Because of this unique advantage, 
LDP has been widely adopted in practice. A successful case is 
RAPPOR[13] on Google Chrome, which enables Google to col⁃
lect users’ browsing information while protecting user privacy.

A basic LDP mechanism is Generalized Randomized Re⁃
sponse (GRR) [14]. The main idea of   GRR is to set the output 
range to be the same as the input range, with a certain prob⁃
ability of providing a “fake” response while maximizing the 
likelihood of providing a “true” response. Specifically, each 
user perturbs x to itself with a large probability p, and per⁃
turbs x to other data with a small probability q. However, the 
utility of GRR drops rapidly when the data domain is large. 
UE[15] solves this problem. UE first encodes the input data as a 
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one-hot d-dimensional vector with only the bit corresponding 
to the data set to 1, where d is the size of input domain. Then 
each bit is perturbed independently. Here, each user retains 
(only) input 1 with large probability p, and perturbs each 0 to 
1 with probability q. Our work is based on the above scheme 
and achieves secure data collection adapted to mobile devices.
2.2 Overview

Fig. 1 shows the overview of our framework, which contains 
three parts: mobile devices, the server side, and data analysts. 
And, we will describe each part of our framework in detail.

•Mobile devices. Mobile devices are individual users who 
own personal data. They can not only generate and collect 
data of users but also perturb the raw data with local differen⁃
tial privacy mechanisms to protect information privacy.

•Server side. The server, which has a large number of com⁃
puting and storage resources, is responsible for collecting the 
data sent by mobile devices, and aggregating and estimating 
the data. Finally, the server releases the data and its corre⁃
sponding estimations. In this paper, we assume that the server 
is “semi-honest”. Here, “semi-honest” means that the server 
honestly executes the data collection protocol while poten⁃
tially leaking the user’s historical data to attackers.

•Data analysts. Data analysts are the actual users of the 
data. The data analyst submits a query request to the server 
and gets the noise-added results. These analysts may be ordi⁃
nary users or malicious attackers.

We briefly describe the data flow in a UKV framework to 
understand the data processing procedure. The raw data are 
generated by the mobile device and locally perturbed by 
UKV. Then, the mobile device sends it to the server side. In 
addition, the key-value data are divided into two categories: 
sensitive data and non-sensitive data. In the data perturba⁃
tion phase, UKV divides the privacy budget ε into two 
parts, namely ε1 and ε2, where ε1 is used for perturbation of 
key and ε2 is used for perturbation of value. For sensitive 
key-value data, the key consumes all privacy budget ε1; for 
non-sensitive key-value data, the key does not consume any 
privacy budget. Furthermore, UKV consumes the privacy 
budget of ε2 to perturb the value for two types of key-value 

data. Finally, the server releases the estimated results to 
the data analyst.
2.3 Benefits

By applying the UKV framework, users perturb the raw data 
before sending key-value data to the server. In addition, the 
UKV framework also provides the following benefits.

• Privacy protection and efficient utility of data. In data col⁃
lection, each user sends the noise-added data to the server. 
Then the server aggregates and analyzes the data where the 
frequency and mean estimation are important data analysis 
components. UKV can maintain high efficiency with a low pri⁃
vacy budget. As the number of non-sensitive keys increases, 
the data utility improves rapidly.

• No trusted third party is required. LDP transfers the part 
that adds noise to the raw data to local devices so that the 
third-party data collectors cannot get the raw data; thus it 
avoids the risk of privacy leakage by third parties.
3 Key Challenges

In order to take full advantage of the UKV framework for 
mobile devices, we still face challenges in the implementation 
of the proposed framework, which seriously hinders the boom⁃
ing development of related applications.

1) Individuals have different privacy needs for data. The dif⁃
ference between sensitive and non-sensitive data can vary 
from one user to another (e.g., some people even want to keep 
the name of the APP that they use and the scores of the movie 
they give private). Moreover, we concentrate on a situation in 
which users can easily choose, no matter it is sensitive or not. 
Nevertheless, there is also a situation in which the user knows 
nothing about the sensitive data type. For the latter case, the 
improvement of our UKV framework for data utility is greatly 
reduced. Therefore, how to divide sensitive data and non-
sensitive data is crucial.

2) Association of sensitive data with non-sensitive data. 
First, we assume that each user sends a key-value data pair 
and each user’s data are irrelevant. This makes sense for most 
personal data (e.g., application ratings). Yet, for certain types 
of personal data (e.g., flu status[16]), users may be extremely in⁃

fluenced by other users. Moreover, 
when users send more than one pair 
of data, sensitive and non-sensitive 
data may also be correlated with 
each other, which means that non-
sensitive data release may lead to 
sensitive data leakage[17]. Therefore, 
designing a scheme for sending mul⁃
tiple data pairs per user is an impor⁃
tant and challenging problem.

3) Lightweight. In practical appli⁃
cations, the communication band⁃▲Figure 1. Overview of the proposed framework
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width cost between the mobile device and the server is propor⁃
tionate to the domain size of the key. The time complexity of 
UKV proposed in this paper is O (d ). When the key domain is 
too large, the communication cost increases dramatically, 
which is unacceptable in many practical applications. More⁃
over, because of the limited computing resources of mobile de⁃
vices, they lack the ability to perform complex computing 
tasks. Thus, designing a lightweight privacy-preserving algo⁃
rithm for mobile devices is necessary.

4) Selection of parameters. The Padding-and-Sampling pro⁃
tocol is used in the UKV framework, where the padding length 
l needs to be set in advance. In theory, it should be set based 
on the data distribution. A small l will reduce the frequency 
estimation for the key, while a large l will increase the quan⁃
tity of virtual key-value data, leading to a larger estimation er⁃
ror. However, the best selection of l is not possible because 
the purpose of UKV is to learn the data distribution. In addi⁃
tion, the choice of privacy budget is essential for balancing pri⁃
vacy and utility. Therefore, it is crucial to choose parameters 
to achieve near-optimal efficiency.
4 Case Study

In this section, we provide a case study to introduce the ini⁃
tial implementation of the UKV framework for mobile device 
data collection.

Fig. 2 shows the implementation of the UKV framework for 
mobile devices. It consists of two parts:

1) The mobile device perturbs key-value data with LDP to 
provide provable privacy guarantees.

2) The server estimates data to generate usable data from 
the collected key-value data for analysis.

The two parts are combined to improve the accuracy of 
server data analysis while protecting the privacy of key-value 
data. We then describe the details of the two parts in the fol⁃
lowing sections.

4.1 Mobile Device
• Padding-and-sampling[18]: Each user samples one datum 

from possessed key-value data instead of sampling one datum 
from the domain of all key-value data. In order to make all 
samplings rate the same, each user first adds different random 
dummy data to possessed key-value data until he has l key-
value data.

• Perturbation: The general overview of the perturbation 
method includes the key input domain, key output domain, 
and flip probability. The input domain has sensitive key 
ks ∈ ΚS and non-sensitive key kn ∈ ΚN, where ΚS and ΚN are 
the sets of sensitive and non-sensitive keys, respectively. In 
the output domain, kr ∈ ΚS \k denotes the rest sensitive keys 
except k, where k may not belong to ΚS. When the user inputs 
ks to UKV, her output includes ks with pss probability and kr with psr probability, where the values of pss and psr are related 
to the privacy budget ε1. When the user inputs kn, her output 
includes kr with the pnr probability and kn with the pnn prob⁃
ability, where pnr is equal to psr.Combining the thought with UE [15], we instantiate a mecha⁃
nism named UKV-UE under the UKV framework. For the data 
obtained by sampling, UKV-UE first transforms the input data 
into a one-dimensional array, e. g., the second data is 
id_2,0.9 , which we transform into a vector 

( 0,0 , 1,1 , 0,0 ,⋯, 0,0 ) with vector length l, and per⁃
turbs each bit independently. Each array is divided into two 
parts: sensitive and non-sensitive bits. Here, we use k to de⁃
note the k-th bit of the array and i to denote the rest of the bits 
of the array. According to the transformation, we know that the 
k-th bit is 1, v  and the rest bits are 0, 0 . For the results of 
perturbation: 1) when k belongs to sensitive bits, -1 (or 1) in⁃
dicates the presence of the key, where -1 (or 1) is obtained by 
a stochastic rounding (SR) mechanism[19] (the SR mechanism 
is to perturb the value to -1 or 1 with different probabilities 
depending on the input) and 0 indicates the absence of the 
key; 2) when k belongs to non-sensitive bits, v' obtained by 
perturbing v with the hybrid mechanism (HM)[20] indicates the 
presence of the key (HM output domain is boundedly continu⁃
ous) and the specified out-of-domain element M indicates the 
absence of the key.
4.2 Server-Side

Data estimation: The server collects the data uploaded by 
users. For the sensitive key, the server computes the counts of 
1 and -1 that support key k from all the data sent by users, de⁃
noted by n0 and n1, respectively. Then we could calculate the 
frequency estimation f ̂k and the corresponding mean estima⁃
tion m̂k by

f ̂k = ( )n0 + n1 n - pss

pss - psn ,

m̂k = l ( )n0 - n1 ( )eε2

n ( )eε2 - 1 f ̂k pss , (1)
where n is the number of the users.

For the non-sensitive key, the server computes the number 
of v that supports key k from all the data sent by users, de⁃

▲Figure 2. Implementation of the utility-improved key value framework
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noted by n2. Then we could calculate the frequency estimation 
f ̂k and the corresponding mean estimation m̂k by

f ̂k = n2
n∙pnn ,

m̂k = ∑k,v ∈ P
v

n2 , (2)
where P is the set of perturbed values sent by the users.

In summary, UKV improves the data utility by slackening 
privacy protection for non-sensitive data.
5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the privacy and utility assurance 
performance of UKV for data collection in public datasets.

Datasets: In this paper, we use the e-commerce (Ec) data⁃
set[21] and the clothing (Cl) dataset[22] to evaluate the perfor⁃
mance of UKV on privacy protection and utility assurance. 
The Ec dataset includes 23 486 key-value pairs and 1 206 cat⁃
egory keys for a total of 23 486 users. The Cl dataset includes 
192 544 key-value pairs and 5 850 types of keys, with a total 
of 105 508 users.

To demonstrate the advantages of the UKV framework, we 
compare it with the most advanced key-value data collection 
mechanism PCKV.

Evaluation metrics: We evaluate the frequency and mean 
estimations by comparing the averaged mean square error 
(MSE) among non-sensitive keys:

MSEfreq = 1
|| ΚN
∑k ∈ ΚN

( f ̂k - fk ) 2

,

MSEmean = 1
|| ΚN
∑k ∈ ΚN

(m̂k - mk ) 2

, (3)
where ΚN is the domain of non-sensitive keys, f ̂k and m̂k are 
the frequency and mean estimations of the key-value data, and 
fk and mk are the actual frequency and mean values of the key-
value data.

We use the ten most frequent keys as non-sensitive keys, 
because the frequency of non-sensitive keys is usually higher 
in practice.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the MSE of non-sensitive keys in two real-
world datasets, from which the effect of privacy budget on data 
utility can be observed. We double the privacy budgets in our 
experiments. The larger the privacy budget, the lower the mean 
square error and the higher the data utility. The MSE of the Cl 
dataset does not change much compared with the results of the 
Ec dataset because all algorithms benefit from the number of 
users, which makes up for the effect of the large key domain. As 

shown in Figs. 3(a) and 4(a), our UKV-UE mechanism performs 
the best as it does not decrease the privacy budget of frequency 
estimation while discriminating the key sensitivity in UKV. The 
theory of dividing the sensitivity to decrease the frequency esti⁃
mation errors is detailed in Ref. [12].

Similarly, in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b), the UKV-UE mechanism 
performs well for any privacy budget about the mean estima⁃
tion. In the case of a small privacy budget, only the UKV-UE 
achieves higher accuracy.
6 Future Directions

This work, key-value data collection with LDP for mo⁃
bile devices, still needs further research to advance its de⁃
velopment. In this section, we envision some possible fu⁃
ture directions.

1) Statistical analysis of key-value data for mobile devices. 
To the best of our knowledge, the current work is limited to fre⁃
quency estimation and mean estimation of key-value data. In 

▲Figure. 3. MSE of Cl dataset
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contrast, other applications of key-value data are less explored 
(e.g., maximum-minimum estimation of key-value data). There⁃
fore, other aggregation statistics of key-value data for mobile 
devices are a direction worthy of attention.

2) Machine learning on mobile devices. In a distributed ma⁃
chine learning system on mobile devices, the mobile devices 
collect data and send it to the server. Then, the server divides 
the subsets of data items according to certain rules and finally 
distributes the subsets to each device for training. Currently, 
only a few mobile machine learning frameworks support key-
value data formats to submit training data, like searching Eng⁃
lish words in dictionaries (the dictionary data structure is in 
key-value format, where the key is the alphabet and the value 
is their sequence number). Therefore, exploring more training 
frameworks that support key-value data formats and adding 
LDP protection to them is quite worthwhile.

3) High-dimensional key-value data in mobile devices. 

Most of the current major differential privacy protection frame⁃
works are for two-dimensional data sets. However, there are a 
lot of complex high-dimensional data in mobile devices, and it 
is necessary to protect them using local differential privacy 
techniques. Moreover, shifting data protection from two dimen⁃
sions to multiple dimensions will inevitably bring more chal⁃
lenges, like dimensional disasters. In short, designing a differ⁃
ential privacy protection framework for mobile devices that 
can be extended to multi-dimensional data protection is an im⁃
portant challenge for data analysis work.

4) Mobile real-time data release. With the need for some par⁃
ticular scenarios (such as a health code and a nucleic acid test), 
people have an increasing demand for real-time query response 
and data updates. Real-time data release has high requirements 
for the stability of data transmission. However, the data trans⁃
mission stability of mobile devices is doubtful, which may 
cause frequent dropouts for users. In addition, problems such as 
repeated data release and dynamic data update significantly in⁃
crease the risk of privacy leakage in the real-time data release. 
Therefore, the privacy protection for real-time data release of 
mobile devices deserves much attention.

5) Preventing poisoning attacks by mobile devices. Poison⁃
ing attacks against key-value data aim to reduce data availabil⁃
ity by sending carefully crafted data from some fake users to 
the server while changing the frequency and mean value of the 
target key chosen by the attacker[23]. For example, an attacker 
successfully changed a road segment in Google Maps from 
"clear" to "congested" using 99 mobile phones. Existing de⁃
fense methods are effective in some cases but ineffective in 
others. Therefore, researching methods to defend against poi⁃
soning attacks from mobile devices is a worthwhile endeavor.
7 Conclusions

We researched the utility improvement of key-value data 
collection for mobile devices and proposed a novel framework, 
UKV, which has improved the data utility by providing LDP 
privacy protection for sensitive key-value data only. We also 
introduced the main challenges that hindered key-value data 
collections from maximizing their benefits. Then, we intro⁃
duced an initial implementation of the UKV framework and 
validated the excellent utility of our mechanism on two real da⁃
tasets. Finally, we envisioned some possible future directions 
to attract more research in this area.
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1 Introduction

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) defines 
three 5G application scenarios: Enhanced Mobile 
Broadband (eMBB), Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Com⁃
munications (URLLC), and Massive Machine Type 

Communication (mMTC)[1]. The 3GPP has considered security 
as a core issue when formulating 5G network standards and 
proposed the 5G network security architecture in the first 5G 
standards (3GPP R15)[2], which defines security functions and 
components in terms of network access security, network do⁃
main security, user domain security, application domain secu⁃
rity, service-based architecture (SBA) domain security, visibil⁃
ity and configurability. 3GPP R15, frozen in June 2018, 
mainly delivered the specifications for eMBB and URLLC sce⁃
narios. Based on the network security architecture defined by 
3GPP R15, we have proposed security solutions to infrastruc⁃
ture, 5G New Radio (NR) air interfaces, core network inter⁃
faces and network management interfaces[3–4].

The 3GPP R16 standards[5] then improve URLLC features, 
support industry-level sensitive latency and higher reliability, 
support Internet of Vehicles (IoV) applications such as 
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X), and introduce a variety of 5G 

NR air interface positioning technologies. These technical fea⁃
tures enable 5G to be applied to Internet of Things (IoT) appli⁃
cations such as industries, automobiles, drones, ports and 
metro systems, laying a foundation for 5G ToB (oriented to 
business) vertical industry applications. With the emerging 5G 
use cases, the industry has begun to realize that traditional net⁃
work security mechanisms are plugin-based and patch-based, 
which are difficult to adapt to the security challenges faced by 
the Internet of Everything in the future. Therefore, we need to 
essentially change the traditional risk defense ideas and ex⁃
plore an intrinsic security solution to various attacks, instead 
of individual methods to deal with different security problems,

The 3GPP R17 standards[6], finalized in June 2022, further 
bring more enhanced features to multiple basic technologies, 
such as further enhanced large-scale multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO), uplink coverage enhancement, terminal en⁃
ergy efficiency improvement, spectrum expansion, and en⁃
hancement of integrated access backhauls (IAB) and simple 
repeaters. In addition, the reduced capability (RedCap) tech⁃
nology, also known as NR-Light is introduced to support IoT 
terminals with lower complexity, such as sensors, wearable 
devices and video cameras. Moreover, the issue of intrinsic 
security has also been discussed more widely in the industry.

The 3GPP R18[7] research project was officially initiated in 
December 2021, which marks the arrival of the 5G-Advanced 
era. The subsequent 3GPP R19/R20 will continue in-depth re⁃
search and improvement of 5G-Advanced technologies. In the 
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5G-Advanced era, the air interface protocols will be evolved 
and enhanced for 5G application scenarios such as mobile 
broadband, fixed wireless access, industrial IoT, IoV, ex⁃
tended reality (XR), large-scale machine communications, and 
drone and satellite access. Moreover, related standards for 
higher frequency bands, such as 52.6–71 GHz and terahertz, 
will be studied and delivered.

It is expected that 3GPP R21/R22/R23 will be carried out in 
2026–2030 and focus on the research of 6G communication 
standards that are future communication technology standards 
we can now envision. 6G communication services will be ex⁃
tended from land to space, to submarine and to underground, 
achieving space-air-ground-sea integrated communication net⁃
works.

This paper provides a review of key security technologies in 
5G and security technology enhancement in 5G-Advanced, 
and then discusses the vision and requirements of 6G intrinsic 
security systems. The key technologies for 6G intrinsic secu⁃
rity are then analyzed, including massive equipment connec⁃

tion security, physical-layer security, blockchain, and AI secu⁃
rity technologies.
2 Key Security Technologies of 5G and 5G-

Advanced
5G NR is a new-generation wireless network based on the 

New Radio technology. According to the 5G network architec⁃
ture defined by 3GPP TS33.501[2], the base stations (gNodeB 
and gNB) are key equipment of the 5G NR system. Therefore, 
the core focus of security in 5G NR is the external interface of 
the gNB and the internal interconnection security require⁃
ments of the gNB.

Fig. 1 shows the 5G NR security technology architecture.
1) Terminal security is implemented by two-way authentica⁃

tion for user equipment (UE) to access the network. The gNB 
protects the security of private data through data encryption, 
transmission channel encryption, permission control, system 
hardening, and data masking.

2) On the air interface of the access network, control-plane 

▲Figure 1. 5G NR security technology architecture
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and user-plane information protection, including confidential⁃
ity and integrity protection, involves security protocols be⁃
tween UE and the gNB.

3) The infrastructure security of the gNB includes physical 
device security, hardware board design security, storage secu⁃
rity, operating system security, disabling insecure services, 
and avoidance of unsupported hardware and software modules.

4) System security detection protects the normal operation 
of the gNB, enables quick recovery when the software or hard⁃
ware is abnormal or faulty, and avoids service interruption of 
the base station.

5) Transmission security guarantees gNB data transmission 
by security protocols, involving security for the Xn/X2 inter⁃
face between gNodeBs and the NG/S1 interface between gNBs 
and the core network. The transmission network protocol in⁃
volves the security protocol between the physical layer and the 
application layer.

6) Basic data configuration, monitoring control, and perfor⁃
mance statistics functions are provided for the management 
system of base station devices. The gNB is connected to the 
Unified Management Expert System (UME) through the IP net⁃
work and may be exposed to the public network. Therefore, 
the gNB is faced with security threats such as illegal intrusion, 
information disclosure, service interruption and physical dam⁃
age. Operation and maintenance (O&M) security is protected 
through account management, rights management, privacy 
data protection, and transmission security[8].

7) Security logs record security events such as user login 
and logout, user permission changes for audit, provide effec⁃
tive evidence to prevent personnel or entities from denying ex⁃
ecuted activities, and collect and store security logs.

8) The PKI system uses asymmetric cryptography algo⁃
rithms and technologies to implement and provide security ser⁃
vices, ensures that base stations use digital certificates to es⁃
tablish Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) security connections 
with the core network, and provides certificate creation, issu⁃
ance, and query functions.

As an evolved version of the 5G technology, 5G-Advanced 
is the evolution of communications technologies, and also a 
key driving force for new consumption, new businesses and 
new use cases. It is oriented to business industry applications 
to facilitate digital transformation of the industries and soci⁃
ety. Keeping the existing network capabilities, 5G-Advanced 
further improves network capabilities, supports large uplink 
traffic, ultra-low latency, higher reliability, higher availability, 
higher precision time service and higher precision positioning, 
and provides communication perception and space-sky-
terrestrial integration service guarantee capabilities. Accord⁃
ingly, 5G-Advanced mainly enhances security technologies in 
the following aspects:

• High reliability: High reliability enhancement technolo⁃
gies include Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) dupli⁃
cation, Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) retransmis⁃

sion, intelligent adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) con⁃
trol retransmission, and low-bit-rate Modulation and Coding 
Scheme (MCS) adjustment. The security technology enhance⁃
ment involved is PDCP replication security, which ensures 
that PDCP data and replicated data use the same encryption 
and integrity protection policy and key, especially the key con⁃
sistency solution in the cross-site carrier aggregation (CA) sce⁃
nario and handover scenario.

• High availability: High availability improves availability 
through device and link redundancy, and ensures that service 
connections can still be maintained after communication 
links are disconnected. For example, the Control plane inter⁃
face of Next Generation (NG-C) link disconnection service 
holding function of the base station requires continuous ser⁃
vices and continuous security. Because security control and 
management of users are performed in the core network, the 
gNB also needs to support security control and management 
of users when the gNB starts link disconnection service hold⁃
ing function.

• 5G accurate timing: The enhanced security of 5G air inter⁃
face time service mainly refers to the enhanced processing of 
system information block (SIB) broadcast messages. Because 
broadcast SIB9 messages can be obtained without access to 
authentication, the security is poor and 5G air interface time 
service is vulnerable to attacks from pseudo base stations. 
Therefore, it is necessary to enhance the security of the termi⁃
nal procedure, ensure the validity of the SIB9 broadcast mes⁃
sage received by the terminal, and re-obtain the time informa⁃
tion and use the clock.

• 5G high-precision positioning: The enhanced security of 
5G air interface positioning mainly protects positioning data. 
Data right of access limits must be strictly defined to prevent 
illegal access and Distribution Denial of Service (DDOS) at⁃
tacks. The positioning engine for position calculation is the 
core of high-precision positioning. It is connected to the gNB, 
UME and service platform, and needs to use different network 
planes for isolation to ensure network security.

• Data distribution: Local data distribution is an important 
prerequisite for data security in 5G industrial applications and 
enterprises to carry out production and operation activities. Data 
distribution of campus services can be implemented by deploy⁃
ing a dedicated local offloading gateway for campuses or a data 
processing engine integrated with 5G base stations. Multi-
dimensional security isolation measures can be taken to meet the 
network security requirements of smart and simple campuses.
3 6G Security Vision and Requirements

With the large-scale commercial use of 5G, the industry has 
started to explore the next-generation mobile communication 
technology (6G) and carried out research on 6G service re⁃
quirements, network architecture and enabling technolo⁃
gies[9–11]. The development history of the mobile communica⁃
tion systems from 1G to 5G is a ten-year cycle, so 6G is ex⁃
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pected to be a new-generation mobile communication network 
oriented to business use in 2030. The 6G era will be an intelli⁃
gent era in which social services will be balanced and highly 
advanced, social governance scientific and accurate, and so⁃
cial development green and energy-saving. The 6G network 
will facilitate in-depth integration of the real physical world 
and a virtual digital world, building a new world with all 
things connected and digital twins.

According to the 6G overall vision research report of the 
IMT-2030 (6G) Promotion Group[12], the 6G network security 
architecture tends to be distributed and will play a dominant 
role in the future. It will enable network service capabilities 
closer to users and transform the traditional centralized secu⁃
rity architecture. Brand-new service experiences, such as inte⁃
grated sensing and communications and holographic communi⁃
cations, will be accompanied with unique user-centered ser⁃
vices, which requires a multi-mode and cross-domain security 
and trustworthiness system. Since traditional “plugin-based” 
and “patch-based” network security mechanisms will be insuf⁃
ficient for handling potential attacks and security risks on fu⁃
ture 6G networks[12], Intrinsic cybersecurity that supports 
multi-mode trust has been regarded as one of the ten key 6G 
technologies.

In the early stage of traditional network design, there is no 
consideration of security factors and service systems and secu⁃
rity mechanisms are deployed independently. This will cause 
several security defects such as passive defense, redundancy 
of security protection mechanisms and low protection capabili⁃
ties when new network features, such as trust relationship con⁃
struction, introduction of a series of new roles and application 
wide-area transformation, are introduced in future networks 
such as the industrial Internet and IoT. To avoid such prob⁃
lems, it is necessary to consider the integration design of secu⁃
rity technologies and service architectures. Therefore, the con⁃
struction of intrinsic security models should be explored in the 
early stage of system design, aiming to implement a complete 
set of intrinsic security frameworks to enable the intrinsic se⁃
curity attributes of future networks and services and continu⁃
ously protect users, enterprises, operators and applications[13]. 
Intrinsic security is a comprehensive capability of a network. 
This capability consists of a series of security capabilities, 
which work together to form a self-sensing, self-adaptive and 
self-growing immune system for 6G netowrks. An intrinsic se⁃
curity system must be built simultaneously during network 
construction. Besides, it should grow independently during 
network operation, change with network changes, and improve 
with the improvement of system services. In this way, the in⁃
trinsic security system will continuously ensure the security of 
networks, services and data.

The IMT-2030(6G) Promotion Group[14] has further clarified 
that intrinsic security for 6G networks should have the fea⁃
tures as follows. First, active immunization, based on trusted 
technologies, provides active defense functions for network in⁃

frastructure and software. Second, elastic autonomy imple⁃
ments dynamic orchestration and elastic deployment of secu⁃
rity capabilities to improve network resilience, based on secu⁃
rity requirements of users and industrial applications. Third, 
virtual coexistence is realized by the digital twin technology 
that is used to unify and evolve the security of physical net⁃
works and virtual twins. Fourth, ubiquitous coordination is 
implemented through intelligent coordination of the end, edge, 
network and cloud, which can accurately perceive the security 
situation of the entire network and handle security risks with 
agility[15].

Intrinsic security should support the development of both 
networks and vertical industries, from the perspective of its 
functions. In addition, security itself needs to be secure. 
Therefore, the requirements for intrinsic security can be di⁃
vided into three categories: security of business, services of se⁃
curity and security of cybersecurity[16].

Security of business means that intrinsic security should 
guarantee the security of the underlying layer (network and 
computing power), capability component layer and application 
layer, covering such capability components as software and 
hardware, transmission, operation, big data, and AI, as well as 
various industry scenarios (such as autonomous driving).

Services of security means that intrinsic security should pro⁃
vide security services related to security capabilities and secu⁃
rity management for the application layer, for example, adap⁃
tive security for the stop of services and automatic orchestra⁃
tion of security capabilities for the launch of new services.

Security of cybersecurity means that intrinsic security 
should guarantee its own security. The more exposed surfaces 
a system has, the greater security risks are likely to occur. 
Therefore, complying with the rule of simplicity, intrinsic se⁃
curity should be deeply integrated into the network with sim⁃
plified and higher-performance devices, including software, 
hardware and ports.
4 Key Technologies of 6G Intrinsic Security

Many innovations and progress have been made in the ar⁃
chitecture, applications, technologies, strategies and standard⁃
ization of 6G networks. However, attackers also become more 
powerful and intelligent, and can create new forms of security 
threats. Therefore, intelligent and flexible security mecha⁃
nisms must be in place to predict, detect, mitigate and prevent 
security attacks and limit the spread of such vulnerabilities 
across 6G networks[17].
4.1 Massive Connection Security Technology

In an industrial application scenario, communications tech⁃
nologies will change from human-to-human communications 
to object-to-object communications, from the downlink-
dominant to uplink-dominant, and from the base station-
centric to decentralized. A conventional access technology 
cannot solve the network congestion problems caused by the 
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access and real-time transmission of massive devices such as 
an industrial physical network. An innovative Multi-User 
Shared Access (MUSA) technology proposed by ZTE Corpora⁃
tion can greatly increase the number of connections and sys⁃
tem capacity, but reduce latency. The mMTC test shows that 
MUSA increases the overload rate of connected terminals by 
600%, and verifies the massive IoT access performance of 
equivalent 90 million‧MHz-1‧h-1‧km-1. The access performance 
of MUSA is increased by 90 times compared with the indica⁃
tor of 1 million connection/km2 defined by the International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU), so the MUSA technology 
has been a key technology for 5G-Advanced/6G to support 
massive device connections.

The MUSA technology simplifies the transmission interac⁃tion procedure. A large number of terminals can directly initi⁃ate transmission without any connection and switch to a deep sleep mode immediately after sending data; the interaction procedure is not required, as shown in Fig. 2. MUSA can save huge overhead of massive user scheduling, thus implementing highly overloaded and spectrum-efficient small-packet trans⁃mission and low-cost terminal design, and adapting to the mMTC scenario of 6G applications. However, security is also an important issue that must be considered in the mMTC sce⁃nario, that is, how to avoid a complex access authentication process and ensure that a large quantity of accessed terminal devices are trustworthy and legal. Therefore, a lightweight ac⁃cess authentication mechanism is required to implement one-phase access and authentication and ensure user privacy secu⁃rity at the same time.A common solution is to directly protect the security of the 
first access message. This method can protect the air interface 
access messages of a large number of terminals to prevent at⁃
tackers from eavesdrop⁃
ping and tampering. At 
the same time, the user 
ID is encrypted and 
sent with the message, 
so that the gNB can au⁃
thenticate the validity of 
the terminal and pre⁃
vent illegal terminals 
from connecting to the 
network.

To improve access au⁃
thentication efficiency, 
a grouping authentica⁃
tion manner may be 
used. When a user in a 
terminal group passes 
access authentication, 
all users in the terminal 
group obtain an access 
permission by default. If 
the access permission of 

a user is cancelled, the access of all users in the group is for⁃
bidden.

Further, with future development of the physical-layer tech⁃
nology, access may be initiated by using a device fingerprint 
message and the network may determine validity of the termi⁃
nal after checking the fingerprint of the terminal device.
4.2 Physical-Layer Security Technology

In 5G communication systems, traditional key-based en⁃
cryption mechanisms face many challenges. Therefore, the re⁃
search of intrinsic security of 6G focuses on a self-sensing, 
self-adaptive and self-growing network immunity system. For 
implementing physical-layer security, the diversity and time 
variation of wireless channels and the uniqueness and reci⁃
procity of the wireless channels of both parties of a legal com⁃
munication are used. Starting from the objective law of radio 
signal propagation and mining the intrinsic security factors of 
wireless signals, the difficulty of key distribution and manage⁃
ment in encryption technologies can be solved, without relying 
on the attack capability of eavesdropper. In this way, absolute 
security in the theoretical sense of information can be 
achieved. In addition, resource consumption and a delay of 
physical-layer security are relatively small and can be easily 
integrated into an existing system. Therefore, the physical-
layer security technology is one of the key technologies of 6G 
intrinsic security.
4.2.1 Self-Adaptive Key Generation on Physical Layer

The existing key generation scheme significantly reduces 
the entropy rate as the probe rate increases. At a high detec⁃
tion rate, continuous measurement values are highly corre⁃

▲Figure 2. Simplified MUSA process
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lated, and an average amount of information included in each 
measurement value is reduced, resulting in a relatively low en⁃
tropy rate, that is, low detection efficiency. The proposed adap⁃
tive key generation scheme based on the sliding window 
policy at the physical layer checks the randomness of the key 
sequences obtained after quantization in the key generation 
technology, modifies the bits in the key groups with low ran⁃
domness, reduces the correlation between the key groups in 
the sliding window, and finally generates the key sequences 
with high randomness. Key generation includes three steps: 
channel detection, quantization, and sliding window detection.

1) Channel detection
Modeling is performed by using a narrowband cluster ray 

model. It is assumed that a base station is equipped with an⁃
tennas N t, a user is equipped with antennas Nr, a channel ma⁃
trix H includes clusters Ncl, and there is a propagation Nray path in each cluster. Therefore, a channel may be represented 
as:
H = N t N r

Ncl N ray ∑i.l
αilar (θil )a t (ϕil )H

, (1)
where αil is a complex gain of a path of the i-th ray in the l-th 
cluster, θil is an angle of arrival (AoA), ϕil is an angle of depar⁃
ture (AoD) of a corresponding path, and a (θil ) and a t (ϕil ) re⁃
spectively represent array response vectors of the base station 
and the valid user. Then, after a channel estimation is per⁃
formed by using a compressive sensing (also known as com⁃
pressed sensing, CS) technology to obtain a channel path gain 
parameter, a radio channel key may be generated by using the 
parameter.

2) Quantization
The quantization process converts the detected channel 

characteristics into a bit stream, so the quantization policy 
generates the rate and consistency of the direct shadow key. 
First, channel estimation is performed, a millimeter wave path 
gain α is selected as a detection parameter, and then an esti⁃
mated value α is quantized. A quantization policy obtains an 
initial bit stream S based on a cumulative distribution function 
(CDF).

3) Sliding window detection
To ensure a certain key entropy, a sliding window policy is 

used for adaptive key generation. In a case that a channel 
measurement value is not random enough, some bits in the 
sliding window are changed, so that correlation between keys 
in the window is reduced and a security attribute is improved. 
The sliding window is specific to a key sequence generated af⁃
ter quantization and is mainly used to check randomness of a 
key. For the entire key sequence, a sliding window with a 
fixed length is used to intercept a small segment of initial key 
and randomness of the key in the window is checked. If the 
randomness meets a requirement, the key in the window is 
put into the key pool, the sliding window is moved to the 

right, and a next small segment of key in the key sequence is 
intercepted and checked. The window continues to move to 
the right until the randomness of the entire key sequence is 
verified.
4.2.2 AI-Based Physical Layer Authentication

Currently, a channel model inadaptation problem exists in 
a high-frequency band channel fingerprint-based authentica⁃
tion scheme; eg., most authentication schemes do not have a 
channel model based on a millimeter wave frequency band, 
but still use a channel model in a sub-6 GHz system. There⁃
fore, the channel data obtained according to this case cannot 
truly reflect features such as large bandwidth, severe loss and 
channel sparsity of a millimeter wave during physical space 
propagation. The high-frequency communication technology, 
such as millimeter wave and terahertz, is a key technology of 
6G. A physical layer authentication scheme in a high-
frequency band channel model needs to be researched, and a 
machine learning method is used to improve an authentication 
success rate.

Fig. 3 shows the simulation model of physical layer authen⁃
tication, it also called the Alice-Bob-Eve model. Alice and 
Bob are legal receivers. The attacker Eve can initiate eaves⁃
dropping and spoofing attacks. Bob is at rest, while Alice and 
Eve are in the moving state. It is assumed that Bob has estab⁃
lished a legal communication with Alice by means of higher 
layer authentication. In a process of Alice’s moving from the 
beginning to the end, the channel data of the Alice-Bob link 
are sampled and stored, and the channel data of the Eve-Bob 
link are sampled and stored in a same manner.

Because of a high path loss of a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) 
channel, a millimeter-wave massive MIMO channel presents 
significant beam domain sparsity and a typical path value in 
an actual environment is 3–5[15]. As the number of antennas 
increases, the beam domain channels become sparser. Fig. 4 

▲Figure 3. Simulation model of physical layer authentication
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shows the sparsity of virtual channel paths for two different us⁃
ers, where the number of transmit and receive antennas is Nr =
N t = 128, and that of paths is L t = 5.

The above physical layer authentication method is based on 
sparsity of a high frequency channel and machine learning. A 
semi-supervised learning algorithm is selected, and the data 
sets obtained, after valid and invalid links are preprocessed, 
are separately divided, where 75% of the data sets are training 
data sets and 25% are test data sets. The training data sets are 
imported to the machine learning classifier to obtain a classifi⁃
cation model, the classification model is verified by the test 
data sets, and an authentication success rate of the model is 
then obtained.
4.3 Blockchain Technology

A blockchain is a distributed ledger technology based on a 
cryptography algorithm. The blockchain can be used to build 
a system that is in a decentralized or multi-centralized manner 
and cannot be tampered with or forged, and ensures dynamic 
consistency of a ledger owned by each node. In essence, the 
blockchain is an Internet shared database, and has features of 
transparency, security and efficiency. Therefore, the block⁃
chain is applicable to digital transformation of an enterprise  
affected by low efficiency and to a new business model based 
on a distributed market. For example, in an IoT application, 
based on a natural decentralization feature of a ledger, the 
blockchain is especially efficient in processing a distributed 
transaction involving multiple parties in the IoT and provides 
high security for each transaction based on an encryption, con⁃
firmation and verification procedure among multiple parties. 
Blockchain is highly valued in China. It has been included in 
the 14th Five-Year Plan (2021–2025) as one of the emerging 
digital industries, with a focus on the alliance chain to develop 
blockchain service platforms and application solutions in the 
fields of financial technology, supply chain finance and gov⁃
ernment services. It is foreseeable that the blockchain will be 

a distributed and secure 
transaction mode covering 
tens of millions or even bil⁃
lions of asset units or ma⁃
chines (IoT) in the 6G era 
and will be a key technology 
for intrinsic security of 6G 
networks[18].

With the blockchain tech⁃
nology, trusted data can be 
stored and shared, and the 
management information data 
of terminals, base stations, 
core networks and operators 
can be linked up through 
blockchains to implement 
trusted storage, anti-
tampering and multi-party 

sharing. For example, measurement data of a base station and 
a terminal can be stored on a link node and may be used in 
scenarios such as roaming settlement, data sharing and re⁃
source allocation. The mobility information of terminals pro⁃
vided by base stations can be used to support mobility applica⁃
tion scenarios in a mobile network. For sake of these benefits, 
an operator can establish a blockchain server, or multiple op⁃
erators co-establish and share a blockchain service in a con⁃
federation manner. The existing gNodeBs can be split into the 
centralized unit (CU) and distributed unit (DU) entities. A 
gNB can contain one CU and multiple DUs. Based on the CU/
DU separation architecture, the gNBs can be linked in a 
blockchain to keep the UE connected to one or more DUs.

Blockchain can become a 6G intrinsic security technology 
or be integrated with other 6G technologies to enhance the se⁃
curity of 6G systems, better meeting the ToB application re⁃
quirements, as shown in Fig. 5.

By enabling 6G security through blockchain, the following 
security objectives can be achieved:

• User access authentication: Blockchain can provide a flex⁃
ible and efficient user access control mechanism through ac⁃
cess rules and preset logic to implement a blockchain-based 
6G network authentication solution.

• Data sharing: Blockchain nodes implement data recording 
functions and the data can be transmitted point-to-point be⁃
tween these nodes. For specific situations, blockchain nodes 
can make quick response according to consensus protocols 
and preset rules.

• Private network slice management: With the blockchain 
technology, the information such as bandwidth, channel power 
and data rate can be recorded in each record of a virtualized 
slice and provided to a user when served. Moreover, such 
transactions are unchangeably recorded in a shared block and 
ledger management can also be added into slice management 
with the concept of a blockchain ledger to implement autono⁃

▲Figure 4. Virtual channels Hv of two different users
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mous and dynamic slice allocation.
• Ensuring data security: The distributed network architec⁃

ture of blockchain ensures that when one or more nodes are at⁃
tacked and data stored in 6G network are damaged, other 
nodes will not be affected.

• Privacy security assurance: Privacy protection in 6G pri⁃
vate network can be implemented based on blockchain tech⁃
nologies such as blocking of private data, decentralized stor⁃
age and information hierarchical smart contract protection.

In the mMTC era, base station-centric mMTC will be trans⁃
formed into decentralized mMTC to support massive device 
connections. This is well suited to the decentralized features 
of blockchain. The features of blockchain technologies such as 
non-tampering, trace leaving, traceability, collective mainte⁃
nance, and openness and transparency make it a key candi⁃
date solution to intrinsic security in 6G network. Moreover, 
the deployment forms of blockchain need to be concerned, es⁃
pecially in ToB industrial applications such as IoT networks. 
For example, the integration deployment of blockchain and 
Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) modules will ensure the 
trusted data exchange in a chain. In addition, the on- or off-
chain communication mode of blockchain with high reliability 
and low delay can support efficient and secure communica⁃
tions of large capacity data from multi-type terminals in com⁃
plex network environment.
4.4 AI Security Technology

A key difference between 5G and 6G is intelligence. AI is 
one of the hottest topics at present. Almost all fields are ex⁃
ploring the use of AI technologies. The future 6G network ar⁃
chitecture will be increasingly huge and heterogeneous, and 
service types and application scenarios will be increasingly 
complicated and diversified. It is almost an inevitable choice 
to make full use of AI technologies to meet such complex re⁃
quirements. With the in-depth integration of the 6G network 
with AIs, the 6G intrinsic AI security technology will fully 

mine and continuously 
learn multi-dimensional 
data such as wireless envi⁃
ronment, resources, inter⁃
ference, service and user 
attacks, and security threat 
information, and provide 
highly valuable data analy⁃
sis and decision-making 
suggestions to significantly 
improve the efficiency, reli⁃
ability, real-time, and secu⁃
rity of the 6G network, thus 
implementing a measur⁃
able and evolved security 
intrinsic protection system. 
Key AI security technolo⁃
gies include active immuni⁃

zation, intelligent management and orchestration, security situ⁃
ational awareness, and trustworthy openness.

1) Active immunization
AI technologies are used to identify and mitigate 6G secu⁃

rity problems. Deep reinforcement learning and deep neural 
networks can be used to detect and prevent intrusions, effec⁃
tively defending against attacks from pseudo base stations, IP 
spoofing, DDOS, control plane saturation, and host location hi⁃
jacking. Predictive analysis using AI can predict attacks be⁃
fore they occur, such as intelligent beamforming techniques 
based on reinforcement learning (RL) that provide the best 
beamforming strategy for eavesdropper attacks in 6G THz and 
visible light communications systems. Edge-based federated 
learning enables network security in the massive devices and 
data mechanisms of 6G distributed networks.

2) Intelligent management and orchestration
6G network security shall have an elastic and scalable 

framework, and the infrastructure shall have the capability of 
flexibly splitting and combining security services. Through the 
collaborative intelligent analysis and orchestration mecha⁃
nism, a flexible and efficient security capability resource pool 
can be built on demand to implement on-demand customiza⁃
tion, dynamic deployment, and elastic scalability of security 
capabilities, achieving the objectives of active immunization, 
trust and consensus, and collaborative elasticity.

At the same time, pre-simulation analysis, verification and 
optimization control are performed for the services and net⁃
work status in dynamic 6G scenarios to achieve low-cost trial 
and error of management orchestration, rapid iteration of AI al⁃
gorithms, optimal AI decision-making and efficient self-
generation/self-evolution.

3) Security situation awareness
Different from traditional 5G communication networks, 6G 

networks will face varied features of different industries in the 
ToB field. Technical barriers and learning costs of different in⁃

▲Figure 5. Enabling 6G security by integration of blockchain
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dustries have derived the demands of collaborative O&M of 
the peer end, edge, network and cloud. Machine learning and 
big data analysis technologies will be widely and deeply used 
in security in smart and endogenous 6G networks. AI technol⁃
ogy will enable the 6G network to establish a wide interaction 
and coordination mechanism among the peer end, edge, net⁃
work and cloud intelligent subjects, accurately perceive the 
network security situation and predict potential risks, and 
then implement self-optimization and evolution through the in⁃
telligent consensus decision-making mechanism, which will 
implement active in-depth security defense and automatic se⁃
curity risk handling[13].

Security situation awareness uses the AI engine to imple⁃
ment continuous online machine learning and iterative up⁃
date. A network health measurement model is generated by 
training, which can be applied to real-time devices and net⁃
work health monitoring. It can quickly identify network risks, 
device faults and external environment risks that may cause 
service quality degradation, and provide best handling sugges⁃
tions to prevent problems from happening. At the same time, 
long-term monitoring data are used to identify the factors that 
affect the stable operation of the network, such as equipment, 
links and environment, in advance, evaluate network health, 
accurately identify potential risks, predict the fault occurrence 
time, and give a prompt to users before the fault occurs. The 
frequency of network faults can be greatly reduced and the 
high reliability required by enterprise services can be ensured 
by the active prevention, risk identification in advance, re⁃
placement of hardware with hidden risks in time, and guid⁃
ance of O&M personnel to rectify environmental risks.

4) Trustworthy openness
The openness of various computing power, algorithms and 

data resources in 5G and other traditional mobile communica⁃
tion systems is not good enough. Most of these resources can 
only serve the inside of mobile communication systems and 
their values cannot be expanded. Therefore, the AI resource 
capabilities in the new 6G system are expected to be fully 
opened on demand and flexibly invoked and utilized by exter⁃
nal third-party applications on demand. Specifically, the open⁃
ing of data resources includes both the data strongly related to 
AI (for example, sample training data and model algorithm 
data) and various types of data of the 6G network (for example, 
various perception data, control plane data and user plane 
data). In the process of opening up AI resources and capabili⁃
ties and realizing shared and utilized values, security trust 
and privacy protection are important prerequisites. The indus⁃
try has been studying how to construct a unified open standard 
of a secure and trusted AI resource capability platform.
5 Conclusions

Before 6G, security technologies are not intrinsic, but the 
supplement and enhancement of service functions for prevent⁃
ing and eliminating security threats in communication applica⁃

tion scenarios. With the emerging of revolutionary 6G tech⁃
nologies, such as terahertz and visible light communications, 
reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), symbiotic sensing and 
communications, space-sky-terrestrial integration, and digital 
twins, 6G networks will bring new paradigms with systemati⁃
cal changes. Therefore, a consensus has been reached that 6G 
network security is no longer traditional “plugin-based” and 

“patch-based” but intrinsic.
This paper reviews the key security technologies of 5G and 

5G-Advanced, analyzes the key technologies of 6G intrinsic 
security based on 6G applications, and focuses on the massive 
equipment connection security technologies, physical layer se⁃
curity technologies, blockchain technologies and AI security 
technologies that are closely related to 6G applications. Al⁃
though space-sky-terrestrial integration communication secu⁃
rity and intrinsic security system architecture are also hot top⁃
ics of 6G intrinsic security, most related discussions are on 
concepts and visions. The technical systems and standards of 
6G intrinsic security have not yet reached a unified under⁃
standing in the industry. Continuing the research and develop⁃
ment of application security solutions and security technology 
evolution of the 5G/5G-Advanced technology, we will continu⁃
ously pay attention to the disruptive impact caused by 6G in⁃
trinsic security, and present our solutions and research results 
of 6G intrinsic security.
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1 Introduction

Even though 5G specifications are still being developed, 
6G of mobile communications has already attracted 
great attention from both academia and industry[1]. Com⁃
pared with 5G communications, 6G[2] will achieve faster 

speed, higher energy efficiency, wider coverage, etc. However, 
the wireless channel used for 6G is usually open, which gives 
wireless users the freedom to communicate but brings insecu⁃
rity factors at the same time[3]. For example, the communication 
content can be easily eavesdropped or tampered with[4]. At the 
same time, data servicers collect large amounts of user informa⁃
tion[5], which leads to frequent private data leaks. These factors 

pose a threat to the data security of 6G users.
Federated learning (FL) is a distributed machine learning 

framework[6]. In FL, participants train the model with local da⁃
tasets and upload the obtained model parameters instead of 
the user privacy data to the parameter server, which aggre⁃
gates the parameters to obtain the updated global model. With 
the distributed nature of FL, users can benefit from the global 
model while keeping the data in their own hands[7–8]. There⁃
fore, utilizing FL at the 6G edge can protect user data, thus 
making users more willing to participate and fully utilize the 
value of their local dataset for the training of the global 
model[9]. In recent years, there have been some studies on inte⁃
grating FL into wireless communication to improve its privacy 
and security[10–12], but they still face many realistic problems, 
e. g., low deployment flexibility in terrestrial communication 
networks and huge communication costs.

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have the advantages of 
high flexibility and mobility which can give FL more possibili⁃
ties. Specifically, it can easily provide air-ground integrated 

This work was supported in part by the National Key Research and Devel⁃
opment Program of China under Grant No. 2021ZD0112400, the NSFC un⁃
der Grant No. 62202080, the NSFC-Liaoning Province United Foundation 
under Grant No. U1908214, the CCF-Tencent Open Fund under Grant No. 
IAGR20210116, the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universi⁃
ties under Grant Nos. DUT21TD107 and DUT20RC(3)039, and the Liaoning 
Revitalization Talents Program under Grant No. XLYC2008017.
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line-of-sight communication and effectively improve the trans⁃
mission range of terahertz signals in 6G networks. As a result, 
the air-ground integrated network (AGIN) has gradually be⁃
come the trend for 6G development, aiming to provide users 
with ubiquitous connectivity and seamless global coverage. In 
this paper, we consider the organic combination of the air-
ground integrated network and FL in the 6G network. We uti⁃
lize UAVs as parameter servers for FL to collect data from dis⁃
persed users, providing wider coverage for users while protect⁃
ing the private data of 6G users. However, in 6G communica⁃
tions, the framework will face the challenge of limited energy 
for mobile users as well as for UAVs[13–14]. Specifically, users 
are reluctant to spend too much energy on the FL process, and 
the UAV does not have a constant source of energy to support 
multiple rounds of the FL model transfer and aggregation pro⁃
cess. As a result, it may lead to delays in updating the global 
model. Therefore, to achieve a sustainable FL solution, the is⁃
sue of energy efficiency in the system has to be considered. 
Existing solutions that optimize the energy efficiency of air-
ground integrated FL[15] generally focus on UAV scheduling 
optimization and resource allocation, in which mobile devices 
need to communicate directly with the server, which may in⁃
crease energy consumption.

In this paper, we propose air-ground integrated low-energy 
federated learning (AGILFL). Specifically, we use terrestrial 
base stations (BSs) as message middleware for users and the 
UAV parameter server to aggregate model parameter updates 
from their surrounding users separately and send the aggre⁃
gated model parameters to the server, thus reducing the en⁃
ergy consumption of communication. In addition, deep Q-
network (DQN) is adopted to optimize the deployment of 
UAVs, thus further reducing the overall energy consumption. 
To implement this procedure, we face the challenge that in 
some dynamic scenarios, the users’ locations are not fixed[16], 
which would lead to a load on the BS when too many users 
move within a range of a certain BS. In such a case, users are 
required to send model parameters directly to the UAV server. 
To ensure that the 6G communication is always highly reli⁃
able, we consider predicting the BS load situation in advance 
and performing an emergency scheduling for the UAV. Our 
main contributions are summarized as follows:

1) We propose AGILFL, a framework that integrates AGIN 
and FL, which is devised to provide low-energy FL for secure 
6G communications.

2) We use hierarchical aggregation to reduce the communi⁃
cation consumption efficiency of AGILFL by using BSs as 
middleware between users and the UAV parameter server sig⁃
nificantly. The BS collects and aggregates the updated param⁃
eters of users within its coverage area, and sends the aggre⁃
gated parameters to the UAV server for a second aggregation. 
With this approach, we can reduce the aggregation workload 
of the UAV server and the redundant communication between 
the UAV and users.

3) To ensure the reliability of 6G communication, we con⁃
sider predicting the BS load situation in advance and urgently 
dispatching the UAV to cope with extreme situations, e.g., sce⁃
narios with a high density of smart devices such as weekend 
supermarket promotions and concerts, etc.

4) Extensive evaluation experiments are conducted on the 
MINIST dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness of our pro⁃
posed method. Experiments have shown that our method can 
improve the system’s overall energy efficiency while maintain⁃
ing the model’s accuracy, which is better than the comparison 
algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
2 presents the current research work combining FL and wire⁃
less networks, with consideration of their energy consumption. 
Section 3 provides an overview of FL and presents the system 
model and problem formulation of this paper. DQN and our al⁃
location strategy for the UAV are introduced in Section 4. Sec⁃
tion 5 verifies the effectiveness of AGILFL through experi⁃
ments. Finally, we summarize the contributions and experi⁃
ments of this paper and present future work in Section 6.
2 Related Work

FL enables a large number of users to train a machine learn⁃
ing (ML) model together in a distributed manner, as a result, it 
provides a secure and effective training model for ubiquitous 
6G intelligence. Recently, studies have explored how FL can 
be integrated into wireless networks while considering their 
energy consumption. TRAN et al. [17] proposed a wireless FL 
model that implemented a trade-off between FL learning time 
and user energy consumption. HAMER et al. [18] proposed an⁃
other FL approach to reduce the costs of server-to-client and 
client-to-server communications by building an ensemble of 
pretrained base predictors. However, the above studies are 
limited to terrestrial networks.

ZENG et al. [19] first investigated the possibility of imple⁃
menting FL on UAVs. They proposed an optimization issue by 
considering the problem of limited energy of UAVs and de⁃
signing algorithms to optimize the convergence performance of 
FL, thus reducing the energy consumption of UAVs in the sys⁃
tem. SHIRI et al. [20] proposed an algorithm that combined 
channel allocation as well as equipment scheduling optimiza⁃
tion to reduce the communication among swarms of a large 
number of UAVs. PHAM et al. [21] proposed a sustainable fed⁃
eral learning framework that used UAVs to provide wireless 
power to energy-limited FL participants’ devices while im⁃
proving the energy efficiency of UAVs. However, none of the 
above methods consider integrating UAVs into terrestrial com⁃
munication networks.

To make full use of UAVs, QU et al.[22] first proposed a concep⁃
tual framework of air-ground integrated federated learning 
(AGIFL) to give FL greater flexibility, thus enhancing the much-
needed artificial intelligence in 6G communication networks. 
JING et al. [23] verified for the first time the feasibility of FL de⁃
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ployment between UAVs and the terrestrial network through a 
practical platform based on AGIFL. However, none of them 
solves the problem of the huge energy consumption of the system.

In summary, few extant studies has considered how to re⁃
duce the energy consumption of AGIFL. In addition, the above 
approaches require terminal nodes to communicate directly 
with the parameter server, which may increase transmission 
costs. Therefore, in this paper, we propose AGILFL, in which 
BSs are used as message middleware between users and the 
UAV parameter server in the FL system. We also use the 
DQN algorithm to optimize the location of the UAV and mini⁃
mize the total energy consumption for its movement and trans⁃
mission, so that AGIFL can effectively reduce the energy con⁃
sumption of the system.
3 Preliminaries

3.1 Federated Learning
FL is a distributed ML approach that trains shared models 

in the context of protecting individual privacy. In FL, many 
participants train the global model in cooperation through a 
parameter server by aggregating model parameter updates[24]. 
Participants download the latest global model from the param⁃
eter server in each communication round, train the model on 
their own devices using local datasets, and then upload the up⁃
dated parameters of the trained model to the server. The 
server then aggregates (e.g., using FedAvg[6]) the collected up⁃
dates to get a new global model. In the process, users can ben⁃
efit from the global model while keeping the data in their own 
hands.

Let [n] =  {1,…, n } represents the set of participants, the 
private dataset for each participant i is Di for i ∈ [ n ], and D =
D1 ∪ D2 ∪ … ∪ Dn is the complete training dataset. In the t-
round of communication rounds, the participant i first down⁃
loads the latest global model wt from the parameter server and 
then conducts local training. Then, the cumulative computa⁃
tional gradient w( )i

t + 1 - wt is sent to the parameter server for 
the global model update, e.g., using FedAvg as in Eq. (1).

wt + 1 = wt + 1
n∑i ∈ [ ]n ( )w( )i

t + 1 - wt . (1)
Note that the above process will be repeated until the global 

model reaches convergence.
3.2 System Model

In this paper, we consider an air-ground integrated 6G com⁃
munication FL system that can protect the private security of 
6G users, as shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a UAV server, m us⁃
ers (e. g., mobile users, Internet of things devices, and the 
UAV carrying data), and n BSs. These devices are randomly 
distributed in the air-ground domain. We define the set of us⁃
ers as U = { u1 ,u2 ,…,um }, the UAV server as V, the n BSs as 
B = { b1 ,…,bn }, and the model size of FL training is Ω.

The user ui is a participant who provides the model in the 
FL system. The user ui receives the global model from the BS 
or the UAV, uses its own data for local training, and sends the 
trained model to the BS or the UAV. We define that if the user 
transmits the global model parameters to BS bj, then xij= 1, 
yi = 0; otherwise, the user passes the global model parameters 
to the UAV, and then ∑j

xij= 0, yi = 1. The transmission 
rate[25] from user ui to UAV V is expressed in Eq. (2).

Ri = bi log2(1 + gi pi

bk N0 ), (2)
where bi,  gi , pi, and N0 represent transmission bandwidth, 
channel gain, transmission power, and noise power density re⁃
spectively. In order to ensure that Ω is transmitted within the 
upload time ti, constraint Ω ≤  Riti needs to be satisfied. In 
this case, the energy transmitted to BS Eu2b

i  and the energy 
transmitted to UAV Eu2v

i  are expressed in Eq. (3).
Eu2b

i = Eu2v
i = ti pi. (3)

In this paper, we use BS bj  as the message middleware be⁃
tween users and UAV V in the FL system. The BS set B is re⁃
sponsible for processing the global model parameters sent by 
surrounding users and then aggregating them. After aggrega⁃
tion,  B will send the aggregation results of the global model 
parameters to UAV V. The transmission rate from BS bj to 
UAV V is Rj. We assume that the transmission power of the BS 
is defined as pj. Within the upload time tj, the energy trans⁃
ferred between BS bj and UAV is defined as Eb2v

j , which is the 
same as the calculation method of energy when the user trans⁃
fers global model parameters.

When transferring global model parameters, we have the fol⁃

▲Figure 1. Overview of AGILFL’s framework
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lowing restrictions. There is path loss during the transmission 
of global model parameters, that is, with the increase of trans⁃
mission distance, the power gradually decreases. The corre⁃
sponding relationship is expressed in Eq. (4).

Pr(Ps ,ls ,lr ) = ς
Ps

d2( )ls ,lr

, (4)
where Ps  and Pr represent the transmission power of the sender 
and the receiver respectively, ls  and lr represent the location of 
the sender and the receiver respectively, d (⋅) is the distance func⁃
tion, and ς is the influence factor under different environments. 
We also limit the minimum received power of all devices to pmin.UAV V acts as the global model manager of the FL system. 
UAV V is responsible for automatically sending or receiving 
global model parameters from surrounding users or base sta⁃
tions, aggregating local training models, and updating global 
model parameters. We assume that UAV V has a fixed height 
H and moves only in the horizontal direction. Suppose the po⁃
sition of the UAV is l =  ( x, y ) and the position after moving is 
l' =  ( x', y'). According to Ref. [26], the energy of UAV V 
movement is expressed in Eq. (5).

Es ( l,l') = PH
d ( l,l')

vh , (5)
where vh is the velocity in the horizontal direction and PH rep⁃
resents the power consumed by the energy of horizontal move⁃
ment. PH can be expressed in Eq. (6).

PH = Pp + PI , (6)
where Pp is the energy consumption power to overcome its own 
skin friction from drag and its calculation formula is shown as 
follows.

PP = 1
2 ρCD Sv3

h + π
4 MρcbCD w3 β4 (1 + 3( vh

w ) 2 ), (7)
where CD is the drag coefficient, cb is the rotor chord, S is the 
front area of the UAV, w is the angular velocity, β is the rotor 
disk radius, and ρ denotes the fluid density of air. PI is the en⁃
ergy consumed by the wing to redirect air to generate lift to 
compensate for the weight of the aircraft, and the specific for⁃
mula is expressed as follows.

PI = G
λ - v2

h2 , (8)

where λ = v4
h + ( G

πρβ2 ) 2  and G is the gravity of the UAV.

3.3 Problem Formulation
Our goal is to optimize the UAV position to minimize the 

energy consumed by the entire FL system while protecting the 
private security of 6G users. Because parameter aggregation 
and global model update are necessary tasks of the FL system, 
the energy of parameter aggregation and global model update 
is not considered when the energy is minimized. Aiming to op⁃
timize the energy of the AGILFL system, we will focus on the 
optimization problems as in Eq. (9).

min ∑i = 1
m (∑j

xij E
u2b
i + yi E

u2v
i ) + ∑j = 1

n Eb2v
j + Es ( l,l'), (9)

s.t.             xi ∈ {0,1}, yi ∈ {0,1}, (9a) 

                      ∑j
xij + yi = 1 , ∀i, (9b)

                       ti Ri ≥  Ω , ∀i, (9c)

                           tj Rj ≥  Ω , ∀j, (9d)

                           0 < l' < lmax, (9e)

             Pr( pi,li,lj ) ≥  xij pmin , ∀i,j, (9f)

               Pr( pi,li,l') ≥  yi pmin , ∀i, (9g)

                   Pr( pj,lj,l') ≥  pmin , ∀j, (9h)
where xij represents whether user ui sends local model param⁃
eters to BS bj, yi indicates whether user ui sends local model 
parameters to UAV V, Eb2v

j  denotes the energy required for BS 
bj to transmit to UAV V, li represents the location of user ui, lj means the location of BS bj, l indicates the initial location of 
UAV V, l' shows the location of UAV V after it moves, and lmax represents the maximum movement range of UAV V.

In the problem, Constraint (9a) limits the range of values of 
xi and yi; Constraint (9b) denotes that the user sends the 
global model parameters to either the BS or the UAV; Con⁃
straints (9c) and (9d) limit the time and rate of transmission 
parameters to ensure that the model size of FL training Ω is 
transmitted within upload time ti or tj; Constraint (9e) limits 
the range of movement of the UAV; Constraints (9f), (9g) and 
(9h) indicate that the power of the signal received by all the 
devices must be higher than the minimum power.
4 Allocation Strategy of UAV

In this section, we detail the strategy for UAV deployment. 
The algorithm we propose in this paper consists of two sepa⁃
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rate processes: model training and model application. We first 
train the model by the DQN algorithm to obtain the output Q-
network model. Then we continuously update the environmen⁃
tal state of UAV V and put it into the Q-network to make the 
optimal action decision for the current state.
4.1 Deep Q-Network

The DQN algorithm is a reinforcement learning method 
combining deep learning and Q-learning, which has both the 
powerful feature-aware capability of deep learning and the 
trial-and-error learning advantage of reinforcement learning. 
In the DQN algorithm, Q ( s, a ) represents the value assess⁃
ment of action a taken by the agent under state s, and the 
agent selects the action with the highest Q value to perform to 
obtain a higher reward. In the Q-learning method, the Q-table 
is used to store the corresponding Q values of the actions in 
each state. However, the disadvantage of Q-learning is that it 
takes up a lot of memory space in a more complex state space 
and the calculation process is also complicated. Compared 
with traditional Q-learning, DQN can compute the Q-table of 
the current state in a huge state space as in Eq. (10).

Qθ ( s, a ) = Q ( s, a ), (10)
where Qθ ( s, a ) is a neural network with parameter θ, which is 
called Q-network, and its output result is an estimate of Q.

DQN proposes two improvements to overcome the problems 
of unstable learning targets and excessive correlation of con⁃
secutive samples: 1) experience replay; 2) target Q-network. 
In this context, the goal of the training process is to minimize 
the value of the loss function, and the loss function is the 
mean-square error between the target Q value and the Q 
value, which is expressed as in Eq. (11).

D (θi ) = Es,a,r,s' [ (Yi - Q ( s, a|θi ) ) 2 ], (11)
where θi is the parameter of Q-network; Yi is the target Q 
value. The formula is expressed as in Eq. (12).

Yi = γmaxa' Q ( s', a'|θ'i ) + r, (12)
where θ'i is the parameter of the target Q-network. By fixing 
the Q value, the stability of the Q value can be guaranteed for 
a period of training time.
Algorithm 1. DQN model training for the UAV parameter server
Input: Distribution of BSs and users, state space and action 
space of UAV, learning rate α, and discount rate γ.
Output: Q-network Q ( s, a )
1. Initialize action space A, state space S, learning rate α, dis⁃
count rate γ, and replay buffer M.
2. Initialize Q-network parameters θ and target Q-network pa⁃
rameters θ'
3. for I in max_epoch do

4. Let the users move.
5. Calculate the energy consumption for the new system.
6. Initialize s as the previous state of the UAV parameter 
server;
7. Decide which action to be taken, using the greedy algo⁃
rithm
8. Take action a, calculate reward rt, and calculate the next 
state s' of the UAV parameter server;
9. Store interaction information ( s, a, rt , s') in experience 
pool M
10. Random batch sampling of batch samples ( si , ai , rsum,i , si ') 
from M
11. Qi = ì

í
î

rsum,i,        if s' is terminal
rsum,i + γmax Qθ' ( s', a')

12. ∑i = 1
batch (Qi - Qθ ( s, a ) ) as the loss function

13. Update state s of the UAV parameter server;
14. Update the Q-network θ' ← θ;
15. end for
16. output Q-network Q ( s, a )
4.2 Allocation Strategy

We use the DQN algorithm to determine the 3D position of 
UAV V, thereby minimizing its communication and movement 
costs. The DQN algorithm predicts the value of the agent’s be⁃
havior through a deep neural network, thus allowing the agent 
to obtain a higher return in subsequent decisions. Specifically, 
in our method, UAV V needs to decide on the appropriate 
working position based on the large number of distributed BSs 
around, which is a more complex task scenario. Due to many 
environmental elements in complex scenes in reinforcement 
learning, not only will it increase the training cycle and slow 
down the convergence of the model, but also bring the prob⁃
lem of sparse rewards, which causes the model to work improp⁃
erly. Aiming to solve the potential sparse reward problem, we 
propose an energy field model to abstract various parameters 
in the environment and simplify the UAV state representation, 
thus speeding up the model convergence and avoiding the 
sparse reward problem. The energy field is modeled as in 
Eq. (13).

E = ∑i = 1
n εLi DiUri

di , (13)
where ε is the weight parameter used to control the order of 
magnitude of energy; di is the Euclidean distance between V 
and bi; Li is the load situation of bi; Di is the number of data 
that bi needs to transmit to V; Uri is the number of users con⁃
nected to bi. The formula calculates the energy situation of the 
UAV’s location, and the total energy is the sum of the sub-
energy of all BSs. The higher value of E means more users and 
base station loads near the point and more need for UAV V to 
serve. This energy field model can guide UAV V to fly to a 
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more suitable working area and also generate the correspond⁃
ing decision for the high load situation in the area.

The state space of UAV V is composed of spatial coordi⁃
nates, current energy consumption power, user coverage, and 
BS coverage. For the action space of UAV V, we have defined 
six possible actions: forward, backward, left, right, up, and 
down. The six actions are denoted as a1 , a2 ,…,a6 respectively. 
If the energy consumption of the transmission of UAV V is 
higher than the previous energy consumption, UAV V needs to 
change its location. In this case, the agent must make behav⁃
ioral decisions based on the state of the environment in which 
it is located. UAV V takes action aj based on decisions and 
transfers to a new state s', while receiving a reward or punish⁃
ment according to the reward rule to optimize the behavioral 
decision of the intelligence.

The purpose of this section is to determine suitable UAV lo⁃
cations to reduce the energy loss of the mission and also to 
perform emergency scheduling for possible regional loads 
(such as large sporting events, supermarket events, concerts, 
etc.). Combined with the energy field model proposed above, 
this paper proposes the reward function as in Eq. (14).

rt = ∆E + ω
Dsum

Eu2b + Eu2v + Es ( l,l')      , (14) 
where ∆E is the change in energy at the location of the UAV. 
When the energy increases, which means that UAV V flies to 
a more suitable space position, it will be rewarded and the op⁃
posite will be punished; ω is the weight parameter that con⁃
trols the order of magnitude of the reward; Dsum is the total 
amount of data transferred by the system.
Algorithm 2. DQN algorithm for 3D placement of the UAV pa⁃
rameter server
Input: Distribution of BSs and users, Q-network Q ( s, a )
Output: Optimum position of the UAV parameter server
1. E th is the calculated energy consumption for communication 
among UAV, users and BSs and UAV movement.
2. while the system is running do
3. Let the users move.
4. Calculate the energy consumption for the new system.
5. if (the energy consumption > E th ) then
6.  for step in max_step do
7.   Initialize s as the previous state of the UAV param⁃
eter server;
8.   input s into Q ( s, a ) to get the best decision at9.   Take action at, calculate the next state s of the UAV 
parameter server;
10.   Update state s of the UAV parameter server;
11.  end for
12. else
13. There is no need to move the UAV parameter server
14. end if
15: end while

The algorithm we propose in this paper consists of two sepa⁃
rate processes: model training and model application. The 
training is performed in a simulated environment, the specific 
details are shown in Algorithm 1, where the target Q-network 
and Q-network are first initialized to predict the Q value of the 
previous step of the behavior and the current Q value, respec⁃
tively. In each training epoch, the environmental status of 
UAV V is first updated, such as pedestrian movement, BS 
model aggregation, BS load, user model training, system en⁃
ergy consumption, etc. Then current state s of the UAV is de⁃
termined according to the external state, and is input into the 
Q-network to get the Q values of all actions. Action a is se⁃
lected for execution based on the greedy method, UAV state s 
is changed to s' after the execution of the action, and then re⁃
ward information rt is obtained. Then quaternion ( s, a, rt , s') is 
stored in replay buffer M and batch samples are taken from M 
to train the Q-network. After that, the Q-network is updated 
with the target Q-network and finally, the Q-network model is 
output. Although the process of training UAV V requires some 
energy, the energy consumption of the proposed DQN method 
is much smaller and even negligible compared with the tradi⁃
tional greedy scheme[27].

Algorithm 2 shows the process of applying our DQN 
model, which continuously updates the environment state 
during the system operation and then calculates the re⁃
quired energy consumption of the system. If the energy con⁃
sumption is greater than the threshold value, it means that 
UAV V is required to move, and in this process, UAV V con⁃
stantly updates its state and inputs the state into the Q-
network. UAV V makes action decisions based on the Q-
network output and then updates the environment state until 
the step reaches the max.
5 Experiment and Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro⁃
posed algorithm. Firstly, we introduce the default settings, da⁃
tasets, benchmarks, and metrics in detail. Secondly, we evalu⁃
ate the utility of AGILFL on the overall energy. Finally, we 
evaluate the utility of AGILFL on average resource utilization 
and model accuracy.
5.1 Default Settings

We consider that the FL system is composed of users, BSs, 
and the UAV. In order to reduce the space for parameter 
search, we set up 100 users, 5 BSs, and 1 UAV. Each train⁃
able device trains locally using the lenet-5 model. The maxi⁃
mum number of iterations of the global model is set to 200, 
which is optimized by the mini batch stochastic gradient de⁃
scent (SGD) optimizer, and the minimum mini batch is 50. 
During model training, the learning rate is set to 0.03, and the 
loss function uses cross entropy. The maximum epoch to train 
the UAV mobile model is set to 200, and the maximum epoch 
to train the FL model is set to 40.
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5.2 Dataset
We use a well-known image classification data set named 

MINIST, which is composed of 70 000 grayscale pictures of 
28 × 28 pixels and each picture corresponds to a number from 
0 to 9. In the MINIST dataset, 55 000 pictures are used as the 
training set, 5 000 pictures as the verification set, and 10 000 
pictures as the test set. In our experiment, we evenly place 55 
000 pictures among 50 users, and each device contains 1 000 
pictures. The parameter UAV places 10 000 pictures as a test 
set for model training.
5.3 Benchmarks

Firstly, in order to evaluate the advantage of the AGILFL 
system, we choose the FL system without BSs and the multi-
hop transmission (MHT) with BSs as the benchmark. They all 
have the same number of users. Secondly, in assessing the ad⁃
vantage of AGILFL UAV training, we use DQN training and 
random movement as benchmarks. Finally, to prove that 
AGILFL can achieve precision without degradation, we use 
FL and ML as benchmarks. AGILFL, ML and FL use the same 
number of data for training, and AGILFL and FL have the 
same number of users.
5.4 Metrics

We adopt the total energy consumption as an evaluation 
metric, that is, the energy consumed by the whole system in 
energy transmission and UAV movement during each training 
of FL. In assessing the UAV training performance of AGILFL, 
we use the reward function during training as a metric. Fi⁃
nally, we also use accuracy as a metric to evaluate the impact 
on the FL model accuracy.
5.5 Results Analysis

We uniformly generate five BSs in the 200×200×200 air-
ground integrated area. To evaluate the impact of user growth 
on total energy consumption, we randomly generate 100 to 
500 users in the region and calculate the total energy con⁃
sumption. Fig. 2 shows the energy comparison of AGILFL and 
other benchmarks in the AGIFL system. AGILFL can reduce 
the total energy consumption by using the BSs as caching de⁃
vices and by controlling the UAV to find the best position. 
This experiment shows that AGILFL reduces the overall en⁃
ergy by 11.9% and 18.4% respectively, compared with the 
other two algorithms.

Our UAV, which is trained to complete the DQN intensive 
learning network, is placed in the AGIFL system. The UAV 
starts from a random point and moves in the FL system accord⁃
ing to the movement strategy. Fig. 3 shows the trajectory of the 
UAV in AGILFL. Each step of the UAV’s movement maxi⁃
mizes the reward function. Every step the UAV moves, it 
moves toward the BS and is close to the central BS. We can 
also see that UAVs will not be far away from users or base sta⁃
tions to avoid wasting energy.

In default settings, we evaluate the performance of the UAV 

movement strategy. Fig. 4 shows the performance of our opti⁃
mization algorithm. In the AGIFL system, we use AGILFL, 
DQN algorithm and random movement respectively to com⁃
pare their performance in the reward function. AGIFL adopts 
DQN with an empirical replay algorithm. AGILFL can learn 
the optimal parameters faster than the DQN algorithm, and ex⁃
perience replay can make the training more stable. Compared 
with the other two algorithms, AGILFL improves the reward 
function by 59.5% and 13.5%, respectively.

In default settings, we evaluate the accuracy change of the 
training model using users’ data in different scenarios. Fig. 5 
shows the accuracy performance of AGILFL, FL, and ML. 
AGILFL can reduce total energy consumption without causing 

▲Figure 2. Performance of total energy consumption

▲Figure 3. Movement trajectory of UAV
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serious accuracy degradation. Therefore, we propose AGILFL 
as a friendly, privacy-safe, and low-energy FL framework.
6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we investigate the problem of how to improve 
the energy efficiency of AGIFL and propose the AGILFL 
framework which can guarantee the private security of 6G us⁃
ers. Specifically, in AGILFL, we use a hierarchical aggrega⁃
tion method to improve the energy efficiency of communica⁃
tion by using BSs as middleware between users and the UAV 
parameter server. At the same time, to ensure that the 6G com⁃
munication is always in a highly reliable state, we predict the 
overloaded BSs in advance and make emergency scheduling 
of the UAV. We use the DQN algorithm to optimize the posi⁃

tion of the UAV to minimize the overall energy consumption 
for UAV movement as well as communication. Finally, 
through simulation experiments, our proposed method is 
proven to be real and effective. Compared with the baseline, 
AGILFL reduces the overall energy by 11.9% and 18.4%, re⁃
spectively, and improves the reward function by 59.5% and 
13.5%, respectively.

The way to reduce the energy consumption of local comput⁃
ing for 6G users in the AGILFL framework is not explored in 
this paper. In the mechanism we designed, we should also con⁃
sider a replacement option when the UAV is almost out of 
power. Our future work will focus on addressing the above is⁃
sues and exploring the possibility of applying our solutions on 
a large scale in real-world environments.
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1 Introduction

The millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication em⁃
ploys high frequencies (30 – 300 GHz) as the carrier 
frequencies. With the advantage of high carrier fre⁃
quencies, mmWave communication has much wider 

available spectrum than that of sub-6 GHz communication. It 
can provide high data transmission rates with wide spectrum 
bandwidths[1]. According to the Frequency Range 2 (FR2) de⁃
fined in the 5G New Radio (NR)[2], the minimum channel spec⁃
trum bandwidth defined for FR2 is 50 MHz and the maximum 
is 400 MHz. With such wide spectrum bandwidths, the 
mmWave band 5G network can achieve the data transmission 
rate up to 1.8 Gbit/s[3]. In addition, due to the millimeter-level 
short wave length of mmWave, the physical dimension of an⁃
tennas for an mmWave communication device can be greatly 
reduced. Hundreds to thousands of antenna elements can be 
integrated as a phased array on the device to enable narrow 
beamforming[4]. Therefore, mmWave wireless communication 
is one of the key technologies in 5G NR for 5G mobile net⁃
works[5–6] that can significantly increase the data transmission 
rate over small and densely populated areas. It is also ex⁃
pected to be applied in the 6G mobile network, which can sup⁃
port the future growing network applications in the Internet of 

Things (IoT), the Vehicle-to-everything (V2X), etc.[7–8]
Despite the appealing characteristics and applications, the 

mmWave communications are vulnerable to eavesdropping 
due to the open nature of the wireless medium[8–10]. Eaves⁃
droppers may intercept the communication[10] by residing in 
the transmitting beam. Such vulnerability threats the confiden⁃
tiality of some sensitive information, such as financial data, 
electronic media and medical records. To minimize the risk of 
sensitive information leakage from mmWave communications, 
preserving the secrecy is essential in the design and imple⁃
mentation of the mmWave communication system[8, 11].

The traditional cryptography technique is an effective tool 
to protect the information security. However, traditional cryp⁃
tography techniques can hardly meet the new requirements of 
the mmWave communication security. First, traditional cryp⁃
tography techniques are all based on the mathematical compu⁃
tation complex problem and the secret key. Proper key man⁃
agement is essential to ensure the security. The huge device 
density and highly dynamic environment make it extremely 
difficult to design a safe key management protocol for tradi⁃
tional cryptography-based security schemes[12–13]. Second, tra⁃
ditional cryptography-based algorithms, especially asymmetric 
cryptography algorithms, require significant computation re⁃
source. Many devices in mmWave communication scenarios, 
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especially in the 5G network, are IoT devices. For the reason 
of cost control, these devices are typically built with very lim⁃
ited computational capabilities in terms of the CPU speed, 
storage size and power supply. Performing the traditional high-
computation-cost cryptography algorithm on these resource 
limited devices may not only deteriorate the individual device 
life span but also result in poor performance[12, 14]. Lastly, a 
trusted third party is always required for system initialization 
and key management in the security scheme based on tradi⁃
tional cryptography. For security reasons, the trusted third 
party is typically remotely centralized. The dependence on a 
centralized third party limits the application within a central⁃
ized model, which limits the scalability of the mmWave com⁃
munication, such as the supporting of up to one million de⁃
vices in per square km[15–16] in 5G networks. And the frequent 
interactions with the remote party will cause additional delay 
and increase the system overhead.

Thus, physical layer security (PLS), which is based on the 
information theory and focuses on the secrecy capacity of the 
wiretap channel model, gains much attention from academia 
and industry. While applying to the mmWave communication 
security, the PLS techniques have significant advantages com⁃
pared to the traditional cryptography techniques[15, 17]. First, 
the PLS technique is based on the information theory funda⁃
mentals, instead of computational complexity. It greatly re⁃
duces the burden on the devices to run the traditional heavy 
cryptography algorithms[18]. While naturally having good sup⁃
port on lightweight devices with limited computational and 
power resources, the PLS techniques can still protect the infor⁃
mation security in the mmWave communication, even with the 
existence of powerful computational eavesdroppers[15]. Second, 
the PLS technique does not rely on the centralized trusted 
third party for system initialization and key management. The 
future network with mmWave communications may be with 
highly dynamic access[17], which means that any device may 
join or leave the network at any time, especially under mobile 
scenarios with the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAV). The PLS technique can perform secure 
data transmission or user authentication directly without the 
time-consuming system setup. It not only significantly lowers 
the complexity of system management to lower the implemen⁃
tation cost, but also greatly reduces the latency with lower 
communication overhead.

In this paper, we first give a brief introduction to the theo⁃
retical foundation of PLS together with the typical PLS perfor⁃
mance metrics secrecy rate and outage probability. Then, we 
introduce, analyze and compare the typical PLS techniques for 
mmWave, which are classified into three major categories of 
directional modulation (DM), artificial noise (AN), and direc⁃
tional precoding (DPC). Several schemes based on these tech⁃
niques are discussed in detail to reveal each technique’s ad⁃
vantages and constraints in the mmWave environment. Fi⁃
nally, we propose several future mmWave PLS research prob⁃

lems including low-complexity DM weight vector codebook 
construction, impact of phase shifter (PS) with finite precision 
on PLS, and DM-based communication for multiple target re⁃
ceivers. The definitions of frequently used acronyms are pre⁃
sented in Table 1.

2 Theoretical Background for Physical 
Layer Security
The theoretical foundation of traditional cryptography is the 

number theory and abstract algebra. Different from traditional 
cryptography, the theoretical foundation of the PLS technique is 
the information theory. By minimizing eavesdroppers’ channel 
capacity with the PLS techniques, information privacy can be 
preserved at a certain security level. Based on the definition of a 
channel, the PLS techniques can be classified into two major 
categories: one is the coding technique aiming at coding chan⁃
nels and the other is the signal processing technique aiming at 
modulation channels. In this section, we introduce the informa⁃
tion theory related concepts in the PLS and review the wiretap 
channel and several performance evaluation metrics on PLS.

▼Table 1. Summary of Acronyms
Acronym

ADC
AN
BS
CE
CJ
CSI

DAC
DM

DMC
DPC
IoT
IoV
LOS
LTE

MIMO
MISO
OFDM
OTP
PA

PAPR
PLS
PS

QPSK
RF

SNR
UAV
ULA

Definition
analog-to-digital converter

artificial noise
base station

constant envelope
cooperative jamming

channel state information
digital-to-analog converter

directional modulation
discrete memoryless channel

directional precoding
Internet of Things

Internet of Vehicles
line-of-sight

Long-Term Evolution
multiple-input and multiple-output

multiple-input single-output
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing

one time pad
power amplifier

peak to average power ratio
physical layer security

phase shifter
quadratic phase shift keying

radio frequency
signal-to-noise ratio

unmanned aerial vehicle
uniform linear array
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2.1 Perfect Security
Information security has been a topic in human history for 

thousands of years. The earliest known use of cryptography is 
found in the wall of a tomb from the Old Kingdom of Egypt 
circa 1900 BC[18]. Until the 1940s, information security in 
communications was first mathematically analyzed from the 
view of information theory by Claude Shannon. The concept of 
information-theoretically secure communication or “perfect se⁃
curity” was also introduced[19]. Perfect security means that the 
ciphertext gives absolutely no additional information about the 
plaintext. Shannon has proved that perfect security can be 
achieved with the one-time pad (OTP) even against adversar⁃
ies with infinite computational power. Perfect security aims to 
protect the confidentiality of the information. While confidenti⁃
ality is perfectly protected, integrity and availability can also 
be protected at a certain level.
2.2 Physical Layer Security

To achieve perfect security in communications from the 
view of information theory, there are extremely strict re⁃
strictions on the OTP. The OTP must be the same size as, 
or longer than, the message to be sent. The OTP must be 
pre-shared in a secure channel. The OTP can only be 
used once. These strong restrictions make perfect security 
only available to be implemented in very limited applica⁃
tions with extremely high costs. In most communications, 
the required security level does not have to achieve perfect 
security. On the other hand, the information security tech⁃
niques should be scalable and affordable for daily use. For 
these reasons, an acceptable weaker level of information se⁃
curity known as PLS was defined in the wiretap channel 
model by WYNER in the 1970s[20]. Similar to perfect secu⁃
rity, the PLS also focuses on the protection of information 
confidentiality.

In the wiretap channel model, three parties are defined, 
as shown in Fig. 1. They are Alice, Bob and Eve. Alice 
wants to send the message with particular information to 
Bob as private as possible. Eve eavesdrops the message from 
Alice to Bob and tries to get the information as much as pos⁃
sible. There are two channels in the model. One is between 

Alice and Bob (legitimate channel). The other is between Al⁃
ice and Eve (wiretap channel). Due to the randomness of the 
physical medium (noise, interference, fading, etc.), differ⁃
ences between these two channels exist. The PLS techniques 
take advantage of these differences to make the channel 
from Alice to Bob statistically better than that from Alice to 
Eve. Thus, the channel capacity between Alice and Bob is 
higher than the wiretap channel between Alice and Eve. If 
the data rate from Alice is lower than that of the legitimate 
channel capacity but higher than the wiretap channel capac⁃
ity, reliable communication could be achieved in the legiti⁃
mate channel but not in the wiretap channel. In this way, in⁃
formation confidentiality can be preserved between Alice 
and Bob.

To measure the secrecy of PLS techniques, several perfor⁃
mance metrics have been introduced in information theoretic 
terms. Among all the metrics, secrecy capacity and outage 
probably are the most accepted.
2.3 Secrecy Capacity

Secrecy capacity characterizes the maximal rate to meet two 
requirements in wiretap channels. One requirement is that 
Bob can reliably get the information in the message sent from 
Alice through legitimate channels. The other requirement is 
that Eve cannot get any information in the message sent from 
Alice through wiretap channel. For discrete memoryless chan⁃
nels (DMC), WYNER first introduced the secrecy capacity for 
the case of degraded channels[20] as

Cs = sup
p ( X )

{I ( X ; Y ) - I ( X ; Y )}, (1)
where X is the input of information source, and Y and Z are 
the output of legitimate receiver and eavesdropper, respec⁃
tively. X, Y and Z form a Markov chain X→Y→Z. The wiretap 
channel model for PLS in discrete memoryless channels can 
be extended to models in wireless channels[21]. Gaussian wire⁃
tap channel is widely accepted for PLS in wireless channels. It 
has linear time-invariant multiplicative links with additive 
white Gaussian noise. Thus, at interval i , the transmitted sig⁃
nal by Alice is Xi , and the received signals by Bob and Eve 
are YB,i and YE,i, respectively. They can be expressed as

YB, i = hB Xi + N
B, i, (2)

YE, i = hE Xi +N
E, i. (3)

Here hB and hE are the channel gains for the legitimate chan⁃
nel and wiretap channel, respectively. NB, i and NE, i are the ad⁃
ditive Gaussian noises. They are independent of the transmit⁃
ted signal with zero means and variances σ2

B and σ2
E, respec⁃

tively. With the average transmit power constraint of P, the se⁃
crecy capacity can be expressed as▲Figure 1. Wiretap model
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Cs = 1
2 log (1 + P || hB

2

σ2
B

) - 1
2 log (1 + P || hE

2

σ2
E

). (4)
Note that the secrecy capacity in the Gaussian wiretap chan⁃

nel is equal to the difference between the legitimate channel’s 
Shannon capacity CM and the eavesdropper channel’s Shan⁃
non capacity CE , which can be formed as

Cs = CM - CE , (5)

CM = 1
2 log (1 + P || hB

2

σ2
B

), (6)

CE = 1
2 log (1 + P || hE

2

σ2
E

). (7)
As a result, it can be concluded that secure communication 

is possible if and only if the legitimate channel is better than 
the wiretap channel, which is || h2

B σ2
B > || h2

E σ2
E.

2.4 Secrecy Capacity
Another well-accepted PLS performance metric for the 

Gaussian wiretap channel is the secrecy outage probability in⁃
troduced by BLOCH et al. [22] The secrecy outage is the event 
of instantaneous secrecy capacity CS lower than the target se⁃
crecy rate RS, which is {CS < RS}. The secrecy outage event 
will trigger the suspending of transmission. Thus, the outage 
probability is defined as

Pout ( Rs ) = P { CS < RS}. (8)

3 Physical Layer Security Techniques Un⁃
der MmWave Channel
The mmWave is the spectrum from 30 GHz to 300 GHz. It 

is receiving lots of interest from academia, industry and gov⁃
ernment due to the limited available spectrum in sub-6 GHz 
bands and the advantage of gigabit-per-second data rates in 
mmWave[6, 23–24]. The hardware constraints, channel model 
and array size for mmWave are quite different from those for 
the spectrum below 6 GHz at which the carrier frequencies of 
most consumer wireless systems operate[4]. First, more analog-
to-digital converters with higher resolution are required for 
mmWave, due to the higher frequency and bandwidth chan⁃
nel. Partitioning the operations into analog and digital do⁃
mains for signal processing is a possible solution to these hard⁃
ware constraints. In addition, the propagation environment has 
a different effect on the channel model because of the smaller 
wavelength of mmWave signals. Lastly, the array size for 
mmWave communications could be large, benefitting from the 

shorter wavelength of the mmWave. This section briefly sur⁃
veys most recent research work in the PLS topics on DM, AN 
and DPC.
3.1 Directional Modulation

The DM is a technology that transmits digitally encoded sig⁃
nals to a specific direction while scrambling the other direc⁃
tions’ constellations of the same signal at the same time[25]. In 
this way, confidential communications can be achieved be⁃
tween the transmitter and the designated receiver in the de⁃
sired spatial direction.

The concept of DM was first introduced to phased arrays by 
DALY et al.[25] In DALY et al.’s scheme[25], the controlled ra⁃
dio frequency (RF) level analog PSs are added to each an⁃
tenna of the phased array. By changing the phase weighting 
through the PSs at the symbol rate, a desired constellation is 
produced in the intended direction, while deliberately distort⁃
ing the constellations in other directions. In addition, DALY 
et al. also implemented the proposed technique with a four-
element patch array in Ref. [26]. In the implemented scheme, 
the genetic algorithm is employed to get the phase shift value 
of each antenna in order to achieve DM for the quadratic 
phase shift keying (QPSK) signal. However, DALY et al.’s 
scheme does not take the characteristics of different channels 
into account. The calculation of phase values with a genetic al⁃
gorithm is time-consuming for a large-scale array. Many of the 
subsequent DM-based PLS schemes[27–31] are investigated for 
sub-6 GHz channels.

However, DALY et al.’s scheme[25] may be not suitable for 
the mmWave band system, which has the following character⁃
istics. First, the small carrier wavelength of mmWave makes 
the implementation of large antenna arrays possible. The high 
pathloss of the mmWave band signal could be compensated 
with the high beamforming gain from the large array size[32]. 
On the other hand, the larger array size increases the complex⁃
ity of the design for PLS schemes. Second, the larger array 
size highlights the importance of system structure simplifica⁃
tion due to the hardware cost constraint[4]. Specifically, the RF 
chain cost is the dominant factor in the mmWave system with 
a large array size[33]. Minimizing the number of RF chains can 
reduce the hardware cost and power consumption, which are 
key factors to support massive machine-type communication 
between resource constraints devices, especially IoT devices. 
Third, the scattering and multi-paths in the mmWave band are 
sparse. The propagation channel in the mmWave band, which 
is highly directional, has large path loss and very few multi-
paths[34]. The majority of multipath components is determined 
by the line-of-sight (LOS) components[35]. Thus, spatial spar⁃
sity commonly existing in mmWave channels poses new chal⁃
lenges and opportunities in designing efficient PLS schemes.

By taking advantage of the larger array size of the mmWave 
system, VALLIAPPAN et al. proposed a low-complexity DM 
scheme named Antenna Subset Modulation (ASM) [36]. In 
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VALLIAPPAN’s scheme, the array radiation pattern is modu⁃
lated at the symbol rate to achieve DM. Only a subset of all 
the array antennas is used for transmission. The antenna sub⁃
set used for transmission will change with the symbol rate. 
The subset for each symbol interval is selected from all sub⁃
sets with the same number of the active antennas at random. 
As a result, randomness will be added to the constellations in 
all directions except the intended one.

VALLIAPPAN et al.’s ASM considers and takes the advan⁃
tages of the large array size characteristic of mmWave system. 
The design of the constellation in ASM is much simpler. It 
only requires phase shifts or switching combinations to pro⁃
duce an expected modulation symbol for the user in the target 
direction. It is quite different from other previous DM tech⁃
niques such as those in Refs. [26, 37 – 38], which typically 
run optimization algorithms to obtain the correct set of 
weights. Because only the inter-antenna phase shift needs to 
be changed, it opens a new era for the DM application in PLS 
for the mmWave channel. However, ASM restricts the modula⁃
tion type to phase modulation only. In addition, many of the 
antennas remain idle, especially when the RF chain size is 
much smaller than that of the antenna number. Furthermore, 
the switching speed must be the same as the data rates, which 
increases the hardware cost.

Based on VALLIAPPAN et al.’s scheme[38], ALOTAIBI et 
al. proposed a similar scheme named Switched Phase Array 
(SPA)[39]. SPA modifies the ASM. In SPA, only one antenna is 
changed to be off to generate the constellation distortion in un⁃
desired directions. Thus, the system complexity is reduced 
while increasing the active antenna numbers used for trans⁃
mission with higher gain in the main lobe. In addition, SPA 
can support both phase modulation and amplitude modulation 
and cause both phase and amplitude distortion in the unde⁃
sired direction.

VALLIAPPAN et al.’s ASM[38] and ALOTAIBI et al.’s 
SPA[39] use the on-off switches to change the beamforming 
weight vector, which results in the scrambled constellation in 
the undesired direction. In their schemes, the beamforming 
weights are all binary. Neither ASM nor SPA takes full advan⁃
tage of the full value range of beamforming weights to increase 
the difficulty for eavesdroppers to get the information. In addi⁃
tion, idle antennas exist in both ASM and SPA. The idle anten⁃
nas neither contribute to the data transmission in the target di⁃
rection nor generate the interference in the undesired direc⁃
tion. Motivated by the mentioned point, HONG et al. proposed 
a novel programmable weight phased array (PWPA) 
scheme[40]. PWPA has a conventional phased-array architec⁃
ture with a programmable power amplifier used to change the 
antenna weight element amplitude. Based on the idea of 
PWPA, HONG et al. [40] proposed an antenna subset transmis⁃
sion scheme with inverted antennas named Inverted Antenna 
Subset Transmission (IAST) first. In IAST, several antennas 
are selected to transmit with inverted signals, which is differ⁃

ent from the on-off mechanism in ASM and SPA. IAST not 
only scrambles the constellation but also generates more AN 
than conventional schemes in the undesired directions.

In recent years, some new DM-based schemes were pro⁃
posed to address challenges in new scenarios such as Cyber⁃
twin and reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS). HE et al. [41] 
proposed a low-complexity phased-array PLS scheme for the 
mmWave communication in Cybertwin-driven V2X scenarios. 
Similar to the typical DM-based approach, a lightweight swap-
based transmitting weight vector is utilized to periodically up⁃
date the transmitting weight. An efficient algorithm based on 
the bisection method is also introduced to quickly obtain the 
initial weight vector at a low computational cost. YE et al. [42] 
considers that the additionally introduced beam to align to the 
RIS may cause high sidelobe, which has a significantly nega⁃
tive impact on the discrete optimization in antenna subset se⁃
lection. To address such a challenge introduced by the RIS, a 
low sidelobe beamforming approach to enable DM-based PLS 
in RIS communication networks is proposed, by using a novel 
cross-entropy iterative method.
3.2 Artificial Noise

For PLS, the security capacity, one of the important perfor⁃
mance metrics, is a function of the received signal SNR of le⁃
gitimate receivers and eavesdroppers in the wireless Gaussian 
channel. For wireless channels, the received signal power will 
decrease with the increase of the distance between the trans⁃
mitter and receiver. For this reason, it is possible that the 
eavesdropper may be placed in an undesired direction with a 
much closer distance to the transmitter. Even though the 
eavesdropper is in the lower order sidelobe of the transmitter 
beam, the received signal power of the eavesdropper may be 
still high enough to get an acceptable SNR due to the much 
smaller power fade of a shorter distance. As a result, the secu⁃
rity capacity will be seriously deteriorated in this scenario.

To address this problem, a properly designed AN is added 
to the transmitted signal in order to degrade the SNR of the re⁃
ceived signal by the eavesdropper. The concept of AN was 
first introduced by GOEL et al. [43] The application of AN in 
the PLS has been studied in a number of works since then. 
ASHISH et al. showed that the AN transmission can be se⁃
crecy capacity-achieving at high SNR for the multi-input, 
single-output, multi-eavesdropper (MISOME) wiretap channel, 
if the eavesdropper’s channel knowledge is known by the 
transmitter[44]. This conclusion indicates that the AN is an ef⁃
fective technique for the PLS under certain conditions. 
ASHISH et al.’s work lays a solid theoretical foundation for 
AN-based physical layer security schemes. An optimal power 
allocation scheme that balanced the message and the AN 
transmission[45] was then studied for fading MIMO channels by 
ZHOU et al. Since then, a considerable number of studies 
have been conducted for AN-based PLS schemes.

However, most of the proposed schemes[43–49] focus on the 
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sub-6 GHz channel. They neither take the hardware and cost 
constraints of the mmWave system into account, nor make use 
of the characteristics of the mmWave to additionally enhance 
the security. ZHAO et al. proposed a scheme named Phase-
Only Zero Forcing (PZF) for secret communications[50], by us⁃
ing the AN technique for the mmWave channel. In the pro⁃
posed scheme, ZHAO et al. fully considered the hardware cost 
constraints of the massive antenna system for mmWave. Spe⁃
cifically, each RF chain in the array is associated with an ana⁃
log beamforming vector. All elements’ magnitudes must be 
constants, but they can have arbitrary phases. This constraint 
comes for two reasons. First, the full digital array with a digital 
beamforming vector requires each RF chain to be equipped 
with both the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and analog-to-
digital converter (ADC). Due to the large array size of 
mmWave systems, which could be tens or even hundreds, the 
hardware cost of a full digital array system will be extremely 
high[51–52]. Second, the constant magnitude weight has a lower 
peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), which means the signal 
can be amplified with more affordable non-linear power ampli⁃
fier (PA) with higher efficiency. Compared to expensive linear 
power PA, the non-linear power PA is more scalable for the 
mmWave system with a large array size[4, 53].

ZHAO et al.’s main idea is to find a beamforming vector for 
AN transmitting in the null space of the legitimate receiver’s 
channel. Inspired by ZHAO et al.’s idea, XU et al. proposed a 
secure massive MIMO communication scheme[54] by taking ad⁃
vantage of the null-space of the user channel, which is con⁃
structed by the DACs with lower resolution. By projecting the 
AN into the null space of the legitimate receiver’s channel 
with proper power allocation between low-resolution or high-
resolution DACs, the PLS can be achieved. Specifically, XU 
et al. derived a closed-form SNR threshold to improve the se⁃
crecy rate. The threshold determines the choice between the 
DACs with low resolution or high resolution. A DAC quantiza⁃
tion model is developed to support the analysis of the asymp⁃
totic achievable secrecy rate. In addition, XU et al. investi⁃
gated secure communications over sparse mm-Wave massive 
MIMO channels. With consideration of the spatial sparsity of 
a legitimate user’s channel, XU et al. proposed a secure com⁃
munication scheme in Ref. [55]. Through a limited number of 
RF chains, the information data are precoded onto dominant 
angle components of the sparse channel. The AN is broadcast 
to the nondominant angles. Thus, only the eavesdroppers will 
be interfered with a high probability. With two defined statisti⁃
cal measures of the channel sparsity, XU et al. analytically 
characterized its impact on the secrecy rate. Analysis shows 
that a significant improvement in the secrecy rate is achieved, 
due to the uncertainty introduced by the unknown channel 
sparsity for the eavesdropper.

ELTAYEB et al. investigated the mmWave PLS in vehicular 
communication systems and proposed two AN-based 
schemes[56] for vehicular mmWave communication systems. By 

utilizing multiple antennas with a single RF chain, the first 
scheme implements the transmission of symbols to a target di⁃
rection, while AN is sent in non-receiver directions. The sec⁃
ond design uses multiple antennas with a few RF chains to 
transmit information symbols to a target user, while opportunis⁃
tically injecting artificial noise in controlled directions. The 
purpose is to reduce interference in vehicular environments.

JU et al. comprehensively studied the secure transmissions 
in the mmWave decode-and-forward (DF) relay system[57]. 
They investigated the optimal parameter design for the DF re⁃
lay system under the same codeword transmission (SCT) 
scheme and the different codeword transmission (DCT) 
schemes. JU et al. derived the closed-form expressions for the 
secrecy outage probability and connection probability. Then a 
solution to the secrecy throughput maximization problem was 
given. Based on this work, JU et al. performed extensive ex⁃
periments to investigate practical secure transmission prob⁃
lems for mmWave communication systems[58]. They analyzed 
the vulnerability of existing defenses in practice and found 
that the existing defenses in Refs. [36] and [56] had vulner⁃
abilities, because they might have impractical hardware re⁃
quirements or still be vulnerable against multiple colluding 
eavesdroppers. Finally, JU et al. proposed the artificial noise 
hopping (ANH) with minimal hardware complexity to effec⁃
tively enhance the security.

LIN et al. investigated the scenario of a 5G cellular network 
coexisting with a satellite network in Ref. [59]. By employing 
a ULA at the base station (BS) and assuming the imperfect 
angle-of-arrival-based channel state information (CSI) of mul⁃
tiple eavesdroppers (Eves) is known, a constrained optimiza⁃
tion problem is formulated. Under the constraints that are the 
transmit power of BS and the interference threshold of the sat⁃
ellite earth station, the achievable secrecy rate of the cellular 
user under the worst case can be maximized.

LIN et al. proposed two robust beamforming methods to 
solve the complex optimization problem, in the case of either 
coordinated or uncoordinated Eves. They also investigated the 
secure communication of a cognitive satellite terrestrial net⁃
work with the software-defined architecture in Ref. [60]. In 
LIN’s scheme, the interference from the terrestrial network 
can be regarded as a green source to enhance the physical-
layer security for the satellite network. With this assumption, 
a constrained joint optimization problem is formulated to mini⁃
mize the total transmit power. The optimization satisfies both 
the terrestrial users’ quality-of-service requirement and the 
satellite users’ secrecy rate requirements.

Different from many schemes focusing on protecting the 
downlink transmission, XU et al.[61] proposed a scheme to pro⁃
tect the uplink transmission for the massive MIMO system 
with AN-based approaches. By optimizing the power alloca⁃
tion between AN and data symbols, the maximum secrecy rate 
can be formulated.
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3.3 Directional Precoding
The DPC is commonly used in the MIMO system to improve 

system performance by forming the beam in certain directions, 
which can concentrate the power in those directions. It can be 
also used in the PLS to protect the secrecy of the legitimate re⁃
ceiver, by adding additional constraints for the power leaking 
to the undesired directions. A lot of PLS schemes based on 
DPC[62–67] have been proposed. However, most of them are de⁃
signed for the sub-6 GHz environment. There is no special 
consideration for the characteristics of the mmWave environ⁃
ment, especially the large array size and hardware constraints.

To support the PLS under both multiple legitimate receivers 
and multiple eavesdroppers, HUANG et al. proposed a constant 
envelope (CE) hybrid precoding scheme (CEP)[68]. A unified CE 
hybrid precoding framework is introduced for the sub-connected 
digital and analog hybrid mmWave system to protect communi⁃
cation secrecy. By solving an optimization problem, the quali⁃
ties of target users’ received constellations are guaranteed. It 
minimizes the power leaked to the possible eavesdroppers. To 
address the high hardware cost issue with the large array size 
mmWave system, HUANG et al. applied two measures in the 
proposed scheme. First, a digital and analog hybrid MIMO archi⁃
tecture with a much reduced number of RF chains is adopted to 
reduce the high hardware cost and energy consumption of 
mmWave RF chains. Second, only the CE signal with low 
PAPR, which can be amplified with high power efficiency but 
low-cost non-linear PA, is transmitted through the array.

CHEN et al. investigated a novel hybrid beamforming de⁃
sign[62] to jointly optimize the data precoding and the AN 
power fraction selection in the massive MIMO system. To 
solve the non-convex secrecy rate maximization problem for 
hybrid precoder design, CHEN et al. separated the design for 
analog and digital precoders. The analog precoder was used to 
maximize corresponding channel gain in the analog data pre⁃
coder design. In the digital data precoder design, an iterative 
algorithm was proposed for the optimal design with the re⁃
moved non-convex codebook constraint.

LI et al. systematically investigated the impact of low-
resolution PS on hybrid beamforming under various sce⁃
narios[63–71]. Specifically, for a wideband mmWave multiple-
input and multiple-output orthogonal frequency-division multi⁃
plexing (MIMO-OFDM) system, LI et al. introduced a novel 
hybrid beamforming architecture[63] with varying antenna sub⁃
arrays and efficient low-resolution PSs. The performance loss 
due to the employment of practical low-resolution PSs can be 
mitigated with the multiple-antenna diversity, which comes 
from the dynamic connection for each RF chain to a non-
overlapping antenna subarray with the help of a switch net⁃
work and PSs. For the architecture of dynamic hybrid beam⁃
forming, they jointly designed the hybrid precoder and com⁃
biner to maximize the average spectral efficiency. However, 
they did not consider the impact of low-resolution PSs on PLS.

3.4 Other PLS Schemes
The principle of AN techniques is to send jamming signals 

to degrade the eavesdropper channel capacity in order to im⁃
prove the secrecy capacity of the legitimate channel. The 
jamming signal may be sent from the main transmitter or 
other friendly users. In this way, the main transmitter can 
work with other friendly receivers to cooperatively degrade 
the eavesdropper channel capacity. This technique is called 
cooperative jamming (CJ), which was first introduced by 
DONG et al.[72]

HU et al. investigated cooperative secret communications 
in wireless networks with multiple passive eavesdroppers, 
without the knowledge of legitimate users’ perfect CSI but 
only eavesdroppers’ statistical CSI. The secrecy beamforming 
with AN and CJ are explored to enhance secrecy[73]. The 
closed-form secrecy outage probability expression is derived. 
HU et al. concluded the condition that a positive secrecy rate 
could be achievable. Finally, a secure transmission with AN 
and CJ design, which maximizes the secrecy outage probabil⁃
ity with a constrained secrecy rate, is proposed.

Motivated by HU’s work, SONG et al. proposed an en⁃
hanced scheme with weaker CSI assumptions[74]. In SONG et 
al.’s scheme, only the knowledge of the statistic CSI of illegiti⁃
mate channels and the imperfect CSI of legitimate channels 
are known. They derived the optimal power allocation ratio be⁃
tween the information-bearing signal and the AN signal in or⁃
der to maximize the secrecy rate. Under the statistic CSI of il⁃
legitimate channels and the imperfect CSI of legitimate chan⁃
nels, the optimal power allocation, which balances the infor⁃
mation bearing signal and the AN signal, is derived to achieve 
the max secrecy rate.

The mmWave PLS in UAV is another hot topic with signifi⁃
cant attention in recent years. LI et al. investigated a secure 
communication system[75], which considers the smart attack 
from another UAV besides the legitimate UAVs. LI et al. also 
considered the practical cases in communications. The first is 
that the limited number of pilot signals may exist for channel 
estimation. The second is that the receiver side’s channel esti⁃
mation may be imperfect. To address the problems brought by 
the imperfect channel estimation and smart attackers who 
choose different kinds of attacks on the basis of the continu⁃
ously changing channel environments, LI et al. used the non-
cooperative game theory to derive a Q-learning-based power 
control algorithm, which obtains an adaptive policy for the 
transmitter. MA et al. investigated the secure mmWave com⁃
munications assisted by multiple UAV-enabled relays, to⁃
gether with eavesdroppers[76], under the model of randomly dis⁃
tributed eavesdroppers on the ground. With the models of 3D-
antenna gain and stochastic geometry, the characteristics of 
air-to-ground channels are considered for deriving the closed 
form expressions of secrecy outage probability based opportu⁃
nistic relay selection. It is demonstrated that the secrecy im⁃
proves when the relay density increases. For mmWave MIMO-
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OFDM systems with dynamic subarray (DS), SUN et al. pro⁃
posed a machine learning based hybrid precoding scheme[77]. 
The scheme presents a shared agglomerative hierarchical clus⁃
tering (shared-AHC) algorithm for DS grouping to improve 
spectral efficiency (SE) performance.
3.5 Comparison

The techniques for mmWave PLS can be classified into 
three categories based on their technical patterns: DM, AN 
and DPC. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 2.

Specifically, the DM technique depends on the weight vec⁃
tor codebook. It achieves PLS by randomly selecting the vec⁃
tor from the codebook. The computation cost to get the code⁃
book may be either low or high depending on the scheme 
and codebook size. If the scheme randomly selects the an⁃
tenna subset just as what the scheme ASM does, there is 
only a very tiny computation cost. On the other hand, if the 
sechem, like Polygon, constructs the codebook with an infi⁃
nite size, the computation cost may be high. The other two 
techniques are different from the DM technique, which are 
usually based on optimized weight vector results under cer⁃
tain security constraints. The optimization calculation may 
be quite complex. However, once getting the results, the 
weight vector will normally not change at the symbol rate. 
Thus, high-speed switch is not required as that in DM-based 
schemes.

A detailed comparison of the typical mmWave PLS 
schemes is shown in Table 3. Different schemes with different 
advantages and shortcomings are suitable for different sce⁃
narios. The subset array scheme[36] utilizes the characteristic 
of the large array size of the mmWave system to enable PLS. 
However, it is only suitable for single path scenarios. The poly⁃
gon scheme[39] can work under a multiple-path scenario with a 
different approach. It should be noticed that current DM-

based mmWave PLS schemes only support single-target re⁃
ceiver scenarios. It significantly constrains its application in 
massive machine-type communication scenarios, where mul⁃
tiple target receivers usually exist. To support multiple Bobs, 
the AN approach is usually adopted, but it comes with the cost 
of low power efficiency, which may be not friendly to mobile 
devices. In addition, the AN-based scheme proposed in Ref. 
[50] requires the CSI on both Bob and Eve. It may be not prac⁃
tical to meet such the condition, since Eve may not be ex⁃
posed. The DPC-based scheme in Ref. [68] can work for mul⁃
tiple Bobs and multiple Eves at a high cost on both hardware 
and computational resource.
4 Future Research Problems

In this section, we discuss three future research problems 
for the PLS-based mmWave environment.
4.1 Low Complexity Directional Modulation Weight Vec⁃

tor Codebook Construction
The DM-based PLS schemes rely on randomly selecting 

the weight vector from the codebook. The codebook must be 
constructed before the actual transmission. However, the co⁃
debook is highly related to the target receiver’s relative di⁃
rection to the transmitter. Once the relative direction be⁃
tween the transmitter and the target receiver changes, the 
whole codebook has to be reconstructed. For current DM-
based PLS schemes[36, 39, 40, 46], although the hardware cost 
has been minimized by adopting various techniques such as 
constant envelope, on-off switch and subarray, the algorithms 
for codebook construction all still suffer high complexity and 
high time consumption. This fact makes these schemes 
hardly adapt to highly dynamic scenarios with frequent and 
quick relative direction changes, such as vehicle networks 
and UAV networks, which require the codebook to be recon⁃
structed within a short time. Since mobility is an important 
feature of the massive machine-type communication scenario, 
the DM PLS scheme with low complexity codebook construc⁃
tion algorithm is preferred. Motivated by this demand, the re⁃
search will be conducted on reducing the DM codebook con⁃
struction algorithm complexity. One of the challenges is how 
to maintain the PLS while reducing the codebook construc⁃
tion computation cost. Another challenge is how to balance 
the hardware cost and the codebook construction algorithm 
complexity.

▼Table 2. Cost and power efficiency comparison of mmWave physical 
layer security (PLS) techniques

Category
DM
AN

DPC

Hardware Cost
Medium

Low
High

Computation Cost
Depend
Medium

High

Power Efficiency
High
Low
High

AN: artificial noise                                               DPC: directional precoding
DM: directional modulation

▼Table 3. Property comparison of mmWave physical layer security (PLS) schemes
MmWave PLS Technique

Subset array[36]

Polygon[39]

PZF[50]

CEP[68]

Category
DM
DM
AN

DPC

Bob
Single
Single

Multiple
Multiple

Eve
Multiple
Multiple
Single

Multiple

Bob Antenna
Single
Single
Single
Single

Eve Antenna
Single
Single

Multiple
Single

CSI
Bob only
Bob only

Both
Both

Propagation
Single path

Multiple path
Single path
Single path

AN: artificial noise                                                                        CSI: channel state information                      DPC: directional precoding               PZF: Phase-Only Zero Forcing
CEP: constant envelope (CE) hybrid precoding scheme                DM: directional modulation                           PLS: physical layer security
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4.2 Impact of Phase Shifter with Finite Precision on PLS
For the DM-based mmWave PLS schemes, the PS is a 

critical component to change the weight vector in order to 
achieve PLS. However, similar to all other hardware, the PS 
cannot ideally operate as it is expected in the theory. The ac⁃
tual shift phase value may be different from the expected 
value due to the limited precision of the hardware. It causes 
a truncation error in the PS. The effect of the truncation er⁃
ror of the PS can hardly be ignored. A dynamic antenna sub⁃
array approach in Ref. [63] is introduced to mitigate the per⁃
formance loss due to the employment of practical low-
resolution PSs. However, this approach only focuses on the 
communication performance enhancement of the target re⁃
ceiver. Its motivation does not come from the view of PLS. 
The impact of low-resolution PSs on the PLS performance 
has not been fully investigated. Thus, many opening ques⁃
tions need to be addressed and researched for the impact of 
finite precision PS on the PLS. How to describe and measure 
the truncation error in DM-based PLS schemes? Is there any 
possibility to take advantage of the truncation error to con⁃
struct new DM-based PLS schemes? These questions pose 
both opportunities and challenges to the DM-based mmWave 
PLS schemes.
4.3 Multiple Target Receivers Supported Direction 

Modulation
Most of the DM-based PLS schemes for mmWave can 

only support one target receiver, by placing the target re⁃
ceiver in the main lobe. It limits the application to massive 
machine-type communication scenarios such as IoT device 
networks, which often require multicast communications to 
multiple target receivers. The scheme in Ref. [31] provides 
a multiple target receiver supported DM approach by utiliz⁃
ing the retrodirective array antenna. However, the retrodirec⁃
tive array antenna suffers serious performance degrading un⁃
der the mmWave band[78]. The hardware cost will also in⁃
crease dramatically by implementing the retrodirective array 
antenna with a large array size. The IoT device network 
with a large number of devices can hardly afford such a 
high cost. Thus, this approach is not suitable for the mas⁃
sive machine-type communication under mmWave. The ap⁃
proaches in Refs. [79 – 81] provide multi-beam DM solu⁃
tions to supporting multiple target receivers. However, they 
do not consider the fact that multiple target receivers may 
locate in the same direction with different ranges to the 
transmitter in practical scenarios. Thus, the multi-beam solu⁃
tion cannot fully adapt to the multiple target receiver sce⁃
narios. Motivated by the demand on multiple target user 
support in the massive machine-type communication, the re⁃
search for multiple target user supported DM will be con⁃
ducted. The major challenge is how to distinguish different 
target receivers in both the angular domain and range do⁃
main, while protecting their PLS.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce the concept of PLS together with 

its importance to the mmWave 5G network, and discuss the 
typical PLS techniques including DM, AN and DPC. By litera⁃
ture reviewing the PLS schemes based on each PLS technique 
in detail, we summary the advantages and constraints of the 
DM, AN and directional precoding technique for the mmWave 
PLS. Finally, we propose several future research problems on 
mmWave PLS. Specifically, the multiple target receivers sup⁃
ported DM and the impact of PS with finite precision on PLS 
have not been fully investigated for the mmWave PLS. The 
computation cost for DM weight vector codebook construction 
is still too high to make the DM-based PLS solution adapt to 
highly dynamic massive machine-type communication sce⁃
narios. It is expected to draw more attention and efforts to ad⁃
dressing these interesting open problems in PLS-based 
mmWave communications.
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Wireless communication networks are moving from 
the era of interconnection and cloud to the era of 
intelligence. The Telecom Management Forum 
(TMF) has proposed the concept of autonomous 

networks (AN), which aims to use automation and intelligence 
technologies to help operators simplify business deployment 
and enable network capabilities of self-configuration, self-
optimization, self-healing and self-evolution. At present, with 
the emergence of intelligent application scenarios, AN is de⁃
veloping rapidly. The integration of the open network automa⁃
tion platform (ONAP), RAN intelligent controller (RIC) and 
AN is becoming a hierarchical closed loop and new technolo⁃
gies such as intent-based networks and digital twin networks 
(DTN) are also being introduced.
1 Concept and Progress of Autonomous Net⁃

work

1.1 Definition of Autonomous Network
As an industry-recognized systematic method to promote net⁃

work automation and intelligence, AN can not only help opera⁃
tors “realize network intelligence, enable intelligent services, 
and promote business intelligence”, but also become the inter⁃
section of “network technology and digital technology”[1]. AN is 
expected to be a new driving force for a new round of technologi⁃
cal innovation and industrial transformation, to be a new strate⁃
gic fulcrum for leveraging the upgrading and evolution of the 

communication industry, to drive network services to open a 
new era of digitalization, intelligence and greening, and to en⁃
able the digitalization transformation of thousands of indus⁃
tries[2]. Fig. 1 shows a typical closed-loop architecture of AN[3].

AN aims to provide vertical industries and consumers with 
the ultimate experience of Zero-X (zero-wait, zero-contact and 
zero-fault) through fully automated networks and ICT infra⁃
structure, agile operation, and full-scenario services. By using 
AI technologies, the AN leaves the complexity to the supplier 
and minimizes the complexity for the customer. AN helps the 
operators build and maintain the operation and maintenance 
(O&M) of Self-X (self-service, self-distribution and self-
guarantee), and also enables the departments of network plan⁃
ning and construction, marketing service, and operation and 
maintenance to achieve the automation and intelligence of pro⁃
duction, operation and management.
1.2 Application Scenarios of Autonomous Network

The AN application scenarios in a mobile communication 
system are divided into two types: intelligent network O&M 
and intelligent network elements (NE).

In the scenario of intelligent network O&M, AN can imple⁃
ment intelligent improvement of overall network O&M, im⁃
proving the efficiency of the network and O&M. For example, 
intelligent energy saving is used to guarantee base station op⁃
eration and dynamic energy saving. Intelligent MIMO is used 
to implement accurate scenario identification and ultra-fast op⁃
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timization of antenna weights. Intelligent troubleshooting is 
used to implement accurate fault location and alarm work or⁃
der reduction. Intelligent optical access is used to implement 
weak optical root cause analysis and poor video quality analy⁃
sis. Intelligent edge technology is used to achieve intelligent 
coordination at the cloud edge and facilitate vertical industrial 
applications. Virtualized infrastructure intelligent O&M imple⁃
ments cross-layer management and location of virtualized sys⁃
tem O&M problems and makes accurate predictions of cloud 
system faults. Intelligent slicing implements dynamic schedul⁃
ing of slice resources and accurate guarantee of end-to-end 
(E2E) Service-Level Agreement (SLA). Intelligent operation 
can realize the management and analysis of all data in the 
whole domain and support the integrated operation of E2E’s 
user perception guarantee and network life cycle.

AN uses AI capabilities to orchestrate network resources in⁃
telligently, in order to enable Intelligent NEs. Intelligent or⁃
chestration networks with adaptive scenario intentions are 
built based on user experience, following the capability vision 
of demand-based orchestration and the basic framework of en⁃
dogenous intelligence. Through deep coordination between 
macro-level network orchestration and micro-level user or⁃
chestration, intent-driven joint optimization is achieved, 
which realizes NE-level intelligence.
1.3 Definition of Intelligent AN Model

Based on the classification definition of autopilot networks 
in the industry[3], TMF has constructed a five-level capability 
classification system for communication network autonomy, 
and macroscopically defined the classification standard of au⁃
topilot networks with L0–L5 levels. L0 refers to manual inter⁃
vention with no automation ability, while L5 supports complete 
intelligence of the network with the ability of self-learning and 
self-evolution. Besides, L2 enables closed-loop O&M automa⁃
tion of a specific NE in a given external environment based on 
an AI model. L3 further perceives changes in the real-time en⁃

vironment and implements 
intention-based closed-loop au⁃
tomatic management in a spe⁃
cific network domain. Based on 
prediction, L4 realizes closed-
loop automatic management 
driven by customer experience 
and business quality in a com⁃
plex cross-domain environment.

In traditional system con⁃
struction, we usually focus on 
the real problems that can be 
solved by a tool or a system, 
the available systems in differ⁃
ent scenarios of network plan⁃
ning, maintenance and opera⁃
tion, and whether this discrete 

tool can evolve from manual to automatic and intelligent. How⁃
ever, neither a stable workflow nor the organic integration of 
scenarios, intelligent levels and other factors are considered. 
As a result, each system has its own way and plays its own 
role, which finally leads to the chimney effect that is amplified 
year by year. With the emphasis on single-domain self-
governance and intelligent system construction, the existing 
capability level definition is no longer fully suitable for the 
continuous development of future industries and competitive⁃
ness. Therefore, we comprehensively consider the collabora⁃
tion between humans and AI from the aspects of intention, per⁃
ception, analysis, decision-making and execution, and refine 
the evaluation model of network intelligence capability in sce⁃
narios. Fig. 2 shows a reference model architecture defined ac⁃
cording to the five-dimension and five-level capability model 
of business scenarios.
1.4 Standardization Progress of Autonomous Network

With the development of standards and industries, the con⁃
cept of AN has reached a consensus in academia and industry. 
The leading operators and suppliers work around the four ele⁃
ments of “target architecture, grading standards, evaluation 
system and operation practice” to push the AN industry from 
the incubation period to the promotion period. Industrial and 
standardization organizations, such as Next Generation Mobile 
Networks Alliance (NGMN), TMF, ITU, 3GPP, ETSI and 
China Communications Standards Association (CCSA), have 
initiated related standardization and research programs and es⁃
tablished a cross-organization AN collaboration platform M-
SDO to accelerate the implementation of industry standards.

The three key study fields of NGMN in AN are E2E de⁃
coupling, green future networks and 6G. The TMF autono⁃
mous network project team (ANP) is divided into two lines: 
business architecture (BA) and technical architecture (TA). 
TMF has released several standards on multiple hot technolo⁃
gies such as the autonomous network architecture, hierarchy, 

▲Figure 1. Closed-loop architecture of autonomous network
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intention, closed loop and M-SDO. ITU SG13 focuses on fu⁃
ture networks (including IMT-2020), cloud computing and 
trusted network infrastructure. ITU Focus Group on Autono⁃
mous Networks (FG-AN) was established in December 2020 
to focus on the pre-research of autonomous network standards. 
It has released Y. 317X series specifications of the require⁃
ments, architecture and levels related to the intelligence of au⁃
tonomous networks. Moreover, the standardization of specific 
intentions, perceptions and sandboxes is under research. The 
3GPP has defined the standards and specifications related to 
AN from R16. Its working group SA5 undertakes the most 
projects related to AN, including the standards and specifica⁃
tions of the autonomous network level (ANL), closed-loop con⁃
trol, intent-driven management service (IDMS) and enterprise 
management data analysis (eMDA). CCSA Network Manage⁃
ment and Operation Support Committee (TC7) takes operation 
management intelligence as the core evolution content. Many 
meaningful specifications have been released, such as the defi⁃
nition of several functions including 3GPP Network Data Ana⁃
lytics Function (NWDAF) and Management Data Analytics 
Function (MDAF). 
2 Technology Innovation of Autonomous 

Network

2.1 ZTE uSmartNet
ZTE Corporation has proposed a self-evolving network 

uSmartnet[4], which adopts the universal AI technology and 
can be deeply embedded in all levels of the communication 
network to realize a unified autonomous system. This solution 
promotes the continuous improvement of network intelligence 
capabilities by comprehensively introducing AI-enabling tech⁃
nologies into the network infrastructure layer, O&M layer and 
business operation layer, realizing the network voluntary, 
simple O&M, and random service. 

At the network infrastructure layer, AI engines are embedded 
in NEs to support AI-endogenous infrastructure. At the O&M 

management layer, single-
domain autonomy is achieved 
through the introduction of an 
intelligent closed-loop mecha⁃
nism of perception, analysis, de⁃
cision making and execution. At 
the business operation layer, the 
openness of O&M capabilities 
and the cross-domain business 
and network collaboration are re⁃
alized based on the construction 
and interconnection of the data 
middle platform and intelli⁃
gence middle platform, with the 
introduction of technical capa⁃
bilities such as intention engine, 
digital twins, intelligent orches⁃

tration and capability opening.
In terms of technical architecture evolution, Data as a Ser⁃

vice (DaaS) and AI as a Service (AIaaS) will be implemented 
in future networks based on the logic functions of the AI-
native data plane and intelligent plane. The cloud smart brain, 
composed of a cloud-based data lake, AI training platform, 
model market, and inference platform, provides AI model 
training and inference capabilities. Fig. 3 shows the technical 
architecture of the autonomous network uSmartNet.
2.2 Network Cross-Domain Collaboration Technology

The cross-domain system is located in the upper layer of an 
O&M management network. The cross-domain collaboration 
includes cross-domain business collaboration and cross-
domain network collaboration. The former mainly focuses on 
the service indicators oriented to improving user perception 
and on the guarantee and improvement of end-to-end service 
experience. The latter is the coordination of the upper-layer 
operators’ quality centers and fault centers at the O&M layer 
and the underlying single-domain autonomous system, such as 
the radio access network (RAN), core network (CN) and trans⁃
mission bearer system. It ensures the closed-loop processing 
of workflows, O&M and troubleshooting, as well as user experi⁃
ence in closed-loop O&M. Based on capability collaboration, 
it provides capability openness to operators and third-party 
customers through a unified capability opening platform and in⁃
terface and facilitates low-code development services and net⁃
work capability services.

We take the cross-domain deployment of an automatic qual⁃
ity optimization system based on business awareness as a use 
case to show cross-domain collaboration (Fig. 4), where the fol⁃
lowing two typical application scenarios are considered: 1) 
Troubleshooting of Voice over LTE (VoLTE), evolved packet 
system (EPS) fallback and Voice over 5G New Radio (VoNR) 
services, and cross-domain analysis and result verification 
from E2E terminals to wireless networks, to bearer networks, 

▲Figure 2. Reference capability model architecture of autonomous network
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and to core networks； 2) Problem identification of web, video 
games and cloud virtual reality/augmented reality (VR/AR) ser⁃
vices, and E2E network cross-domain analysis and result verifi⁃
cation.

Building a complete O&M closed loop through service coor⁃
dination and O&M systems can implement a loop from prob⁃
lem discovery, problem analysis and fault delimitation to sub⁃
sequent closed-loop control and verification, as well as a loop 
from the operations support system (OSS) to the bottom single 
domain system. This cross-domain collaborative system can 

greatly improve the efficiency 
of E2E network O&M and ef⁃
fectiveness of work order flow.

For such cross-domain sys⁃
tems, AN has some new re⁃
quirements for capability char⁃
acteristics as follows:
• Enabling interconnection 
with the complaint work order 
system and improving com⁃
plaint scenarios；
• Interfacing with the FMS 
system and improving the 
alarm diagnosis ability；
• Enabling interconnection 
with the network collaboration 
system to improve the capabil⁃
ity of diagnosing and analyz⁃
ing NEs, users and service 
problems in the system；
• Connecting professional plat⁃
form capabilities of such single 
domains as the core, wireless 
and transmission to form com⁃
plete analysis capabilities；
• Enabling interconnection 
with the work order transfer 
system of the customer；
• Enabling interconnection 
with the capability exposure 
system to implement automatic 
orchestration of processes.
2.3 Network Intelligent Or⁃

chestration Technology
With the gradual scale-up 

of 5G commercial networks 
and the fundamental proposi⁃
tion of improving the value 
and economic benefits of the 
5G network, the contradiction 
between the increasing diver⁃
sification of 2B+2C (to Busi⁃

ness and to Consumer) services and the relatively fixed net⁃
work resource strategy has become increasingly prominent. 
Within the limited network resources, we need to provide bet⁃
ter services for users and business with more differentiated 
needs. The transformation from the network-centric resource 
allocation strategy to a user-centric precise resource service 
mode is necessary to achieve the best balance between user 
experience and network efficiency.

Wireless intelligent orchestration is a solution that is based 
on the computing engine of the IT BBU endogenous intelli⁃

▲Figure 4. Cross-domain collaborative deployment framework

▲Figure 3. Technical architecture of ZTE uSmartNet
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gence. It conducts multi-dimensional perception and learning 
of many factors in the network (such as terminal capability 
and service requirement). In a multi-layer network, user or⁃
chestration and network orchestration are the two wheels driv⁃
ing the flexible orchestration of network service capabilities to 
be realized. The flexible orchestration based on network ser⁃
vice capabilities enables the precise empowerment of the net⁃
work and brings the optimal resolution of user experience and 
network efficiency.

An intelligent orchestration solution[5] includes user orches⁃
tration and network orchestration. The former is to orchestrate 
the service combination capability of multiple frequency 
points in the network, with given network service capabilities 
(fixed spectrum configuration). When the user experience of a 
service is lower than its experience baseline, an optimal solu⁃
tion will be provided based on the service requirement and ter⁃
minal capability, which will guide the user to another cell with 
better service experience. The latter is based on a given traffic 
distribution situation. If the current network configuration can⁃
not meet user experience requirements, flexible orchestration 
of network service capabilities will be carried out based on 
spectrum, carrier, frame structure and beam. In this way, to⁃
gether with traffic trend prediction, self-adaptive network ser⁃
vice capability sets based on the current traffic trend can be 
achieved, thus improving user experience.

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the intelligent wireless orches⁃
tration capability. An intelligent orchestration network is 
intention-driven instead of experience-driven, aims at meeting 
differentiated value demands of different development stages 
and in different scenarios, and achieves accurate matching 
with the intention customization and orchestration capabilities 
of network service operation objectives. It changes single-
domain orchestration driven by wireless domain experience to 
cross-domain orchestration based on knowledge plane empow⁃
erment, driving the evolution 
of diversified intelligent ser⁃
vice capabilities from user ex⁃
perience to network values. It 
can also achieve the optimal 
joint orchestration driven by 
the intention through the deep 
coordination between the net⁃
work orchestration at the 
macro level and the user or⁃
chestration at the micro level. 
In addition, the integrated or⁃
chestration architecture of 2B 
and 2C and the evolution of 
the multi-target intelligent re⁃
source management capability 
facilitate the best unity of ser⁃
vice differentiation and capa⁃
bility consistency.

The single-layer closed loop is replaced by a dual-layer 
closed loop in an intelligent orchestration network. This relies 
on the high-precision digital modeling and simulation capa⁃
bilities provided by the digital twin technology to implement 
efficient search, effect prediction and closed-loop optimization 
of the virtual network for optimal orchestration solutions in the 
virtual world. The optimal accurate orchestration capability is 
also available based on the optimal solutions provided by the 
digital twin technology and the closed-loop optimization of the 
physical network.
2.4 AIOps Technology and Algorithm

Artificial intelligence for IT operations (AIOps) [6] adopts 
some generalized AI technologies (rules, knowledge base, ma⁃
chine learning, deep learning, etc.) to implement intelligent 
operation and maintenance of the network. The application 
functions of AIOps mainly include status monitoring, index 
analysis, root cause location, fault self-healing and system pre⁃
diction of network business operation and maintenance. These 
will transform the network operation and maintenance from 
passive to predictable.

The emergence of AIOps transforms the traditional human-
machine O&M mode into a human-machine coordination O&M 
mode. Human-machine coordination uses artificial intelligence 
technologies such as machine learning (ML) and deep learning 
(DL) to transfer the algorithms used for network O&M scenarios 
to O&M tools and facilitates the operation and maintenance 
through actions such as perception, analysis, decision-making 
and execution. The AIOps mode gives network O&M manage⁃
ment the algorithm and ML ability, makes operation and main⁃
tenance intelligent, sublimates data into knowledge, and fur⁃
ther promotes the learning ability of machines to form a 
closed-loop operation and maintenance mode with self-
decision-making and self-execution of machines.

AIOps has abundant and diversified use cases and algo⁃

▲Figure 5. Evolution of intelligent orchestration network
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rithms. How to maximize sharing and algorithm optimization is 
the focus of AIOps. AIOps uses the middle platform to share 
and reuse components and functions and uses the algorithm li⁃
brary to optimize and generalize algorithms. A unified AIOps 
platform is composed of the service middle platform, data 
middle platform and AI middle platform. The service middle 
platform is responsible for the service capability and capabil⁃
ity opening components of the service. The data middle plat⁃
form is responsible for unified data collection, governance and 
service provision. The AI middle platform provides the model 
training and reasoning capabilities of intelligent applications. 
Fig. 6 shows the service platform framework of the wireless 
AIOps.

The AIOps-oriented algorithms and application scenarios 
are as follows:

1) Multi-index association mining: Multi-index association 
analysis determines whether multiple indexes fluctuate or in⁃
crease frequently. This algorithm can be used to build fault 
propagation relationships for fault diagnosis. Common algo⁃
rithms are Pearson correlation, Spearman correlation and Ken⁃
dall correlation.

2) Indicator clustering: Multiple key performance indicators 
(KPIs) are clustered into multiple categories in accordance 
with the curve similarity. This algorithm can be used for large-
scale indicator exception detection. It uses the same exception 
detection algorithm and parameters in the same indicator type, 
greatly reducing the training and detection costs. Common al⁃
gorithms include Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applica⁃
tions with Noise (DBSCAN), K-medoids and Clustering Algo⁃
rithm Based on Random Selection (CLARANS).

3) Index and event association mining: The association be⁃
tween events and indicators in text data is automatically 
mined to establish fault propagation relationships and diag⁃
nose faults. Common algorithms are Pearson correlation, J-

measure and the two-sample test.
4) KPI trend prediction: By analyzing 

historical KPI data, KPI trends and pre⁃
dicted values can be determined in the fu⁃
ture and then used for abnormal detec⁃
tion, capacity prediction and capacity 
planning. Common algorithms include the 
Holt-Winters, time sequence data decom⁃
position and Autoregressive Integrated 
Moving Average (ARIMA) model.

5) Event and event association mining: 
Analysis of the association relationship of 
abnormal events associates the events 
that occur frequently together in history. 
This algorithm can be used to build fault 
propagation relationships for fault diagno⁃
sis. Common algorithms include FP-
Growth, Apriori and the random forest.

6) Fault propagation relation mining: It 
combines text data and index data. Based 

on the above-mentioned algorithms (such as the multi-index 
association mining, index-event association mining and event-
event association mining), the module invocation relation dia⁃
gram derived from tracing, the auxiliary server-network topol⁃
ogy, and the fault propagation relation between components 
are established. This algorithm is applicable to fault diagnosis.
3 Development Trends of Autonomous Net⁃

work Technologies
In the future, AN may evolve toward a “multi-service intelli⁃

gent connection and digital-twin enabled” 6G system[7] and 
also to the L5-level intelligent capability. The evolution may 
encounter the problems of current network intelligent plugins 
and lack of standardization, more application generalization 
problems of ICDT technologies, and the problems caused by 
the limitations of the AI technology itself. These problems will 
be solved with the AI-native technology architecture and more 
emerging technologies, such as graph neural networks, digital 
twin networks and self-learning technology, which will direct 
the technological development trend of autonomous networks.
3.1 AI-Native Architecture

The technological development of AN is presenting a trend 
of scene intelligence and AI-native system.

Scene intelligence can achieve efficient and precise 
scenario-based services and continuous evolution through ef⁃
fective, scenario-sensible, policy-flexible and controllable 
closed-loop intelligence.

AI-native integrated network architecture (Fig. 7) is based 
on the deep integration of AI computing capabilities and the 
communication process. It can comprehensively improve the 
intelligent learning and scenario adaptation capabilities of dif⁃
ferent levels and support the continuous evolution of personal⁃

▲Figure 6. AIOps service platform framework
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ized intelligent service ability. The intelligent plane and data 
plane are integrated into the network architecture design and 
implementation of NEs and interfaces, so that future intelligent 
networks will be self-adaptive, self-learning self-correcting and 
self-optimizing. The main features of an AI-native system are 
as follows:

1) It can provide complete AI capabilities in the communi⁃
cation network defined by 3GPP standards, including data, 
computing power and algorithm capabilities.

2) In terms of communication network architecture, it fully 
considers the application requirements of the future intelligent 
plane at the functional and logical levels.

3） In the future, the protocol stack design and interface de⁃
sign have to be changed to adapt to the deployment of AI ap⁃
plications.

Considering the integration of the AI-native system architec⁃
ture and the development of AI itself (such as automatic ma⁃
chine learning, trusted AI and model pre-training), the key 
technology map of AI-native networks in the future B5G sys⁃
tem is shown in Fig. 8.
3.2 Intent-Based Network

It can be seen from the autonomous classification stan⁃
dards that the L4/L5 high-level autonomy has the following 
two features: policy self-generation and intention-driven. The 
former requires that the system automatically generates/up⁃
dates policies to achieve the operation or maintenance inten⁃
tion without manual intervention or guidance. The latter re⁃
quires that the system automatically verify and optimize these 
self-generated policies to avoid system risks. That is to say, 
the latter requires the system has the capability of processing 
intention.

An intent-based network[8–10] takes the intention and strat⁃
egy entered by the operator as guidance. Combined with the self-perception and prediction of environment, network re⁃

sources and status, it can intelli⁃
gently translate the demand for 
the network into network param⁃
eter configuration, network func⁃
tion configuration and network 
architecture configuration, and 
then realize the deployment and 
implementation of network func⁃
tion through automated configu⁃
ration execution and test verifi⁃
cation. Network self-
configuration based on intelli⁃
gent endogenesis is character⁃
ized by intention transformation 
ability and dynamic adaptabil⁃
ity. Self-configuration can iden⁃
tify the intention of the operator 
and translate advanced and ab⁃
stract intention into a clear and 
quantifiable configuration 

through intelligent analysis and calculation, so as to provide 
personalized and adaptive network services and realize the opti⁃
mization of network performance, user experience and cost.

Fig. 9 shows the construction and processing workflow of an 
intent engine. In the figure, the intent model formulates the 
specifications of the intent and its requirements are universal, 
flexible, with sufficient expression ability, and easy to carry 
out. The identification of intention includes speech recogni⁃
tion and intent recognition. Specific intentions will be identi⁃
fied in accordance with the texts obtained through speech rec⁃
ognition. Intent recognition needs to know the intentions that 
the system supports and also a series of label data for each in⁃
tention (input of supervision learning). The intent policy de⁃
fines intent implementation that translates received intentions 
into execution strategies and implements and feeds back the 
strategies, the intention maintenance that enables real-time 

▲Figure 8. Key technologies of AI-native networks

▲Figure 7. Architecture of AI-native network system
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perception, prediction and automatic adjustment, and the in⁃
tent conflict that detects and resolves conflicts.
3.3 Digital Twin Network Technology

With the vision of “ubiquitous intelligence and digital 
twins” becoming the consensus of the industry, the digital 
twin technology is playing an important role in the network 
evolution. A digital twin network (DTN) is a system with physi⁃
cal network entities and virtual digital twins that can perform 
real-time interactive mapping and interoperation.

DTN[11–13] uses the digital twin technology to create virtual 
mirroring images of the physical network facilities, that is, to 
build a DTN platform that is consistent with the entity NE, 
with the physical topology and with real data. It provides the 
test bed for verifying the correctness of network configuration 
and the effect of new technologies, which greatly reduces the 
risk of the existing network and eliminates the possibility of 
network faults caused by incorrect configuration. DTN is ex⁃
pected to change the working mode of network planning, net⁃
work establishment, maintenance, optimization and operation 
in the future and help the network achieve low-cost trial, intel⁃
ligent decisions and efficient innovation through real-time in⁃
teraction of the physical network and the twin network.

The relationship between the DNT and the intelligent net⁃
work is complementary. Fig. 10 shows the collaborative archi⁃
tecture of the twin network and AN. A closed loop is formed 
between the twin network and the knowledge agent. Before 
any algorithm application, parameter adjustment and major op⁃

erations, verification and itera⁃
tion are carried out in the twin 
network to ensure a control⁃
lable impact and effect on the 
physical network.

In a digital twin network 
based on the core data model, 
simulation model layer and 
twin management, the data do⁃
main collects and stores basic 
data and is also responsible for 
data governance; the data 
model layer mainly processes 
the model representation of the 
data layer without the mecha⁃
nism model; the simulation 
model layer mainly constructs 
the service model, such as the 
channel model, air interface 
model, network model, terminal 
model and service model. 
Building a full-cycle and end-
to-end digital twin platform can 
help implement new technology 
innovation verification and 

rapid iteration of intelligent algorithms, and enhance the level 
of intelligence in collaboration with self-intelligent networks. 
The digital twin technology will be an important supporting 
platform technology for intelligent networks in the future. A 
reference architecture of the digital twin platform is shown in 
Fig. 11.
4 Exploration and Practice of Autonomous 

Network Technology
Use cases based on AN have been explored and researched, 

such as E2E root cause analysis based on closed-loop control, 
alarm compression based on a knowledge map, user experi⁃
ence assurance based on intention, and network dynamic plan⁃
ning based on digital twins. As follows, we will take the net⁃
work planning of the Port of Rizhao, Shandong, China as an 
example to explain the practice of dynamic network planning 
based on DTN.

1) Characteristics of network planning for the Port
• Container stacking blocks the wireless signal. The stack⁃

ing height can reach more than 20 m and the wireless signal 
cannot penetrate the metal box of the container.

• Container stacking dynamically changes. The height of con⁃
tainer stacking often changes, the coverage area of wireless sig⁃
nals also changes, and the signal interference level changes con⁃
stantly.

• The roads are narrow and densely distributed. The roads 
between the stacks can be up to more than 500 m long and the 
distance between the two adjacent roads is about 60 m.

▲Figure 9. Intent-based network and intent engine workflow
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2) Disadvantages of the existing network planning solution 
to the Port

• The existing network planning only supports level network 
planning based on Reference Signal Receiving Power (RSRP)/
Signal and Interference to Noise Ratio (SINR) and cannot 
match the clear QoS requirements of 2B scenarios.

• The network planning is based on static scenarios. For ex⁃
ample, 2B scenarios at the Port of Rizhao may change dynami⁃
cally, but the static network planning cannot match the sce⁃

narios.
• Multiple network optimi⁃

zation is relied on after net⁃
work construction. For ex⁃
ample, after the completion of 
a 2B scenario by Rizhao Port 
of Telecom, it usually takes 
several months of multiple 
network optimization, or even 
demolition and reconstruc⁃
tion, which greatly increases 
the cost.

3) Benefits of dynamic 
planning schemes based 
on DTN for the Port

We use unmanned aerial 
vehicles to take photos of the 
Port of Rizhao first and obtain 
a digital twin network model 
of the port through 3D model⁃
ing. Through the digital twin 
network and ray tracing tech⁃
nology, we dynamically plan 
the network changes of the 

port. In this way, both the QoS level planning of the network 
and dynamic changes caused by container changes are sup⁃
ported. It can achieve “free network optimization” and sup⁃
port the design and version parameter planning of high-
precision site hardware selection, site location selection, hang⁃
ing height azimuth and so on, without manual network optimi⁃
zation. Fig. 12 shows the dynamic planning simulation results 
of this use case.

▲Figure 10. Autonomous network system based on digital twin network

▲Figure 11. Framework of digital twin network system
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5 Conclusions
At present, autonomous networks are booming and various 

autonomous systems are constantly emerging. Autonomous net⁃
works are moving from concept to reality. Looking forward to 
the future, we need to continuously promote the transformation 
of an intelligent ecosystem. In terms of standardization, aca⁃
demia and industry are expected to work together to promote 
the standardization of AI-native systems and also explore the 
standardization of data and intelligence. 3GPP AI-native en⁃
dogenous data, algorithms and computing power may be sup⁃
ported. In terms of technological development, the integration 
of ICDT technology and the introduction of intention engine, 
digital twins, automatic learning and other technologies will 
enable the innovation and orderly evolution of intelligent net⁃
works in the future for new scenarios of intelligent communica⁃
tions, such as AI-AI (air interface based on AI), large-scale in⁃
telligent management and control, communication-sensing-
computing integration and semantic communications.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of the 5G era, modern communica⁃
tion systems often using particularly complex 
modulation methods result in an increasingly 
larger peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), which 

requires the power amplifier (PA) to keep high efficiency at 
the output power back-off (OBO) region. Load modulation PAs, 
as one of the architectures that can efficiently amplify high 
PAPR signals, have become a research hotspot in recent years.

With the emergence of a large number of new application 
scenarios, such as portable small base stations and smart wear⁃
able devices, the battery capacity determines the output 
power. Compared with the limited 6 dB OBO of a traditional 
Doherty PA[1–5], a larger range of OBO is required in these 
new scenarios. Active load modulation balanced power ampli⁃
fiers (LMBA), as a new load modulation PA architecture, have 
great advantages in terms of high efficiency at large OBO and 

broadband design. They also have great potential in the con⁃
struction of 5G base stations.

In 2016, SHEPPHARD et al. from Cardiff University, UK 
proposed a new dual-input PA architecture—LMBA[6]. Two di⁃
rectional couplers are used as the input and output networks of 
the two PAs respectively and the control signal is injected into 
the balanced PA through the isolated port of the output cou⁃
pler. LMBA can modulate the load impedance of the balanced 
amplifier by changing the amplitude and phase of the external 
control signal to realize high efficiency at OBO. In 2017, 
PEDNEKAR et al.[7] from the University of Colorado, USA pro⁃
posed a single-input LMBA architecture based on the tradi⁃
tional LMBA architecture. The output signal of a peaking PA 
is directly injected into the isolation port of the output coupler 
as a control signal to realize load modulation of the balanced 
PA and an octave LMBA which worked at 1.8–3.8 GHz is de⁃
signed. The maximum output power is 44 dBm and added effi⁃
ciencies at the 6 dB OBO are 29% – 45%. In order to meet 
the application scenarios of wireless base stations, QUAGLIA 
et al.[8] of Cardiff University, UK proposed an LMBA architec⁃
ture using the pre-matching technology and compared the 
bandwidth and linearity of the proposed structure with the 

This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Founda⁃
tion of China under Grant Nos. 62001061, 62171068 and 62171065, and in 
part by ZTE Industry-University-Institute Cooperation Funds under 
Grant No. HC⁃CN⁃20210520005.
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Doherty PA in 2018. An LMBA working in 1.7–2.5 GHz was 
designed for communication base stations. In 2020, PANG et 
al.[9] of University College Dublin, Ireland and CAYO et al.[10] 
of University of Central Florida, USA proposed a new LMBA 
architecture called Sequential LMBA (SLMBA). The control 
PA would work in class AB as the carrier PA and the bal⁃
anced PA would work in class C as a peak PA. Compared 
with the traditional LMBA, this architecture can achieve a 
larger range of OBO and higher efficiency in the OBO region. 
In 2020, PANG et al. [11] also proposed an LMBA that worked 
in a continuous working mode and realized a continuous out⁃
put matching network by controlling the phase difference of 
each PA branch. In 2021, CAO et al.[12] proposed an asymmet⁃
ric SLMBA architecture, in which the balanced PA was com⁃
posed of two PAs with different maximum power so that the 
impedance of the isolated termination of the output coupler 
was no longer constant. This meant that the control PA also 
had a load modulation progress and the overdriving of 
SLMBA was solved. An ALMBA with 0.55 – 2.2 GHz (rela⁃
tive bandwidth of 120%) was designed and the measured effi⁃
ciencies at 10 dB OBO were 39%–64%.

Since the first LMBA architecture was proposed in 2016, re⁃
searchers have conducted a lot of research on it. However, the 
research generally focuses on application scenarios and archi⁃
tectural innovations and there are few targeted designs for its 
couplers. In this paper, we will study the co-design of the cou⁃
pler and PAs for improving the overall performance of SLMBA.
2 Introduction and Theoretical Derivation 

of SLMBA
The architecture of SLMBA is shown in Fig. 1(a). In this ar⁃

chitecture, a class AB amplifier is used as a carrier amplifier, 
while a balanced PA (BA) is biased in class C as a peaking 
amplifier. The carrier amplifier is connected to the isolated 
port of the 90° directional coupler as a control amplifier (CA), 
while the peaking amplifiers are connected to the through port 
and the coupling port, respectively. When the phase differ⁃
ence of two peaking amplifiers is 90°, they will become a bal⁃
anced pair of amplifiers. In the low power region, when the out⁃
put power is below the power of the predetermined OBO point, 
the peaking amplifiers are turned off and the output power is 
only provided by the carrier PA; when the output power is 
higher than the power of the predetermined OBO point, the 
two peaking PAs are turned on and the carrier amplifier 
reaches power saturation. With the further increase of input 
power, due to the saturation state of the carrier PA, the addi⁃
tional power increase is mainly provided by the peaking PAs.

As shown in Fig. 1(a), SLMBA consists of a CA and a pair 
of BAs. The BAs are biased in class C, in which two symmetri⁃
cal PAs are connected at the input and output of two orthogo⁃
nal directional couplers and the phase difference of two paths 
is 90°. A PA working in class AB is used as a CA, and its out⁃
put signal is injected into the isolated port of the output cou⁃

pler as a control signal of the SLMBA. The three-way PAs can 
be regarded as three current sources, which act on the output 
coupler as an excitation source. The current sources b1 and b2 are two symmetrical balanced PAs and the current source c is 
CA. Fig. 1(b) shows the load modulation schematic with an 
ideal coupler. The normalized S parameter matrix of the cou⁃
pler can be directly obtained, as shown in Eq. (1).
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We set the characteristic impedance of the coupler to Z0. According to the conversion relationship of the two-port net⁃
work, the impedance matrix can be obtained as Eq. (2).
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▲Figure 1. (a) Sequential load-modulated balanced amplifier (SLMBA) 
architecture and (b) active load modulation model of SLMBA
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According to Eq. (2), the expression of the load impedance 
of the balanced PA can be deduced as Eq. (3).
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It can be seen from Eq. (3) that the load impedance of the 

BAs is only related to the characteristic impedance Z0 of the 
coupler, the current ratio (α), and the phase difference between 
CA and BAs (ΔθC). Fig. 2(a) shows the impedance traces of the 
BAs and the CA with different phase differences and different 
output power levels under the OBO of 10 dB. As shown in Fig. 
2(a), the load impedance of the CA remains constant and is not 
affected by the output current and output power of the BAs; the 
load impedances of the BAs are infinite when they are not 
turned on. However, the values of their load impedance gradu⁃
ally decrease with the increasing output power. It can be seen 
that the trajectories of ZBA decrease along the real axis of the 
Smith chart and finally reach saturation with the increase of 
output power. Therefore, the theoretical optimal modulation 
phase difference of SLMBA is -90°. In the design, the phase 
difference of the two PAs is usually set to -90°.

The power and efficiency of SLMBA are derived below. 
When the phase difference is fixed as ΔθC = -90°, the output 
power of the CA and BAs can be deduced as:

Pc = 1
2 Re[ ]Vc I ∗

c = 1
2 Z0 I 2

c  ,
Pb = 2∗ 1

2 Re[ ]Vb1 I
∗
b1 = Z0 I 2

c
é
ë
êêêê

ù
û
úúúúα2 - 2 α cos ( )Δθc - π

2  .
(4)

From Eq. (4), the relationship between the output power of 
SLMBA and the output power of the three PAs can be obtained:

Pout = 1
2 Re[V0 I ∗0 ] = Pc + Pb . (5)

It can be seen from Eq. (5) that the output power of the 
SLMBA is equal to the sum of the output power of the CA and 
BAs. Therefore, the efficiency of SLMBA can be expressed as:

ηSLMBA = Pc + Pb

Pc, DC + Pb, DC . (6)
After the value of OBO is determined, the current ratio α is 

also determined. For instance, if the value of OBO is 10 dB, α 
is 1.53. Fig. 2(b) shows the drain efficiency curves of SLMBA 
at different current ratios.

3 Design of Broadband SLMBA
Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of the broadband SLMBA 

architecture. The CA works in class AB as the carrier PA. The 
maximum output power of the BAs is equal, and the BAs work in 
class C as the peak PA. The output coupler is directly used as 
the output network of the BAs to avoid SLMBA’s bandwidth be⁃
ing limited by additional output-matching networks.

According to the working principle of SLMBA described in 
the previous section, amplitude modulation consists of two basic 
parts: 1) determining the current or power ratio between the BAs 
and the CA and 2) controlling CA to work in a saturation state 
and BAs to turn on simultaneously in the power back-off region.

The maximum output power of CA depends on the satura⁃
tion output power of SLMBA and the OBO level. The relation⁃
ship between the saturation output power of SLMBA and the 
preset OBO can be described as:

PCA, SAT = PTotal, SATOBO  , (7)

▲ Figure 2. (a) Load impedance traces of sequential load-modulated 
balanced amplifier (SLMBA) (OBO=10 dB) and (b) drain efficiency 
curves of SLMBA at different values of α
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where PTotal, SAT represents the saturation output power of 
SLMBA, which is the sum of the output power of CA and  BAs:

PTotal, SAT = PBA, SAT + PCA, SAT. (8)
In the actual design process, the preset range of OBO can 

be realized by selecting BAs and CA transistors with appropri⁃
ate output power. The CA of this design adopts CGH40010F 
provided by Wolfspeed and the standard drain voltage is 28 V. 
However, the drain voltage of the CA is stepped down to 12 V 
to expand the range of OBO. This can extend the OBO range 
to 10 dB. The selection of the output power of the BAs is  
shown in Eq. (9).

PBA,SAT = (OBO - 1)PCA,SAT. (9)
Therefore, we chose CGH40010F with a standard output 

power of 10 W and a drain voltage of 28 V as BAs to achieve 
OBO=10 dB. Then the gate voltage is controlled to make BAs 
work in class C and turn on at the preset OBO point. Since the 
CA is in power saturation in the entire range of OBO, the total 
output power of the SLMBA depends largely on the output 
power of the BAs.

According to the theory of SLMBA deduced above, the 
load impedance of CA in the whole process of SLMBA re⁃
mains unchanged with infinite isolation of the ideal coupler:

ZC = Z0 = 50 Ω. (10)
The main bandwidth limitation of a Doherty PA is brought 

by the inverter network of 90°of the carrier PA. For an 
SLMBA, the load of the output network of the carrier PA re⁃
mains unchanged. Therefore, the SLMBA has the potential to 
extend broadband. Since the load of CA remains unchanged 
during the whole working process of SLMBA, its design can be 

directly performed as an independent single PA, which can 
greatly reduce the design difficulty.

For BAs, the expression of the load impedance is shown 
in Eq. (3) after they are turned on. It can be seen that the 
performance depends greatly on the parameters of the cou⁃
pler, so the design of the coupler is very important for 
SLMBA. However, in the actual design, the isolation degree 
of the isolated termination of the coupler will not be ideal, 
which will cause the output impedance of the isolated termi⁃
nation to fluctuate. So it will seriously reduce the efficiency 
at the OBO level of the SLMBA. Meanwhile, the load imped⁃
ances of the coupler’s input ports are influenced by the ac⁃
tive BAs instead of any fixed passive load impedance, which 
also shows that the independent design method of the cou⁃
pler does not conform to the actual working state of SLMBA.

Therefore, based on the above two aspects, a method for co-
design of the coupler and PAs is proposed in this paper. In 
the proposed method, the OBO and saturation states of 
SLMBA are designed respectively. The schematic diagram of 
the proposed SLMBA is shown in Fig. 4. In the design of the 
OBO state, two BAs are directly used as the load condition of 
the input port of the coupler. On this basis, the output imped⁃
ance of the isolated termination of the coupler is made con⁃
stant to reduce the load fluctuation of the control PA for im⁃
proving the efficiency at the OBO of SLMBA. For the design 
of the saturated state, the optimal impedance of the transistor 
Ropt and the transistor package parameter network are re⁃
garded as the load conditions of the input port of the coupler. 
On this basis, the parameters such as isolation and coupling 
of the coupler are designed. The advantage of the proposed co-
design approach (Fig. 4) makes the operations of the coupler 
and three PAs closer to the actual situation, which can im⁃
prove the overall performance of SLMBA. The simulation re⁃
sults of the designed 3-stage coupler are shown in Fig. 5.

Then, the phase modulation should be designed. It can be 
known that the impedance modulation of BAs will have differ⁃
ent traces under different phase differences between the CA 
and BAs. That is to say, the phase difference between the two 
branches will affect the efficiency of the range of OBO in the 
whole operating frequencies, so it is significant to control the 
phase modulation.

Fig. 6 shows the impedance modulation traces of BA under 
the different phase compensation lines at the center frequency 
of 2.1 GHz. According to the load line of classical class B 
PAs[12], a purely resistive impedance trace is optimal for its 
power and efficiency. It can be seen that the impedance tra⁃
jectory of BA is the closest to the real axis (pure resistance) 
when the input phase compensation line is 62.5 mm. Accord⁃
ing to Ref. [13], the slope of the phase compensation required 
by SLMBA with frequency is basically the same as the mi⁃
crostrip line. Therefore, the SLMBA phase can be greatly com⁃
pensated in the entire operating frequencies when the input 
phase compensation line of BA is connected to the 62.5 mm 

▲ Figure 3. Architecture of broadband sequential load-modulated bal⁃
anced amplifier (SLMBA)
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▲Figure 4. Co-design of the coupler and power amplifier (PA): (a) back-off state; (b) saturation state

▲Figure 5. Simulation results of the 3-way coupler
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transmission line.
By debugging the layout of SLMBA, the length of the phase 

compensation line is set to 60 mm. The printed circuit board 
(PCB) structure of SLMBA designed by using the proposed co-
design method of coupler-PA is shown in Fig. 7. The simula⁃
tion results are shown in Fig. 8. The designed SLMBA with 
1.5–2.7 GHz (relative bandwidth 57%) has saturated output 
powers of 40.7–43.7 dBm with saturated drain efficiencies of 
52.7% – 73.7%, the small signal gain is 9.7 – 12.4 dB, and 
the efficiencies are 44.9%–59.2% at 10 dB OBO level.

4 Conclusions
Different from the traditional coupler design method, a co-

design approach is proposed for the design of the output coupler 
and matching network of SLMBA, which improves the perfor⁃
mance of SLMBA at the back-off and saturation states. An 
SLMBA operating at 1.5–2.7 GHz (57% relative bandwidth) is 
then designed. The layout simulation results show that its satu⁃
rated output power reaches 40.7–43.7 dBm, the small signal gain 
is 9.7–12.4 dB, saturated drain efficiency is 52.7%–73.7%, and 
10 dB output power back-off efficiency is 44.9%–59.2%.
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1 Introduction

To meet the increasing wireless communication traffic 
demand, the frequency reuse factor of cellular systems 
is expected to be slackened as one, which indicates that 
all the cells operate in the same frequency band. How⁃

ever, the small frequency reuse factor brings an inter-cell inter⁃
ference problem, heavily degrading the achievable sum rate per⁃
formance of the wireless system. Therefore, inter-cell interfer⁃
ence should be managed carefully. A multi-cell multiple-input 
single-output (MISO) downlink beamforming technique with co⁃
operation among the base stations (BSs) is introduced as a 
promising solution. The typical zero-forcing beamforming[1] 
works in a highly coordinated scenario where each piece of user 
equipment (UE) is served by all the BSs, which needs all the 
transmit data and channel state information (CSI) to be shared 
among the BSs. Nevertheless, it is impractical due to the heavy 

data-sharing burden[2]. A centralized solution[3] collects the 
global CSI and jointly design beamforming vectors based on 
fractional programming (FP). Although it can achieve near-
optimal performance, it has high computational complexity and 
leads to unavoidable delays when collecting CSI and sending 
beamforming vectors, thereby making it impossible to be ap⁃
plied in a dynamic channel environment.

Many distributed schemes are proposed to reduce the com⁃
putational cost of centralized solutions. In particular, an 
achievable rate region of the multi-cell MISO Gaussian inter⁃
ference channel (MISO-IC) system is analyzed in Ref. [4], 
which proves that the well-designed distributed schemes can 
reach the Pareto boundary. To reduce information sharing 
among BSs, a data-sharing-based distributed scheme is pro⁃
posed in Ref. [5]. A fully distributed scheme with no CSI or 
data sharing is discussed in Ref. [6], which works well at a 
high signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR). However, 
these works assume that the BSs are capable of obtaining the 
instantaneous downlink CSI of the UE in other cells without This work is supported by the joint research project with ZTE Corpora⁃

tion under Grant No. HC-CN-2020120002.
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CSI sharing, which is also infeasible in a practical system.
Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has shown great poten⁃

tial in decision-making problems. By converting the multi-cell 
downlink beamforming problem into a decision-making prob⁃
lem, several distributed approaches based on DRL are devel⁃
oped[7–8]. Particularly, a multi-agent deep Q-learning based 
approach is introduced in Ref. [7], in which each BS learns to 
make the decisions of beam direction and power for each UE 
based on the local CSI and the exchanged information among 
the BSs. However, because of the curse of dimensionality[9], 
the Q-learning based approach in Ref. [7] is almost impossible 
to be applied in the cases where there are multiple user de⁃
vices in the same cell or the BSs are equipped with large-scale 
antennas, since the discrete action space expands exponen⁃
tially with the number of user devices and antennas.

In this paper, we develop a distributed-training distributed-
execution (DTDE) multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradi⁃
ent (MADDPG) based algorithm to maximize the instanta⁃
neous sum rate of the multicell multi-user MISO-IC system un⁃
der the power constraint for each BS. Thanks to the features of 
DDPG, the policy network gives continuous value directly, 
which significantly reduces the dimension of actions. Our 
main contributions are summarized as follows:

1) A new distributed MADDPG-based scheme is proposed, ca⁃
pable of solving the instantaneous sum rate maximization prob⁃
lem when cells have multiple user devices and BSs are equipped 
with large-scale antennas. By decomposing the original beam⁃
forming problem into the beam direction design and power alloca⁃
tion problems, each BS as an agent can learn to choose beam di⁃
rection and power allocation based on the wireless environment.

2) A new limited information exchange protocol is proposed 
for the distributed BSs to share information for beamforming 
design. Instead of sharing CSI directly, we choose the equiva⁃
lent channel gains of UE, the received interference of UE, and 
the sum rate of UE in one cell as the shared information. Dif⁃
ferent from other DRL-based algorithms which only consider 
equivalent channel gains and the sum rate of UE, we consider 
the received interference (also known as the interference tem⁃
perature) as the crucial information.

3) Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the effi⁃
ciency and scalability of the proposed MADDPG approach by 
comparing the conventional distributed and centralized solu⁃
tions. The simulation results show that the proposed 
MADDPG can reach the state-of-the-art sum rate performance 
with a much smaller amount of information sharing among BSs.

As far as we know, this is the first attempt to tackle the 
multi-cell MISO beamforming via MADDPG-based DRL. In 
contrast to the related work[7], this paper aims to solve the 
multi-cell sum rate maximization problem in the continuous 
action space by using the MADDPG method which is more 
flexible for different wireless environments and is easy for 
agents (e.g., BSs) to learn since the dimension of action space 
is much smaller than that of codebook space in Ref. [7].

In this paper, we use Cm × n and Rm × n to represent the 
spaces of the m × n dimensional complex number and real 
number, respectively. The superscripts “∗”, “T”, and “H” de⁃
note the conjugate, the transpose, and the conjugate transpose, 
respectively. In addition, we use ≜ -1 , E {⋅}, and  ⋅  as the 
imaginary unit, the expectation operator, and the ℓ2 norm, re⁃
spectively.
2 System Model

We consider a wireless cellular downlink system of N cells, 
in each of which there is a multi-antenna transmitter (e. g., a 
BS) with M antennas to serve K single-antenna receivers (e.g., 
UE). We use N = {1,⋯,N } to denote the set of all BSs. We as⁃
sume that all UE in this system shares the same frequency 
band, thereby leading to both intra-cell and inter-cell interfer⁃
ence with each UE. As a result, the received signal of the k-th 
UE in the n-th cell at time t can be expressed as:

yn,k ( t ) =            hT
n,n,k ( t )wn,k ( t ) xn,k ( t )

desired signal
+

               
∑

j = 1,j ≠ k

K

hT
n,n,k ( t )wn,j ( t ) xn,j ( t )

intra - cell interference

 +

                 
∑

i = 1,i ≠ n

N ∑
  j = 1

K

hT
i,n,k ( t )w i,j ( t ) xi,j ( t )

inter - cell interference

+ zn,k ( t ),
(1)

where h i,n,k ( t ) ∈ CM denotes the downlink channel vector 
from the BS in the i-th cell to the k-th UE in the n-th cell, 
w i,n,k ( t ) ∈ CM denotes the beamforming vector for the j-th 
UE in the i-th cell, xi,j denotes the transmitted symbol to the 
j-th UE in the i-th cell, and zi,j ( t )~CN (0,σ2

n,k ) denotes the 
additive noise with σ2

n,k being the noise power. Under the 
single user detection mechanism, the instantaneous SINR 
and achievable rate of the k-th UE in the n-th cell are given 
by:

γn,k ( t ) = || hT
n,n,k ( t )wn,k ( t ) 2

β intra
n,k ( t ) + β inter

n,k ( t ) + σ2
n,k

, (2a)

Rn,k ( t ) = log2(1 + γn,k ( t ) ) , (2b)

where β intra
n,k ( t ) = ∑

j = 1,j ≠ k

K |hT
n,n,k ( t )wn,j ( t )|2 and β inter

n,k ( t ) =
∑

i = 1,i ≠ n

N ∑
j = 1

K |hT
i,n,k ( t )w i,j ( t )|2 represent the intra-cell and inter-

cell interferences.
We assume that the BS in each cell is equipped with the 

uniform rectangular array (URA) structure with M = MxMy an⁃
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tenna elements,1 where Mx and My denote the horizontal and 
vertical scales of the URA, respectively. According to the ray-
based channel modeling[10], the dynamic URA channel re⁃
sponse of hn,j,k ( t ) with L-paths for the n-th BS to the k-th UE 
in the cell j can be expressed as:
hn,j,k ( t ) = κn,j,k ∑

l = 1

L

gn,j,k,l ( t ) ā (un,j,k,l) ⊗ b̄ ( vn,j,k,l), (3)
where κn,j,k is the large-scale fading factor related to the path 
loss and shadowing and gn,j,k,l ( t ) is the dynamic small-scale 
Rayleigh fading factor. The steering vectors ā and b̄ of URA in 
Eq. (3) are given by:
ā (un,j,k,l) = é

ë1,e-un,j,k,l,⋯,e-( )Mx - 1 un,j,k,lù
û

⊤
, (4a)

b̄ ( vn,j,k,l) = é
ë
êêêê1,e-vn,j,k,l,⋯,e-( )My - 1 vn,j,k,lù

û
úúúú

⊤
, (4b)

where un,j,k,l = 2πd1
λ sin (θn,j,k,l) cos (ϕn,j,k,l) , vn,j,k,l = 2πd2

λ

cos ( )θn,j,k,l , d1 = d2 = λ
2 , and λ is the signal wave length. The 

elevation angle-of-departure (AoD) θn,j,k,l and azimuth AoD 
ϕn,j,k,l of each path are given by:

θn,j,k,l~U (θn,j,k - Δ
2 ,θn,j,k + Δ

2 ), (5a)

ϕn,j,k,l~U (ϕn,j,k - Δ
2 ,ϕn,j,k + Δ

2 ), (5b)
where θn,j,k and ϕn,j,k are the nominal AoD between the cell n 
and the UE k in cell j, respectively, and Δ is the associated an⁃
gular perturbation.

To characterize the small-scale fading dynamics of the time 
varying channel, we utilize the following first-order Gauss-
Markov process[11].

gn,j,k,l ( t + 1) = ρ gn,j,k,l ( t ) + 1 - ρ δn,j,k,l ( t ), (6)
where ρ denotes the fading correlation coefficient between any 
two consecutive time slots and δn,j,k,l ( t )~CN (0,1).
3 Problem Statement

Considering the channel variation, we aim to solve the fol⁃
lowing instantaneous achievable sum-rate maximization prob⁃
lem at the time slot t:

max
wn,k ( t ) Rsum ( t ) = ∑

n = 1

N ∑
k = 1

K

Rn,k ( t )

 s.t.  ∑
k = 1

K

 wn,k ( t ) 2 ≤ Pmax,∀n, (7)
where Pmax denotes the maximum transmit power for each BS. 
Unfortunately, Problem (7) is generally NP-hard even with 
global CSI, and finding its globally optimal solution requires ex⁃
ponential running time[3]. Conventionally, several centralized 
methods are proposed to find a sub-optimal solution. All cen⁃
tralized algorithms assume that there is a central node to collect 
global CSI from all BSs, and then the central node computes 
and returns beamformers of all BSs. However, it is hard to ob⁃
tain the global CSI for all BSs. Moreover, due to the dynamics of 
channels, the beamformers are already outdated when the BSs 
obtain the returns. Therefore, it is more reasonable to apply a 
distributed approach. However, information sharing design be⁃
tween the BSs is also a problem for the distributed methods. 
Generally, the BSs communicate with other BSs through the 
backhaul links. Conventional beamforming methods need the 
BSs to exchange global or cross-talk CSI, which is an unaccept⁃
able burden for the rate-limited backhaul links. Therefore, the 
amount of shared information for beamforming should be lim⁃
ited, and we try to seek a sub-optimal distributed solution with 
limited information exchange between the BSs in different cells.

From the perspective of the BS n, the beamformer wn,k can 
be expressed as:
wn,k ( t ) = Pn,k ( t ) -w n,k ( t ), (8)

where Pn,k ( t ) =  wn,k ( t ) 2 denotes the transmit power of the 
BS n to user k and -w n,k ( t ) denotes the corresponding normal⁃
ized beamformer, which represents the direction of the trans⁃
mit beam. Note that once the beam direction is fixed, the 
beam power allocation only needs the equivalent channel and 
interference information, which significantly reduces the cost 
of the information exchange[3].

The typical beam direction solutions include the virtual 
SINR[12] and the weighted minimum-mean-square-error 
(WMMSE) [13]. However, these solutions are closely coupled 
with power allocation strategies, which cannot be easily ad⁃
opted to guide the beam direction design. According to Ref. 
[14], given global CSI in the multi-cell scenario, the optimal 
beamformer can be expressed as a linear combination of the 
conventional zero-forcing (ZF) and maximum ratio transmis⁃
sion (MRT). However, it is difficult to obtain the instantaneous 
global CSI. This inspires us to apply the available ZF and 
MRT to give heuristic solutions to our proposed approach 
based on only local CSI[5]. Specifically, the ZF and the MRT 
solutions are given by:

1. We assume the URA model here for simplicity. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme can be applicable to arbitrary array geometry.
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-w
ZF
n,k = (H H

n (HnH
H
n )-1 )T[ :,k ]

||(H H
n (HnH

H
n )-1 )T[ :,k ]|| , (9a)

-w
MRT
n,k  = h*

n,n,k||hn,n,k|| , (9b)
where Hn ∈ CK × M denotes the downlink channel of all K users 
in the n-th cell. Note that the MRT works well at low SNR re⁃
gions[15], especially in the case that most UE is at the edge of 
the cell, since it only focuses on the maximization of the re⁃
ceived signal power. In contrast, ZF tries to minimize the re⁃
ceived interference for the UE, which makes it outperform the 
MRT at high SNR regions where it is dominated by intra-cell 
interference. Therefore, we introduce the DRLbased method to 
choose an appropriate approach according to the dynamic wire⁃
less communication environment, which can be viewed as a 
typical decision-making problem. On the other hand, the DRL-
based approaches, e. g., deep Q-learning[17], have been intro⁃
duced to solve the power allocation task. However, the conven⁃
tional deep Q-learning approach can only output discrete 
power levels, which may make training intractable with the in⁃
crease of the action dimension. This motivates us to apply the 
deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) approach, which 
will be introduced in the following section, to tackle the chal⁃
lenging beam direction and power allocation tasks for each BS.
4 Proposed Limited Information Exchange 

Protocol
In principle, all the BSs share information through the back⁃

haul links between BSs. However, it is an unaffordable burden 
for the backhaul links to transmit the global CSI among all 
BSs, especially when the BSs are equipped with large-scale 
antennas. Therefore, we develop a limited information ex⁃
change protocol, in which BSs only need to share a small 
amount of equivalent channel gain and interference informa⁃
tion rather than the global CSI.

Assuming a flat and block-fading downlink channel, we pro⁃
pose a framework for the downlink data transmission process as 
shown in Fig. 1. In this framework, the channels are invariant 
during one time slot. Each time slot is divided into two phases. 
The first phase is a preparation phase for the BSs to collect lo⁃
cal information, information exchange and beamforming design. 
The second phase is the downlink data transmission phase. Con⁃
ventionally, the BSs only estimate downlink channels in the lo⁃
cal information collection phase. To be specific, the BSs send 
reference symbols to UE first, then the UE estimates the down⁃
link channel according to the reference symbols, and finally 
give the local CSI back to the corresponding BSs.

In our proposed protocol, in the local information collection 
phase, the UE needs to give back not only the local CSI but 
also the received interference from the other BSs. Let us take 
the UE k in cell n as an example. The BSs need to send or⁃

thogonal reference symbols to UE k, so that UE k can estimate 
the downlink local CSI hn,n,k ( t ) and the received interference 
ci,n,k ( t - 1) = ∑

j = 1

K |hT
i,n,k ( t )w i,j ( t - 1)|2,∀i ∈ N,i ≠ n from the 

other BSs before the BSs update their beamformers.
During the information exchange phase, the BSs first calculate 

the equivalent channel gain of each UE based on the local CSI 
and the previous beamformer. Meanwhile, the achievable rate of 
each UE can also be obtained according to Eq. (2b). Then the BSs 
concatenate the equivalent channel gains, the achievable sum 
rate of the served UE, and the interference information together, 
and then send them to the other BSs. Fig. 2 shows the information 
exchange process of the BS n. In cell n, the BS n collects the feed⁃
back information from all UE and calculates the equivalent chan⁃
nel gain of UE as -h n,k ( t ) = |hT

n,n,k ( t )wn,k ( t - 1)|. Besides, the BS 
n computes the achievable rate of each UE according to Eq. (2b) 
and obtains the sum rate Rn( t -  1) of UE in the cell n at time slot 
t-1. Then the BS n concatenates these information as the set 
{Cn ( t - 1),h̄n ( t ), Rn ( t - 1)}, where Cn ( t - 1) ∈ RK × (N - 1) is a 
matrix formed by concatenating the interference vectors of all UE 
in cell n and h̄n ∈ RK is a column vector composed of the equiva⁃
lent channel of all UE in cell n. Note that in this information pro⁃
tocol, the BSs do not need to share the global or cross-talk CSI 
and the amount of exchanged information is only related to the 
number of cells and UE. Although other information exchange 
protocols try to further cut down the cost of information shared by 
the only exchange between adjacent cells[7–8], the sum-rate per⁃
formance cannot be guaranteed when the interference generated 
by nonadjacent cells becomes nonnegligible. Therefore, we de⁃
sign the BSs to exchange information with all the other BSs.
5 MADDPG-Based Approach for Distrib⁃

uted Multi-Cell Multi-User MISO Beam⁃
forming
In this section, we introduce a DTDE MADDPG-based 

scheme for the MISO-IC system, as illustrated in Fig. 3, 
where each BS acts as a trainable agent. In the following, 
we take BS n as an example to elaborate on the online deci⁃

▲ Figure 1. Framework of the designed downlink data transmission 
process
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sion and offline training processes in detail.
5.1 Online Decision Process

In the online decision process, BS n observes the states from 
the wireless communication environment and takes actions 
based on the online policy network.

At the time slot t, the BS n observes the wireless communica⁃
tion environment and collects the state vector sn(t). To be specific, 
during the online decision process in the DRL method at the time 
slot t, BSs firstly collect the information from UE and exchange in⁃
formation with each other according to the proposed information 
exchange protocol. With the received information from other BSs, 
the BS n can form the state vector sn(t). The action an(t) is taken by 
the online policy network based on the observed state. Note that 
all the distributed agents take actions simultaneously, which 
means that none of them has instantaneous information about other 
BSs. To make the DDPG fully ex⁃
plore the action space, the output of 
the online policy network is added 
with action noise na ∈ N (0,σ2

a ). 
With the training process moving on, 
the action noise decreases to zero 
gradually. With the action vector an (t) decided, the beamformers { wn,k } 
can be formed and utilized for down⁃
link data transmission. The reward r
(t) and the next state vector sn(t+1) 
can be obtained in the next time slot 
t+1 through the proposed information 
exchange protocol. Meanwhile, the 
transition {sn(t), an(t), r(t), sn(t+1)} is 
stored in the memory replay buffer. 
The action vector an(t) is designed as
an ( t ) = [ pT

n ( t ),Pn,sum ( t ),Dn ( t ) ]T.
(10)

In the action vector an(t), pn ∈ RK, ∑
k = 1

K

pn,k = 1 denotes the 
normalized allocated power levels for UE and Pn, sum ∈ (0,1 ] de⁃
notes the normalized total transmit power of the cell n. Then the 
real transmit power for user k can be expressed as Pn,k ( t ) =
Pmax Pn,sum ( t ) pn,k ( t ). Dn ∈ { 0,1 } is a Boolean value that denotes 
the selected beam direction solution in Eq. (8). When Dn=0, the 
BS n chooses ZF as the beam direction solution; when Dn = 1, 
the BS n chooses MRT. With the selected beam direction Dn(t) and power strategy Pn,k( t), the beamformer for UE k becomes
wn,k ( t ) = Pn,k ( t ) w̄Dn ( t )

n,k ( t ). (11)
The state vector sn(t) is given by
sn ( t ) = [ vec (-H ( t ) ), vec (-C n ( t - 1) ) ] , (12)

where -H ( t ) ∈ RN × K denotes the equivalent channel gain of 
all UE, -H ( t ) [ i,j ] = | hT

i,i,j ( t )w i,j ( t - 1) |; -C n ( t - 1) ∈ R(N - 1) × K 
denotes generated interference from cell n to the UE in the 
other cells, and -C n ( t - 1)[ i,j ] = ∑

k = 1

K

|| hT
n,i,j ( t - 1)wn,k ( t - 1) . 

For convenience, we use vec(⋅) to convert the matrix into a row 
vector by concatenating its rows. Note that all the elements in 
the state vector sn(t) can be obtained through the above pro⁃
posed information exchange protocol . The equivalent channel 
gain -H ( t ) contains the knowledge of receiving signal power of 
all UE and the generated interference -C n ( t - 1) can lead the 
agent n to adjust actions to reduce the inter-cell interference 
to other cells. Since our goal is to maximize the achievable 

▲Figure 3. Illustration of the MADDPG-based scheme for multi-cell multi-user multiple-input single-
output interference channel (MISO-IC) system

▲Figure 2. Illustration of information exchange process for the BS n
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sum rate, we thus set the reward r(t)=Rsum(t - 1), which can be 
calculated based on the shared local information according to 
the limited information exchange protocol in Section 4.
5.2 Offline Training Process

In the offline training process, the sampler first randomly 
samples a batch of transition data {sn(i), an(i), r(i), sn(i+1)} from 
the memory replay buffer for training. By inputting the train⁃
ing transition i into the two target networks, the output of the 
target Q-network yi can be expressed as:

yi = r (i ) + ηQ'n(sn (i + 1), μ'n(sn (i + 1)∣θ'n ) ∣θQ'
n ), (13)

where η denotes the discount factor, and θμ'
n  and θQ'

n  represent 
the network parameters of the target policy network μ' and Q-
network Q', respectively. The Q-value is defined as the expec⁃
tation of the future reward that can be obtained from the given 
state-action pair {sn(i),an(i)} when applying the strategy μ[18–19]. 
The Bellman equation of the Q-value can be expressed as：

Qμ (s (i ),a (i ) ) = E [ r (i ) + ηQμ (s (i + 1),a (i + 1) ) ], (14)
where the Q-value of the state-action pair{sn(i), an(i)} is com⁃
posed of an instantaneous reward r(i) and the Q-value of the 
next state-action pair{sn(i+1), an(i+1)}. Note that the output of 
the target Q-network yi  is actually the estimated Q-value of 
the state-action pair {sn(i),an(i)}.According to the deterministic policy gradient theorem[19], 
the gradients of the online Q-network and policy network are:

∇θQ
n

= 1
Nb

é

ë

ê
êê
ê ù

û

ú
úú
ú∂∑

i = 1

Nb ( )yi - Qn( )sn (i ),an (i )∣θQ
n

2

∂θQ
n , (15a)

∇θμ
n

= 1
Nb

∑
i = 1

Nb

[ ]∇aQn( )sn (i ),an (i ) ∇θ μθ( )sn (i ) , (15b)
where Nb is the batch size of the sampled training data. The 
parameters in the online networks are updated by the opti⁃
mizer. For the target networks, the parameters are softly up⁃
dated as

θQ'
n ← τθQ

n + (1 - τ )θQ'
n , (16a)

θμ'
n ← τθμ

n + (1 - τ )θμ'
n , (16b)

where τ ∈ (0,1) is the soft update factor.
The basic structures of the Q and policy networks, as shown 

in Fig. 4, are similar, which both include the fully connected 
input layer, hidden layers and the output layer. To reduce the 
computational complexity, we design two hidden layers for the 
Q and policy networks. The number of neurons in the input 

layer is the same as the dimension of the input vector. Hence, 
the scale of the input layer in the policy network is the same 
as the length of the input vector sn(t). On one hand, the input 
vector for the Q-network is the concatenating of sn(t) and μn( t). 
We apply ReLU as the activation function due to its simplic⁃
ity. Note that the output layer of the policy network consists of 
two sub-layers that apply the softmax and sigmoid activation 
function for pn(t) and [Pn,sum(t), Dn(t)], respectively. On the 
other hand, the output of the Q-network is a real value denot⁃
ing the Q-value of the corresponding state-action pair.

For clarification, we summarize the overall procedure for 
distributed multi-cell multi-user beamforming in Algorithm 1, 
referred to as the MADDPG algorithm. The proposed 
MADDPG algorithm requires the perfect CSI resulting from 
the proposed information exchange protocol. However, imper⁃
fect CSI may lead to the shifting of the objective function in 
Eq. (7), resulting in significant performance degradation of the 
current approach. A possible solution to the imperfect CSI is 
redesigning the reward function based on appropriate histori⁃
cal information, which will be addressed in our future work.
Algorithm 1: MADDPG Algorithm
1: Randomly initialize the weights of critic θQ and actor θμ for 
all agents.
2: Initialize the weights of target networks as θQ' ← θQ, 
θμ' ← θμ for all agents.
3: Initialize replay memory buffer for all agents.
4: repeat
5: Agent n observes the state sn ( t ) in time slot t, ∀n ∈ N.
6: Agent n selects an action an ( t ) = μ ( sn ( t )∣θμ ) + na accord⁃

▲Figure 4. Structures of the action and Q⁃networks
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ing to the current policy network output and exploration 
noise, ∀n ∈ N.
7: Agent n takes an action an ( t ), obtains a reward r ( t ) and 
observe a new state sn ( t + 1),∀n ∈ N.
8: Agent n stores the new transition {sn ( t ),an ( t ),r ( t ),sn ( t +
1)} into memory buffer, ∀n ∈ N.
9: Agent n samples a random batch of Nb transitions 
{sn (i ),an (i ),r (i ),sn (i + 1)} from memory buffer, ∀n ∈ N.
10: Agent n calculates yi according to Eq. (12), ∀n ∈ N.
11: Agent n updates the online critic network θQ

n  according to 
Eq. (14a), ∀n ∈ N.
12: Agent n updates online actor network θμ

n according to Eq. 
(14b), ∀n ∈ N.
13: Agent n updates target networks according to Eqs. (15a) 
and (15b), respectively, ∀n ∈ N.
14: until a termination criterion is reached
15: End

5.3 Information Exchange Analysis
We list the required information and the information ex⁃

change of different schemes in Table 1. Note that the frac⁃
tional programming[3] (FP) and the zero-gradient[6] (ZG) need to 
exchange much more instantaneous CSI than that of 
MADDPG while the MADDPG only needs to exchange real 
values of previous information of the wireless environment. 
Moreover, thanks to the local CSI beam direction design, our 
proposed MADDPG based scheme does not rely on the num⁃
ber of antennas M and requires much less information ex⁃
change than those of FP and ZG, and is therefore suitable for 
the case of a large number of antennas.
5.4 Computational Complexity Analysis

The computational complexity of the proposed MADDPG al⁃
gorithm mainly comes from the network computation and the 
beamformer formation. In Algorithm 1, the agent n firstly ini⁃
tializes the weights of the networks. We denote the number of 
hidden layers as LH and the number of neurons in each hidden 
layer as NH, and the complexity of the network initialization is 
O (LHNH ) . In the repeat steps, we assume the number of rep⁃
etitions as Nr, the complexity of Step 6 can be expressed as 
O (NKH + LH N 2

H ), which consists of the linear multiplication 
in hidden layers. In Step 7, the agent n needs to compute the 
normalized beamformers according to Eqs. (9a) and (9b). The 
complexity of ZF and MRT is O (M 3 ) and O (MK ) and ZF has 
higher complexity due to matrix inversion operations. Then in 
Step 10, the target networks need to calculate yi for each 
sample I and the complexity of Step 10 is O (Nb NKH +
Nb LH N 2

H ). For the parameter update in Steps 11–13, the com⁃
plexity is also O (Nb NKH + Nb LH N 2

H ) according to the error 
back propagation algorithm. Hence, the total computational 
complexity of the whole MADDPG algorithm, including the on⁃

line decision and offline training processes, is given as 
O (Nr (Nb NKH + Nb LH N 2

H + M 3 )).
5.5 Convergence Discussion

The convergence behavior of the DRL algorithm, including 
the proposed MADDPG algorithm, depends on many factors 
such as the dynamics of the environment, the power of action 
noise σ2

a and the size of the memory replay buffer Nb. Up to 
now, the theoretical convergence analysis of the the DRL 
based algorithm is still an open problem and is generally 
based on empirical attempt. For example, when the action 
noise σ2

a is small, the MADDPG algorithm can converge 
faster. However, the performance of the MADDPG algorithm 
will degrade since the agents cannot explore the whole action 
space. Therefore, we need a large number of simulations to 
choose appropriate network hyper-parameters for achieving 
fast convergence and good performance.

To test the convergence behavior of the proposed MADDPG 
approach, we give an experimental result in Fig. 5, which illus⁃
trates the achievable sum rate versus the time slot under dif⁃
ferent initializations of network weights. The simulation set⁃
tings are the same as that of Fig. 6 in Section 6. There are 7 
simulation curves with different initial network weights in the 
same environment and all weights are randomly initialized fol⁃
lowing the standard Gaussian distribution. The simulation re⁃
sult shows that the different network initialization will basi⁃
cally converge to a similar performance around 4 000 time 
slots. This indicates that the proposed MADDPG method is in⁃
sensitive to different network initialization.
6 Simulation Results

This section conducts numerical experiments to corroborate 
the performance of the proposed MADDPG algorithm in a wire⁃
less cellular system with (N, K)=(19, 4) and (Mx, My)=(8, 4). The 
distance between the centers of each hexagonal cell is 500 m 

▲Figure 5. Convergence behavior of the proposed multi-agent deep de⁃
terministic policy gradient (MADDPG) algorithm under different ini⁃
tialization of network weights
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and the radius of each cell is rcell=290 m. The first cell is located 
at the center, cells 2–7 are located at the first tier, and cells 8–
19 are located in the second tier. We only count the achievable 
rates of cells 1–7 since the cells at the second tier suffer no in⁃
terference from the outer cells. We define an inner region with ra⁃
dius rinner where active UE does not exist. We define the UE distri⁃
bution factor as ϵ = r inner /rcell , where the factor ϵ determines how 
far the UE is from the BS. The received noise power σ2

n is set to 
10−4 mW. The carrier frequency is fc = 3.5 GHz. The large-scale 
fading factor is set as κ = 28+22 lg dis3D+20 lg fc/dB, where dis3D 
is the 3D distance between the UE and the BS. The total number 
of multipath L is 5 and the angular perturbation of each path Δ is 
5° . The maximum transmit power of the BSs Pmax and the time 
correlation coefficient ρ are set to 105 mW and 0.8, respectively. 
The action noise is initialized as σ2

a = 1.
The MADDPG scheme is deployed with the PyTorch frame⁃

work and the hyper-parameters are set as follows. Both policy and 
Q-network parameters are designed as LH = 2 fully-connected 
hidden layers with NH = 200 neurons. The discount factor η is set 
to 0.6 and the soft update factor τ is equal to 0.01. The size of the 
memory replay buffer is set to 2 000 and the size of the sampled 
batch Nb is set to 64. Furthermore, we choose the Adam optimizer 
to update parameters with the learning rate being 10−3.

Fig. 6 depicts the average achievable rate of various 
schemes versus the number of time slots. A random choice 
scheme means that each agent takes a random action in each 
time slot. For the ZF and MRT[5], the power allocation strategy 
is Pn,k = Pmax hn,k

2 /∑
i
 hn,i

2. ZF and MRT exhibit the 
worst performance due to no extra information of the whole 
wireless environment. We see that the MADDPG based 
scheme learns to gradually improve the achievable sum rate 
of the system with the training process, as each agent updates 
the policy network to learn a better action policy for the sys⁃
tem sum-rate maximization. The MADDPG converges to a 
fairly stable situation in 7 000 time slots and the variance is 
reasonable since the channels are dynamic. The MADDPG 
can achieve approximately 85% of the sum-rate performance 
of the FP algorithm, by using local CSI and limited informa⁃
tion exchange only. It is worth noting that although the cen⁃
tralized FP algorithm has the largest achievable sum rate, it 
has a very high computational cost so we have to simulate the 
FP scheme every 500 time slots. Besides, FP[3] needs a large 
amount of instantaneous global CSI, which is unattainable in 
practical systems.

In Fig. 7, we evaluate the average achievable rate of differ⁃
ent schemes vs the UE distribution factor. As the UE distri⁃
bution factor increases, the average received power of UE 
can be reduced and the inter-cell interference problem be⁃
comes worse. The ZG algorithm, which is derived under high 
SINR assumption, has the worst performance under the 19 
cells scenarios. The FP algorithm with global instantaneous 
CSI has undoubtedly the best performance in all scenarios. 
While as the users are getting closer to the cell edge, the per⁃
formance gap between the FP and our proposed MADDPG is 
shrinking.

▲Figure 6. Average achievable rate of various schemes versus the num⁃
ber of time slots, where each point is a moving average over the previ⁃
ous 300-time slots with the UE distribution factor ϵ= 0.3

▼Table 1. Comparison of the information exchange
Schemes

MADDPG
FP[3]

ZG[6]

MRT/ZF[5]

Required Information
-H ( t ),-C n ( t - 1),R ( t - 1)

h i,j,k ( t ),∀i,j,k
h i,j,k ( t ),∀j,k for the BS i

h i,i,k ( t ),∀k

Information Exchange
O (NK )
O ( MNK )
O ( MNK )

0
FP: fractional programming       MADDPG: multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient
MRT: maximum ratio transmission                                           ZF: zero-forcing
ZG: zero-gradient

▲Figure 7. Average achievable rate of various schemes versus the UE 
distribution factor ϵ
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7 Conclusions
In this paper, we reflect on the instantaneous sum rate maxi⁃

mization problem in the multi-cell MISO interference channel 
scenario. We propose a MADDPG scheme, in which each BS 
learns to choose an appropriate beam direction solution and al⁃
locate power based on the local CSI and limited exchange in⁃
formation among the BSs. The simulation results show that the 
proposed MADDPG scheme can achieve a relatively high sum 
rate with much less information exchange than the conven⁃
tional centralized and distributed solutions.
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1 Introduction

At present, the vigorous development of artificial intelli⁃
gence and the industrial Internet of Things (IoT) pres⁃
ents new requirements and challenges for traditional 
industrial control networks[1], for example, high-

bandwidth and highly reliable transmission to support compre⁃
hensive IoT sensing and breaking the barriers between infor⁃
mation technology (IT) networks and operation technology 
(OT) networks to realize the integration and real-time linkage 
of IT and OT. However, traditional industrial control networks 
widely use bus-type networks, such as the controller area net⁃
work (CAN)[2] in the field of automotive and numerical control 
machine tools and Multifunction Vehicle Bus (MVB) [3] in the 
field of rail transportation. Their low transmission bandwidth 

is not conducive to the access of more and more sensor nodes, 
which affects the efficiency of data transmission and seriously 
restricts the development of industrial IoT. Industrial Ethernet 
as an alternative to bus-based networks, has a wide range of 
standards[4]. The real-time and deterministic mechanisms ad⁃
opted by different industrial Ethernet standards are different 
from each other, which makes it hard to achieve connectivity 
between them. To solve the low bandwidth of the bus-based 
networks and the poor compatibility of existing industrial 
Ethernet standards, IEEE 802.1 initiated the establishment 
of time-sensitive networking (TSN) [5] working group in No⁃
vember 2012, responsible for extending the standard Ether⁃
net Net 802.3 to support the real-time and deterministic data 
transmission of industrial control and realize the integration 
of IT and OT.

According to different requirements, the TSN divides flows 
into three categories: first, periodic flows, mainly used in in⁃
dustrial control to meet the real-time and deterministic re⁃
quirements of industrial applications; second, bursty real-time 
flows, mainly used for bursty services that have certain delay 

This research is sponsored in part by the National Key Research and De⁃
velopment Project under Grants Nos. 2018YFB1308601 and 2017YFE01193
00, in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under 
Grant No. 62002013 and the Project funded by China Postdoctoral Science 
Foundation Grants Nos. 2019M660439 and 2020T130049, in part by the In⁃
dustry⁃University⁃Research Cooperation Fund of ZTE Corporation.
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requirements, such as message data, video and audio data in 
train control networks; third, bursty non-real-time flows, 
mainly used for services that do not require real-time transmis⁃
sion, such as file transfer, web browsing, etc. For periodic 
flows, TSN introduces a time-triggered (TT) transmission 
mechanism[6–8], which takes into account the topology, band⁃
width, cache and other network resources and the real-time 
and deterministic requirements of applications to calculate the 
sending time of flows in each network device (including 
switches and terminals) with global scheduling, and then the 
devices send flows periodically at these time points. Such a 
transmission method can customize the end-to-end delay of 
each flow to meet the period and delay requirements of differ⁃
ent control services for different industrial applications. The 
jitter of delay depends on the accuracy of time synchroniza⁃
tion, that is, the maximum time deviation between any two de⁃
vices in a time-synchronized network. TSN uses simplified 
IEEE 1588[9] to achieve network time synchronization, which 
is standardized as IEEE 802.1AS[10]. Generally, the accuracy 
of time synchronization can reach the microsecond or even 
sub-microsecond level. Periodic flows are also called time-
triggered flows. Both bursty real-time and non-real-time flows 
use the best-effort transmission and provide different quality 
of service by prioritization[11–12] and traffic shaping like the 
credit-based shaper (CBS)[13–14]. Therefore, if no distinction is 
necessary, the two kinds of flows are collectively referred to as 
bursty flows, abbreviated as best-effort (BE) flows.

In order to achieve mixed transmission of bursty and peri⁃
odic flows, TSN first defines a time-aware shaper (TAS) in 
802.1Qbv[15]. The TAS stores periodic flows in high-priority 
queues and bursty flows in low-priority queues. Periodic flows 
are transmitted at precise sending points that are transformed 
into a gate control list (GCL) of the TAS. The GCL periodi⁃
cally turns on the high-priority queues and turns off the low-
priority queues at the precise sending points to realize the ac⁃
curate transmission of periodic flows. After the periodic flows 
are sent, the high-priority queues are turned off, and in the 
meantime, the low-priority queues are turned on to transmit 
bursty flows.

TAS uses GCL to accurately reserve bandwidth for periodic 
flows, but it does not solve the problem of wasting reserved 
bandwidth caused by the lack of periodic flows. Moreover, due 
to the uncertainty of bursty flows, it is possible that the bursty 
flows are being sent when the periodic flow starts to be sent. 
To avoid the conflicts between the bursty flows and the peri⁃
odic flows, 802.1Qbv defines a guard band strategy, but the 
strategy leads to a waste of bandwidth. In order to save band⁃
width, 802.1Qbu[16] defines a frame preemption strategy, but it 
causes delay jitters of periodic service flows. To avoid delay 
jitters, the mixed strategy of the guard band and frame preemp⁃
tion still results in a waste of bandwidth. In order to solve the 
bandwidth wastage problem caused by the mixed strategy, we 
propose a predictive mixed transmission mechanism for the 

bursty flows and periodic flows.
This paper constructs a probabilistic model of the predic⁃

tive mixed transmission mechanism, and proves that the 
mechanism can effectively reduce bandwidth loss while avoid⁃
ing the conflicts between the periodic flows and the bursty 
flows. By simulating the arrival of the bursty flows under dif⁃
ferent probability distributions, the predictive mixed transmis⁃
sion mechanism reduces the expectation of bandwidth loss to 
one-fifth of that compared with the previous mixed strategy, 
namely the combination of guard band (802.1 Qbv) and frame 
preemption (802.1 Qbu). Our main contributions are fourfold 
as follows.

• First, we propose a predictive mixed transmission mecha⁃
nism to further reduce the bandwidth loss by the predictability 
of time-triggered transmission.

• Second, we formalize the predictive mechanism to mini⁃
mize the bandwidth loss by computing the optimized preemp⁃
tion positions for bursty frames.

• Third, we present probabilistic models of mixed transmis⁃
sion strategies and prove that the proposed predictive mecha⁃
nism can effectively reduce bandwidth loss.

• Finally, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed predic⁃
tive mechanism by simulating the probabilistic models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re⁃
views related work. The background of the mixed transmission 
of TT and BE flows is described in Section 3. Section 4 pres⁃
ents the proposed predictive mixed transmission mechanism, 
gives the corresponding algorithm and mathematical model, 
and proves its advantages in reducing bandwidth loss by com⁃
paring it with the previous mixed-transmission strategies. Sec⁃
tion 5 conducts experimental tests by simulating the probabi⁃
listic models of different mixed-transmission strategies. Fi⁃
nally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
2 Related Work

TAS is the core mechanism of TSN to realize the determinis⁃
tic real-time transmission of the periodic flow, which is stan⁃
dardized as 802.1Qbv, and Fig. 1 illustrates the TAS in 
802.1Qbv.

A frame is received and stored in the frame pool. The ab⁃
stract information, such as priority, length, and the address in 
a frame pool, is usually extracted from the frame when it is re⁃
ceived. The abstract information is stored in different queues 
according to priority. The priority queues are divided into two 
types: storing periodic flows and storing bursty flows. Periodic 
flows are transmitted deterministically with the gate control 
list (GCL) and bursty flows are transmitted in the interval of 
periodic flows. Different output selectors, such as the strict pri⁃
ority transmission and the credit-based traffic shaper, are used 
to guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) of bursty flows. The 
table items of GCL usually include wi (the duration of the win⁃
dow), oi (the start time of the window), fi,1… fi,j (the periodic 
flows that need to be transmitted within the duration of the 
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window), and gate status (consisting of 0 or 1, where 0 means 
gate control is turned on and 1 means gate control is turned 
off). GCL is executed in order of oi to control the gates of dif⁃
ferent queues. At the start time of the window, the gate of the 
corresponding queue is turned on and the gates of other 
queues are turned off to realize the accurate transmission of 
periodic flows at the scheduled time. As soon as the TT flows 
are sent, the corresponding gate is turned off and the gates of 
other queues are turned on to enable the transmission of 
bursty flows. After GCL finishes executing the last entry, it 
starts from the first entry again and loops periodically.

Because of the uncertainty of bursty flows, when the send⁃
ing points of periodic flows arrive, the bursty flows may be 
transmitted. In order to avoid conflicts between bursty flows 
and periodic flows, 802.1Qbv defines a guard band strategy to 
turn off the bursty flow queues at the time ∆t prior to the send⁃
ing points of periodic flows so that the remained part of bursty 
frames can be sent within ∆t time. The ∆t is the guard band 
which ensures that periodic flows will not conflict with bursty 
flows when it is sent, but the size of the guard band is the 
length of the maximum frame of bursty flows, which leads to a 
waste of bandwidth.

To save bandwidth, 802.1Qbu[16] defines a frame preemp⁃
tion strategy. That is, when a bursty flow is being sent and a 
periodic flow is ready to be sent, the bursty flow is filled with 
the correct cyclic redundancy check (CRC), and the transmis⁃
sion is interrupted. And the transmission is not resumed until 
the transmission of the periodic flow is completed. Each pre⁃
emption will cause an additional 24 bytes (4-byte CRC, 12-
byte minimum inter-frame spacing, 6-byte leading code, 1-
byte preempted-frame start, and 1-byte frame number) of 

bandwidth loss and delay jitter. Further⁃
more, since the minimum length of an 
Ethernet frame is 64 bytes, to prevent 
the sent length and remaining length 
from being less than 64 bytes, the mini⁃
mum frame length to be preempted is 
124 bytes. Therefore, in the worst case, 
the delay jitter of periodic flows caused 
by frame preemption is 123 bytes. In or⁃
der to avoid the delay jitter of 123 bytes, 
combining the guard band strategy of 
802.1Qbv and the frame preemption 
strategy of 802.1Qbu, the size of ∆t can 
be set to 123 bytes, and the frame pre⁃
emption strategy is executed at ∆t prior 
to the sending points of the periodic 
flows. The mixed strategy avoids the de⁃
lay jitter caused by frame preemption, 
and at the same time reduces the size of 
the guard band to 123 bytes. But as long 
as the preemption is successful, the 123-
byte guard band consumes only 4 bytes 

(CRC), resulting in a waste of 119 bytes, and an additional 20 
bytes of bandwidth waste (including 12-byte minimum inter-
frame spacing, 6-byte preamble, 1-byte preemption frame start 
character, and 1-byte frame sequence number) for the remain⁃
ing transmission of the preempted frame.

To further reduce bandwidth wastage of the mixed strategy 
namely the combination of 802.1Qbv and 802.1Qbu, this pa⁃
per proposes a predictive mixed transmission mechanism for 
bursty flows and periodic flows. Its core idea is to use the pre⁃
dictability of time-triggered transmission in TSN:

• The upcoming periodic flow is predictable because it 
can be obtained by querying the GCL. So, when the bursty 
flow is to be sent, we first calculate the remaining time to the 
sending point of the upcoming periodic flow. If the remaining 
time is enough to finish sending the bursty flow, the bursty 
flow is sent immediately; otherwise, it will be sent after the 
periodic flow.

• The current bursty flow to be sent is predictable because 
the flow is the header frame in bursty flow queues. So, when 
there is no enough time left to send the complete frame, the 
optimal preemption position can be calculated based on the 
frame length of the bursty flow and the time left to the send⁃
ing point of the upcoming periodic flow, to minimize band⁃
width loss.
3 Background

This section details the existing TSN standards for the 
mixed transmission of bursty flows and periodic flows, and 
analyzes their impact on bandwidth loss and delay jitter.

▲Figure 1. Time-aware shaper (TAS) defined by IEEE 802.1Qbv
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3.1 Guard Band Strategy
We define the sending time point of a periodic flow fi as oi,and ∆t is the guard band, the size of which is the maximum 

frame length of bursty flows. To formalize the bandwidth loss 
(also denoted as GuardLoss) of the guard band strategy, we de⁃
fine the length of the bursty flow as a random variable X when 
a periodic flow fi conflicts with a bursty flow at the start time 
of GCL. The maximum length of bursty flows is denoted as 
Lmax

BE , and the minimum length as Lmin
BE . At the sending point of 

fi, the sent length of the bursty frame is defined as a random 
variable Y.

When the sending time point of a periodic flow (TT) arrives 
and if a bursty flow has not finished its transmission yet, a con⁃
flict happens. Fig. 2(a) shows a conflict that the i-th entry in 
GCL is sent at the sending time oi, and the BE data have not 
finished transmission yet. To resolve the conflict, 802.1Qbv 
defines a guard band strategy, as shown in Fig. 2(b). It turns 
off the transmission gates of bursty flow queues at ∆t prior to 
the arrival of the periodic flow sending time oi, that is, at oi -
∆t. The ∆t time must be big enough to make any bursty flow 
being sent complete so that there is no conflict with bursty 
flows when periodic flows are sent. Therefore, the size of ∆t is 
the maximum frame length of bursty flows, and ∆t is called the 
guard band.

The guard band strategy ensures the conflict-free transmis⁃
sion of periodic flows and bursty flows. But depending on the 
arrival timing of bursty flows, the part of bandwidth not occu⁃
pied by burst flows is wasted, as illustrated in the “Loss” part 
of Fig. 2b. The size of the guard band is Lmax

BE  and thus the un⁃
used length of the guard band is Lmax

BE - ( X - Y ). The band⁃
width loss caused by the guard b of fi can be expressed as fol⁃
lows:

fi.GuardLoss = Lmax
BE - ( X - Y ) .                                        (1)

Periodic flows and bursty flows are conflict-free transmis⁃
sion, so the jitter caused by the guard band strategy is 0:

fi.GuardLoss = 0 . (2)

3.2 Preemption Strategy
To reduce bandwidth loss of the guard band strategy, 

802.1Qbu defines a preemption strategy, as shown in Figs. 3
(b), 3(c), and 3(d). Fig. 3(a) illustrates a periodic flow in con⁃
flict with a bursty flow. Fig. 3(b) shows a periodic flow truncat⁃
ing a bursty frame at the moment of transmission. Fig. 3(c) il⁃
lustrates the truncated bursty frame filled with a 4-byte CRC 
and interrupting its transmission and then starting the trans⁃
mission of the periodic flow. Fig. 3(d) illustrates that the trans⁃
mission of the remaining part of the truncated frame in the 
bursty flow is resuming after the periodic flow is completed.

In order to ensure that the truncated frame is a legal Ether⁃
net frame, the preemptive strategy requires that the length of 
the two parts of the truncated frame cannot be less than the 
minimum Ethernet frame length, namely 64 bytes. Therefore, 
the minimum length of an Ethernet frame that can be trun⁃
cated is 124 bytes (60 bytes and 64 bytes). Meantime, due to 
the truncation, the original frame is divided into two frames to 
be sent, so the additional required bandwidth includes 4-byte 
CRC, 12-byte minimum inter-frame spacing, 6-byte preamble, 
1-byte preempted frame start and 1-byte frame number, a total 
of 24 bytes. The following still uses random variables X and Y 
to analyze the bandwidth loss and delay jitter caused by the 
preemption strategy.

1) When the bursty flow length is less than 124 bytes, that 
is, Lmin

BE ≤ X < 124, the frame cannot be truncated, and the 
bandwidth loss (denoted as PreemptionLoss) and delay jitter 
(denoted as PreemptionJitter), are formulated as follows:

fi.PreemptionLoss = 0,  if  Lmin
BE ≤ X < 124

fi.PreemptionJitter = X - Y,  if  Lmin
BE ≤ X < 124 . (3)

▲Figure 3. Preemption strategy defined by 802.1Qbu

▲Figure 2. Guard band strategy defined by 802.1Qbv
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2) When the length of the bursty flow is greater than or 
equal to 124 bytes, that is, 124 ≤ X < Lmax

BE .
• If 0 ≤ Y < 60, the periodic flow fi cannot be truncated un⁃

til the bursty flow has been sent out of 60 bytes. As a result, 
bandwidth loss (PreemptionLoss) and delay jitter (Preemption⁃
Jitter) are as follows:

fi.PreemptionLoss = 24,  if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,0 ≤ Y < 60

fi.PreemptionJitter = (60 - Y ) + 4,  if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,0 ≤

Y < 60 . (4)
• If 60 ≤ Y and the remaining unsent part of the bursty flow 

is greater than or equal to 64 bytes, that is, 64 ≤ X - Y , the 
periodic flow fi can directly cut off the bursty flow. As a result, 
the bandwidth loss (PreemptionLoss) and delay jitter (Preemp⁃
tionJitter) are as follows:
fi.PreemptionLoss = 24, if 124 ≤ X < Lmax

BE ,60 ≤ Y,64 ≤ X - Y

fi.PreemptionJitter = 4, if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,60 ≤ Y,64 ≤ X - Y.

(5)
• If 60≤Y and the remaining unsent part of the bursty flow 

is less than 64 bytes, that is, X-Y<64, the periodic flow fi cannot intercept the bursty flow. As a result, the bandwidth 
loss (PreemptionLoss) and delay jitter (PreemptionJitter) are 
as follows:

fi.PreemptionLoss = 0, if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,60 ≤ Y,X - Y <

64
fi.PreemptionJitter = X - Y, if 124 ≤ X < Lmax

BE ,60 ≤ Y,X -
Y < 64 . (6)

In summary, when the periodic flow fi conflicts with the 
bursty flow, the bandwidth loss and delay jitter caused by the 
preemption strategy are formalized as follows:

fi.PreemptionLoss =
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

0,                                                   if Lmin
BE ≤ X < 124,

24,                         if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,1 ≤ Y < 60,

24,          if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,60 ≤ Y,64 ≤ X - Y,

0,            if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,60 ≤ Y,X - Y < 64 . (7)

fi.PreemptionJitter =
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

X - Y,                                                     if Lmin
BE ≤ X < 124,

( )60 - Y + 4,                  if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,1 ≤ Y < 60,

4,                         if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,60 ≤ Y,64 ≤ X - Y,

X - Y,               if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,60 ≤ Y,X - Y < 64 .

(8)

3.3 Mixed Strategy of Guard Band and Preemption
Although the preemptive strategy reduces the bandwidth 

loss compared with the guard band strategy, it brings in addi⁃
tional delay jitter and weakens the certainty of time-triggered 
transmission. To eliminate the delay jitter of the preemptive 
strategy and reduce the bandwidth loss of the guard band strat⁃
egy, we combine the guard band with the preemption strategy. 
Fig. 4 illustrates the mixed strategy.

To eliminate the delay jitter of up to 123 bytes caused by 
the preemptive strategy, the mixed strategy sets the guard 
band to 123 bytes. That is, we close the queues of bursty flows 
at 123 bytes prior to the start of periodic flows, and follow the 
preemption strategy to preempt bursty flows at this time. The 
bandwidth loss and delay jitter caused by the mixed strategy 
are analyzed as follows:

1) Since the mixed strategy brings in a 123-byte guard band 
that eliminates the delay jitter caused by the preemptive strat⁃
egy, the delay jitter caused by the mixed strategy is 0.

2) The emergence of the guard band in the mixed strategy 
increases the bandwidth loss of the preemptive strategy.

• If the length of a bursty flow is less than 124 bytes, that 
is, Lmin

BE ≤ X < 124, the frame cannot be preempted, and the 
unused part of the guard band is the loss of bandwidth de⁃
noted as MixedLoss:

fi.MixedLoss = 123 - ( X - Y ),  if  Lmin
BE ≤ X < 124 . (9)

• If the length of a bursty flow is greater than or equal to 
124 bytes, that is, 124 ≤ X < Lmax

BE . At the beginning of the 
guard band, (oi - 123), if the sent part of the bursty flow is 
less than 60 bytes, that is, 0 ≤ Y < 60, it cannot be preempted 
until the sent part reaches 60 bytes. The loss of bandwidth in⁃
cludes the unused part of the guard band and the additional 
number of bytes caused by preemption:

fi.MixedLoss = (123 - (60 - Y + 4) ) + 24, if 124 ≤ X <
Lmax

BE , 0 ≤ Y < 60 . (10)
• If the length of a bursty flow is greater than or equal to 

124 bytes, it means that 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE . At the beginning of 

the guard band, (oi - 123) , if the sent part of the bursty flow 

▲Figure 4. Mixed strategy of guard band and preemption
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is greater than or equal to 60 bytes, namely, 60 ≤ Y, and the 
remaining part is also greater than or equal to 64 bytes, 
namely, 64 ≤ X - Y, the bursty frame can be directly cut off. 
The loss of bandwidth includes the unused part of the guard 
band and the additional number of bytes caused by preemp⁃
tion:

fi.MixedLoss = (123 - 4) + 24,  if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,60 ≤

Y, 64 ≤ X - Y . (11)
• If the length of a bursty flow is greater than or equal to 

124 bytes, it means that 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE . At the beginning of 

the guard band, (oi - 123), if the sent part of the bursty flow 
is greater than or equal to 60 bytes, namely, 60 ≤ Y, but the 
remaining part is less than 64 bytes, namely, X - Y < 64, the 
bursty frame cannot be truncated, and the unused part of the 
guard band is the loss of bandwidth:

fi.MixedLoss = 123 - ( X - Y ),  if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,60 ≤

Y, X - Y < 64 . (12)
In summary, the bandwidth loss caused by the mixed strat⁃

egy is presented as follows:
fi.MixedLoss =

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï

123 - ( X - Y ),                       if Lmin
BE ≤ X < 124,

83 + Y,                                     if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,

0 ≤ Y < 60,
143,                                 if 124 ≤ X < Lmax

BE ,
60 ≤ Y,64 ≤ X - Y,

123 - ( )X - Y ,            if 124 ≤ X < Lmax
BE ,

60 ≤ Y,X - Y < 64 . (13)

4 Predictive Mixed Transmission Mechanism
To conquer the shortcomings of the existing mixed transmis⁃

sion mechanism for the bursty flow and the periodic flow, this 
part presents the proposed predictive mixed transmission 
mechanism including its principle, probability model, and al⁃
gorithms in detail.
4.1 Remaining Time Transmission Strategy

Bursty flows are always sent in the gap between periodic 
flows, and the size of the gap is predictable. Fig. 5 shows two 
adjacent items i - 1 and i in GCL. When the (i - 1)-th item fin⁃
ishes sending its corresponding periodic flows, bursty flows 
start to be sent and stop when the i-th entry starts to be ex⁃
ecuted. The duration for sending bursty flows is the gap. In Fig. 
5, ∆t0 is the initial value of the gap, namely, from the end time 
of the execution of the ( i - 1)-th item, oi - 1 + wi - 1, to the start 
time of the i-th entry, oi. With the transmission of bursty flows, 
BE0, BE1,…, going on, when BEn is to be sent, the remaining 

gap is ∆tn = ∆tn - 1 - BEn - 1. We define that the frame is sent 
immediately if the remaining time is sufficient to send the 
frame completely. After the frame is sent, it is evaluated again 
whether the remaining time is sufficient to completely send the 
next bursty frame, and if possible, continue to send, until the re⁃
maining time is not enough to send the frame completely. Algo⁃
rithm 1 illustrates the process of the remaining time transmis⁃
sion strategy. The remaining time ∆tN shown in Fig. 5 is not 
enough to send the frame BEN completely, and the transmission 
is terminated. As a result, the remaining time ∆tN is the band⁃
width loss caused by the transmission strategy. According to the 
definition of the random variable Y, the bandwidth loss denoted 
as RemainedTimeLoss is presented as follows:

fi.RemainedTimeLoss = Y . (14)

Algorithm 1: Remaining Time Transmission Strategy
Input: BE, oi - 1, wi - 1, oi

Output: ∆t
1 begin
2  // The execution of entry i-1 is completed
3  SetTimer (oi - 1 + wi - 1 );
4  ∆t =  oi - (oi - 1 + wi - 1 );
5  // Initialization remaining time
6  while (BE.Queues.top().length ≤ ∆t) do
7   // Check whether the header frame can be sent com⁃
pletely
8   Frame frame = BEQueues.dequeue();
9   // Fetch header frame
10   Transmit(frame); // Send frame
11   // Update remaining time
12   ∆t = ∆t - BE.length;
13 end
14 end

4.2 Optimal Preemption Strategy
In order to further reduce the bandwidth loss caused by the 

remaining time transmission strategy without causing any addi⁃

▲Figure 5. Remaining time transmission strategy and optimal preemp⁃
tion strategy
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tional delay jitter, as shown in Fig. 5, when the remaining time 
∆tN is not enough to send the frame BEN completely, the opti⁃
mal preemption is proposed and illustrated in Fig. 5. It pre⁃
dicts the optimal preemption position (the position correspond⁃
ing to the first bit of the frame) is based on the remaining time 
∆tN and the frame length BEN.length, and minimizes the band⁃
width loss, namely minimizing  ∆tN - position. Moreover, the 
preemption position needs to satisfy the following conditions:

1) The part of the frame before the preemption position and 
the filled 4-byte CRC due to truncation must be sent within 
∆tN, otherwise, delay jitter will be brought in.

∆tN ≥ position + 4 . (15)
2) The part of the frame before the preemption position 

needs to be greater than or equal to 60 bytes since the mini⁃
mum length of an Ethernet frame is 64 bytes.

position ≥ 60 . (16)
3) The remaining part of the frame after the preemption po⁃

sition needs to be greater than or equal to 64 bytes since the 
minimum length of an Ethernet frame is 64 bytes.

BEN.length - position ≥ 64 . (17)
Therefore, the problem of the optimal preemption strategy 

can be formalized as:
minposition (∆tN - position) .
The constraints are:
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

∆tN ≥ position + 4
position ≥ 60

BEN.length - position ≥ 64
BEN.length > ∆tN  . (18)

We solve the problem above and give the optimal positions 
in terms of different ∆tN and BEN.length.

• When BEN.length < 124, BEN cannot be preempted, the 
bandwidth loss is ∆tN, and the position is 0.

• When BEN.length ≥ 124,  ∆tN < 64, BEN cannot be pre⁃
empted, the bandwidth loss is ∆tN, and the position is 0.

• When BEN.length ≥ 124,  ∆tN ≥ 64,  BEN.length - (∆tN -
4) ≥ 64, BEN can be preempted, and the preempted position 
is position=(∆tN - 4). The bandwidth loss is 24 bytes of band⁃
width consumption caused by frame preemption.

• When BEN.length ≥ 124,  ∆tN ≥ 64,  BEN.length - (∆tN -
4) < 64, BEN can also be preempted, and the preempted posi⁃
tion is position= BEN.length - 64. The bandwidth loss is ∆tN -

（BEN.length - 64）+ 24 = ∆tN - BEN.length + 88.
That is,

position =

ì

í

î

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

0,                                          BEN.length < 124
0,                                BEN.length ≥ 124, ∆tN < 64
∆tN - 4,                     BEN.length ≥ 124, ∆tN ≥ 64,

                          BEN.length - ∆tN ≥ 60
BEN.length - 64, BEN.length ≥ 124, ∆tN ≥ 64,

                     BEN.length - ∆tN < 60  .
(19)

According to the definition of random variables X and Y, X 
is equal to  BEN.length and Y is equal to BEN. So, we directly 
give the probability model of bandwidth loss caused by the op⁃
timal preemption strategy as below:

fi.OptPreemptionLoss =
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

Y,                                                                           X < 124
Y,                                                            X ≥ 124, Y < 64
24,                                   X ≥ 128, Y ≥ 64, X - Y ≥ 60
( )Y - X + 88,             X ≥ 128, Y ≥ 64, X - Y < 60 .

(20)
When the remaining time transmission strategy cannot con⁃

tinue sending a busty frame, the optimal preemption strategy 
can be applied to send the busty frame by evaluating the opti⁃
mal preemption position. So, the predictive mixed transmis⁃
sion mechanism consists of the two strategies. Algorithm 2 
gives the whole process of the proposed predictive mixed 
transmission mechanism.
4.3 Guaranteed Advantages

Compared with the guard band strategy defined in 
802.1Qbv, the proposed remaining time transmission strategy 
can iteratively use the gap between periodic flows till the re⁃
maining time is insufficient to send the current bursty frame. 
The core improvement of the strategy is to use the remaining 
time to adapt to the frame length of bursty flows, instead of se⁃
lecting the maximum length as the fixed size of the guard 
band. We prove that the remaining time transmission strategy 
is better than the guard band strategy by their probabilistic 
models of bandwidth loss.

Theorem 1: The bandwidth loss of the remaining time trans⁃
mission strategy is better than the guard band strategy of 
802.1Qbv.

Proof: The bandwidth-loss probability model of the guard 
band strategy is:

fi.GuardLoss = Lmax
BE - ( X - Y ) . (21)

Algorithm 2: Predictive Mixed Transmission Mechanism
Input: BE, oi - 1, wi - 1, oi

Output: position
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1 begin
2  // The execution of entry i-1 is completed
3  SetTimer (oi - 1 + wi - 1 );
4  // Initialization remaining time
5  ∆t =  oi - (oi - 1 + wi - 1 );
6  // Initialization remaining time
7  while (BE.Queues.top().length ≤ ∆t) do
8   // Check whether the header frame can be sent com⁃
pletely
9   Frame frame = BEQueues.dequeue();
10    // Fetch header frame
11    Transmit(frame); // Send frame
12    // Update remaining time
13    ∆t = ∆t - frame.length;
14  end
15  // Optimal Preemption Strategy
16  length = BE.Queues.top().length;
17  switch (∆t, length) do
18   case length < 124 do
19     position = 0;
20     break;
21   end
22   case length ≥ 124,  ∆t < 64 do
23     position = 0;
24     break;
25   end
26   case length ≥ 124,  ∆t ≥ 64, 
      length - (∆t - 4) ≥ 64 do

27     position = ∆t - 4;
28     break;
29   end
30   case length ≥ 124,  ∆t ≥ 64,
      length - (∆t - 4) < 64 do

31     position = BEN.length - 64;
32     break;
33   end
34  end
35   Preemption(BEQueues,position);
36 end

The bandwidth-loss probability model of the remaining time 
transmission strategy is:

fi.RemainedTimeLoss = Y  . (22)
Since Lmax

BE - X ≥ 0, fi.GuardLoss = Lmax
BE - (X - Y) =

( Lmax
BE - X) + Y ≥ Y = fi.RemainedTimeLoss. Thus, 

fi.GuardLoss ≥ fi. RemainedTimeLoss.
Therefore, the bandwidth loss of the remaining time trans⁃

mission strategy is better than that of the guard band strategy.
In order to further reduce the bandwidth loss, this paper 

proposes an optimal preemption strategy. The strategy further 
reduces bandwidth loss by selecting the optimal preemption 

position when the remaining time is insufficient to completely 
send the current burst frame. Compared with the mixed strat⁃
egy of the guard band strategy in 802.1Qbv and the frame pre⁃
emption strategy in 802.1Qbu, the proposed optimal preemp⁃
tion strategy has obvious advantages. To prove the advantage, 
we give Theorem 2 as follows.

Theorem 2: The proposed optimal preemption strategy is 
better than the mixed strategy of the guard band strategy and 
the frame preemption strategy.

Proof: The bandwidth-loss probability model of the mixed 
strategy of guard band strategy and frame preemption strategy is:

fi.MixedLoss =
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

123 - ( X - Y ),                                                   X < 124,
83 + Y,                                                 124 ≤ X, Y < 60,
143,                                124 ≤ X, 60 ≤ Y,64 ≤ X - Y,
123 - ( X - Y ),            124 ≤ X,60 ≤ Y,X - Y < 64.

(23)
The bandwidth-loss probability model of the optimal pre⁃

emption strategy is:
fi.OptPreemptionLoss =

ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

Y,                                                                                X < 124
Y,                                                                X ≥ 124, Y < 64
24,                                      X ≥ 124, Y ≥ 64, X - Y ≥ 60
( )Y - X + 88,                 X ≥ 124, Y ≥ 64, X - Y < 60.

(24)
To prove the advantage of the proposed strategy, we com⁃

pare the bandwidth loss in terms of different X and Y as below.
1) When X < 124, fi.MixedLoss = 123 - (X - Y ) = (123 -

X ) + Y ≥ Y = fi.OptPreemptionLoss.
2) When 124 ≤ X and Y < 60, fi.MixedLoss = 83 + Y >

Y = fi.OptPreemptionLoss.
3) When 124 ≤ X , 60 ≤ Y and 64 ≤ X - Y , fi.MixedLoss =

143.
• When 60 ≤ Y < 64, fi.OptPreemptionLoss = Y < 64 <

147 = fi.MixedLoss.
• When 64 ≤ Y, fi.OptPreemptionLoss = 24 < 143 =

 fi.MixedLoss.
4) When 124 ≤ X,60 ≤ Y and X - Y < 64, fi.MixedLoss =

123 - (X - Y ) = (Y - X ) + 123 ≥ 60.
• When 60 ≤ Y < 64 , fi.OptPreemptionLoss = Y > Y +

(123 - X ) = fi.MixedLoss. We discuss different values of Y as 
below.

a) If Y = 61, and 124 ≤ X < 125, then when X =124, fi.MixedLoss = 60, fi.OptPreemptionLoss = 61
b) If Y = 62, and 124 ≤ X < 126, then when X = 124 , we 

have fi.MixedLoss = 61, fi.OptPreemptionLoss = 62,when X =
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125, we have fi.MixedLoss = 60,  fi.OptPreemptionLoss = 62
c) If Y = 63, and 124 ≤ X < 127, then
when X = 124, we have 

fi.MixedLoss = 62, fi.  OptPreemptionLoss = 63;
when X = 125, fi.MixedLoss = 61,  fi.OptPreemptionLoss =

63;
when 126, we have fi.MixedLoss =

60, fi.OptPreemptionLoss = 63.
• When 64 ≤ Y and 60 ≤ X - Y < 64, 

fi.OptPreemptionLoss = 24 < -64 + 123 < (Y - X ) + 123 =
fi.MixedLoss.

• When 64 ≤ Y and X - Y < 60, fi.OptPreemptionLoss =
(Y - X ) + 88 < (Y - X ) + 123 = fi.MixedLoss.

Above all, only when Y =61, 62, or 63, the mixed strategy 
saves bandwidth of no more than 3 bytes than that of the opti⁃
mal preemption strategy. Since the variable Y represents the 
random bit position of a preempted BE frame at the specific 
time point of a TT frame, Y is not equal to 61, 62, or 63 with a 
high probability, and the bandwidth loss of the optimal pre⁃
emption strategy is significantly less than that of the mixed 
strategy when Y is not equal to 61, 62, or 63. So, the optimal 
preemption strategy is better than the mixed strategy in the 
sense of probability.
5 Results and Analysis

This section conducts experimental tests to compare the 
proposed predictive mixed transmission mechanism with the 
previous mechanisms by simulating their probability models.
5.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments set X bursty flows to obey uniform distribu⁃
tion, binomial distribution, poisson distribution, and normal 
distribution within the range of length [64, 1 518]. Y is the uni⁃
form distribution number of the transmitted bytes of BE 
frames at the sending time points of TT frames. We use 
MATLAB programming to implement the bandwidth-loss prob⁃
ability models of all strategies.
5.2 Experimental Results

First, we evaluate the expected bandwidth loss under the 
proposed remaining time transmission strategy and the guard 
band strategy, respectively. As illustrated in Table 1 and Fig. 
6, the expected bandwidth loss of the remaining time transmis⁃
sion strategy is less than 400 bytes while the expected band⁃
width loss of the guard band strategy is more than 1 100 bytes 
in all X distributions. As a result, the expected bandwidth loss 
of the remaining time transmission strategy is about one third 
of the expected bandwidth loss of the guard band strategy. 
And then, we evaluate the expected bandwidth loss under the 
proposed optimal preemption strategy and the mixed strategy 
of guard band and frame preemption, respectively. Table 2 
and Fig. 7 are the expected bandwidth loss comparison of the 
optimal preemption strategy and the mixed strategy when X 

obeys uniform distribution, binomial distribution, Poisson dis⁃
tribution, and normal distribution. In all distributions, the ex⁃
pected bandwidth loss of the optimal strategy is less than 30 
bytes while the expected bandwidth loss of the mixed strategy 
is more than 130 bytes. As a result, we achieve a 79.48% re⁃
duction of the expected bandwidth loss on average from the 
mixed strategy to the optimal preemption strategy. And differ⁃
ent probabilistic distributions have a little effect on the ex⁃
pected bandwidth loss, which demonstrates that the proposed 
strategy has the consistent advantage of saving bandwidth.

Furthermore, Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the detailed 
comparison of different ranges of X and Y in uniform distribu⁃
tion, binomial distribution, Poisson distribution, and normal 
distribution, respectively. For all different ranges of X and Y, 
the optimal preemption strategy saves bandwidth better than 
▼ Table 1. Expected bandwidth loss: the remaining time transmission 
strategy (RemainedTimeLoss) vs the guard band strategy (Guardloss) 
of 802.1QBV

X Distribution Within the 
Range of Length [64, 1 518]

Uniform distribution
Binomial distribution
Poisson distribution
Normal distribution

RemainedTimeLoss/byte
395.5
363.75
395.5
395.75

Guardloss/byte
1 122.5
1 154.2
1 122.5
1 122.3

▲Figure 6. Comparison of the expected bandwidth loss between the re⁃
maining time transmission strategy and the guard band strategy of 
802.1Qbv

▼ Table 2. Expected bandwidth loss: the optimal preemption strategy 
(OPLoss) vs the mixed strategy (MixedLoss) of the guard band and the 
frame preemption

X Distribution Within the 
Range of Length [64, 1 518]

Uniform distribution
Binomial distribution
Poisson distribution
Normal distribution

OPLoss/byte
29.08
27.31
27.05
27.28

MixedLoss/byte
131.43
135.96
136.52
136.01

Reduced Rate/
byte

77.87%
79.91%
80.19%
79.94%
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that of the mixed strategy.
6 Conclusions

We first analyze the mixed transmission strategies of bursty 
flows and periodic flows in TSN, and point out that the mixed 
strategies of 802.1Qbv-based guard band strategy and 
802.1Qbu-based frame preemption strategy can be improved. 

Then, we propose the predictive mixed transmission mecha⁃
nism based on the prediction of time-triggered transmission. 
The proposed mechanism consists of the remaining time trans⁃
mission strategy and the optimal preemption strategy. We pres⁃
ent the probability models and algorithms of the proposed 
mechanism, and prove its advantages in terms of reducing 
bandwidth loss. Finally, we simulate the proposed mechanism 
by its probability model. Compared with the mixed strategy of 
guard band and frame preemption, we achieve a 79.48% re⁃
duction of the expected bandwidth loss of different probability 
distributions on average.
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Abstract: Segmentation-based scene text detection has drawn a great deal of attention, as it can describe the text instance with arbitrary 
shapes based on its pixel-level prediction. However, most segmentation-based methods suffer from complex post-processing to separate the 
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1 Introduction

In recent years, with the wide application of scene text rec⁃
ognition, scene text detection, as a prerequisite step of 
scene text recognition, has drawn more and more atten⁃
tion from academia and industry due to the various scales 

and shapes of different text instances (e. g., horizontal texts, 
multi-oriented texts and curved texts).

The purpose of scene text detection is to generate a proper 
region that can locate the corresponding text instance. In the 
early years of scene text detection, algorithms, usually in⁃
spired by general object detection, were designed to regress 
the text bounding boxes in form of rectangles or quadrangles 
with certain orientation. However, most of the regression-
based algorithms require complex anchor design for multi-
oriented text detection, which may fail when handling with 
text instances of complex shapes, e.g., the curved texts. In or⁃
der to detect unregular text instances, segmentation-based de⁃
tection, which can describe the text instance pixel-wisely, has 
drawn a great deal of attention. To improve the performance of 
segmentation-based detection, the existing methods can be 
roughly divided into two directions. On the one hand, several 
innovative models have been proposed for separating the text 
instances lying close to each other, such as Differentiable Bi⁃

narization (DB) [1] and Progressive Scale Expansion Network 
(PSENet) [2]. Take PSENet[2] as an example, WANG et al. de⁃
signed a progressive scale expansion network to predict the 
different scales of kernels for each text instance. Then a post-
processing module was employed to gradually expand the 
minimal scale kernel to the text instance with complete shape. 
On the other hand, a lot of efforts are made to simplify the 
post-processing module for segmentation-based detection. In⁃
spired by PSENet, a DB module introduced approximate func⁃
tion to binarization, which is differentiable to simplify the post-
processing pipeline.

From the perspective of the label utilized for supervision, 
traditional segmentation-based detection algorithms, such as 
PSENet and DB, usually utilize shrunk text regions as train⁃
ing labels. The shrunk text regions could produce large mar⁃
gins between different text instances, which makes it effec⁃
tive to separate different text instances lying close to each 
other and thus simplify the post-processing module. How⁃
ever, we want to argue that pure shrunk text regions may be 
accompanied with at least two problems. On the one hand, 
there is apparent difference between a shrunk text instance 
and a real one, which might incur some difficulties for the 
convergence of conventional segmentation-based models. On 
the other hand, the shrunk text regions are unfriendly to 
small text instances since too small text regions may be ig⁃
nored during the training period. In this way, it may cause This work was supported by ZTE Industry ⁃University ⁃ Institute Coopera⁃

tion Funds under Grant No.HC⁃CN⁃20200717012.
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the decrease of positive labels and result in sub-optimal de⁃
tection performance.

Inspired by label enhancement (LE)[3], we utilize the idea of 
label distribution learning (LDL) [4] and propose a label en⁃
hancement method to overcome the problem brought by pure 
shrunk text labels. Moreover, following DB[1], we use remov⁃
able training branches which are supervised by enhanced la⁃
bels to speed up our model. Compared with the baseline, the 
proposed method improves the performance significantly, 
which achieves F-measure of 87.3% on the MSRA Text Detec⁃
tion 500 Database (MSRA-TD500) and 85.6% on the Total-
Text dataset. In summary, there are at least three contribu⁃
tions of our work:
• The label distribution learning method is used for character⁃
izing text regions.
• The label enhancement method is improved to generate la⁃
bels for segmentation-based text detection.
• The performance of the proposed method is comparable to 
the state of the art without sacrificing the inference speed.
2 Related Work

Scene text detection has made significant progress in recent 
years and a large number of deep learning based methods 
have been proposed. Specifically speaking, those efforts can 
be divided into two categories: regression-based methods and 
segmentation-based methods.
2.1 Regression-Based Methods

Regression-based methods, inspired by general object de⁃
tection initially, usually regard the regions of different text in⁃
stances as bounding boxes with specific orientation. The an⁃
chor idea in general object detection was followed by Connec⁃
tionist Text Proposal Network (CTPN)[5] for predicting the text 
slices which are then connected by a recurrent neural net⁃
work. Based on CTPN[5], TextBoxes[6] modified the anchor 
scales and the shapes of convolutional kernels to predict the 
text instances with various aspect ratios. There are several rep⁃
resentative works for multi-oriented text instances in the 
regression-based network. On the basis of the faster region-
based convolutional neural network (R-CNN)[7], the rotation re⁃
gion proposal network (RRPN) [8] developed rotation proposals 
of the region proposal network (RPN) part to detect the text 
with various orientations. The deep matching prior network 
(DMPNet) [9] and TextBoxes++[10] found another way to apply 
quadrilateral regression for the detection of multi-oriented text 
instance. Also, Efficient and Accurate Scene Text Detector 
(EAST)[11] and DeepReg[12] are anchor-free methods by directly 
predicting the rotation angles and quadrilateral text boxes for 
multi-oriented text instances. However, most of regression-
based networks may fall short of presenting accurate bounding 
boxes for the text instances with irregular shapes, which 
should be the basic element for scene text detection for a 
regression-based network.

2.2 Segmentation-Based Methods
Compared with regression-based models, segmentation-

based methods can predict the proper regions for unregular 
text instances pixel-wisely. The pipeline of segmentation-
based methods usually consists of two key parts: the first part 
is to make pixel-level prediction by fully convolutional net⁃
works (FCN) [13] and the second part is to convert them to 
proper text regions by pre-defined post-processing algorithms. 
ZHANG et al.[14] firstly utilized FCN to extract the text regions 
and then detected character candidates from these text regions 
by MSRA-based algorithms. Meanwhile, YAO et al.[15] utilized 
FCN to predict the text regions with respect to three classes: 
text/non-text, character classes and character linking orienta⁃
tions. Then, in order to distinguish different text instances ly⁃
ing close to each other correctly, PixelLink[16] and PSENet[2] 
were proposed. For PixelLink, the core idea is to replace tradi⁃
tional semantic segmentation by instance segmentation. While 
for PSENet, various kernels with different scales are utilized 
on different text instances to find a proper kernel with the 
minimal scale, and then appropriate post-processing is applied 
to acquire correct text instances. Recently, in order to speed 
up traditional segmentation-based methods to fit in real-world 
applications, LIAO et al.[1] proposed a DB module to avoid the 
complicated post-processing module during the inference 
stage. The DB module has two core advantages. On the one 
hand, DB utilizes the removable branch that can be removed 
during inference for simplicity. On the other hand, the ability 
of differentiability for the DB module can help to find the adap⁃
tive threshold for the post-processing module, which will sim⁃
plify the procedure for post-processing. However, traditional 
DB modules only utilize shrunk text regions for supervision, 
which may cause sub-optimal detection performance. In order 
to improve the detection performance, we propose a framework 
that utilizes, besides shrunk text regions, the label ambiguity 
by adding a removable branch for LDL. The proposed frame⁃
work results in better performance than the traditional ones.
3 Methodology

In this section, we will describe the proposed model in de⁃
tail. Technically speaking, we firstly introduce the idea of la⁃
bel enhancement and the way to extend the traditional label 
enhancement method. Then, we present the structure of our 
framework including the overall pipeline and the components. 
After that, we describe the way to generate labels for supervi⁃
sion and the optimization process of the whole network.
3.1 Label Enhancement

Compared with the traditional supervised learning methods 
that only learn a single label or multiple logical labels, LDL[4] 
or deep label distribution learning (DLDL)[17] learns the distri⁃
bution among all the labels. In order to overcome the chal⁃
lenge that most training sets only contain single or multiple 
logical labels instead of label distribution, the idea of label en⁃
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hancement (LE) [3] is proposed. Formally, label enhancement 
can be described as below:

Given a training set S = {(x i, l i ) |1 ≤ i ≤ n}, where x i ∈ χ 
and l i ∈ {0, 1}c, LE recovers the label distribution d i of x i from 
the logical label vector l i, and thus transforms S into a LDL 
training set E = {(x i, d i ) |1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

The traditional methods proposed for label enhancement 
usually concentrate on an one-dimensional label such as age 
or emotion. However, the labels of semantic segmentation in⁃
clude the description of instances in two aspects: classification 
and localization. It is difficult for traditional LE to recover the 
label distribution in aspect of localization from their segmenta⁃
tion labels. In order to apply label distribution learning in our 
model, we extend traditional LE by constructing the correlated 
labels with respect to the localization and their semantic labels 
so that we can utilize multiple labels to describe one text in⁃
stance in segmentation-based scene text detection. The detail 
of label distribution learning in our model can be found in Sec⁃
tion 3.2 and the way to generate multiple labels in Section 3.3.
3.2 Network Design

The overall pipeline of the proposed model (Fig. 1) includes 
two major submodules named Feature Pyramid Module and 
LDL Module. After an image is fed into our model, the feature 
pyramid module firstly processes this image as the input and 
the output is the fused feature map F, which consists of mul⁃
tiple feature maps with various scales. After that, the fused 
feature map F is fed into the LDL module to predict three-
score maps named the probability map P, the distribution map 
D and the border map B by two independent FCN respec⁃
tively. For these three score maps, the border map B is gener⁃
ated by a single FCN branch, while the probability map P and 
the distribution map D are generated by another single branch 
due to the similarity between the probability map and the dis⁃

tribution map. In order to speed up our model during infer⁃
ence, the branch to generate the distribution map D and the 
border map B are removable so that we could only predict the 
probability map P during inference phase.

The feature pyramid module, as the first core component in 
our model, is constructed to produce feature maps with mul⁃
tiple scales. Inherited from DB, this module is built based on 
the residual network (ResNet) [18] with stage conv3, conv4 and 
conv5 modulated by 3 ×  3 deformable convolutional layers. 
For the implementation, once the feature maps are generated 
by conv3, conv4 and conv5 sequentially, they will be 
upsampled and added to the feature map in the previous stage. 
Then, all the added feature maps are scaled to 1/4 of the origi⁃
nal image size and concatenated to obtain the fused feature F.

LDL[4] and DLDL[17] utilize constrained weights as the de⁃
scription degree of correlated labels to deal with the label am⁃
biguity, which can also be viewed as weight normalization of 
correlated labels. In the training period, we utilize the labels 
to calculate training losses. Thus the weighted labels are actu⁃
ally a kind of weighted loss in loss calculation with labels. 
Based on this idea, the architecture of the LDL module in our 
model has only two FCN branches. Each FCN branch is 
stacked with one 3×3 convolutional layer and two transposed 
convolutional layers with BatchNorm and rectified at both the 
linear activation function (ReLU) layers inserted into the con⁃
volutional layers and Softmax layers utilized to generate the 
score maps at the end of FCN.
3.3 Label Generation

In order to perform label distribution learning in our model, 
there are at least three correlated labels utilized during the 
training phase for the three kinds of score maps named the 
probability map P, distribution map D and border map B, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The label generation for the probability map 
is inspired by DB[1]. Given an original text polygon label G, 

▲Figure 1. Overall pipeline of the proposed network
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the shrunk text region is generated by shrinking G to Gs. The 
shrinking offset D is calculated from the polygon perimeter L 
and its area A via the Vatti clipping algorithm:

D = A(1 - r2 )
L  , (1)

where r is the shrink ratio that is set to 0.4 empirically. In or⁃
der to generate the corresponding labels for the distribution 
map, inspired by DLDL[17], the distance map is generated by 
Eq. 2 with each value representing a description degree for 
the pixel to be positive. Then the distribution map is gener⁃
ated by adding the distance map to the probability map pixel-
wisely.

distance ( i, j ) =  
ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

ï
ïï
ï
ï
ï

0,                 G ( )i, j = 0
1,                Gs( )i, j = 1

dist (i, j, G )
dist (G, Gs ) ,   otherwise, (2)

where G (i, j ) and Gs (i, j ) represent the pixel values for row i 
and column j in the corresponding maps G and Gs respec⁃
tively, and dist (i, j, G ) represents the minimal distance be⁃
tween pixel (i, j ) and the border of G. On the basis of 
dist (i, j, G ), dist (G, Gs ) represents the distance between the 
borders of G and Gs with respect to the direction to obtain 
dist ( i, j, G ) .  For the border map, we firstly dilate G to Gd with 
the same scale D. Then two distance maps can be produced 
from Gs and Gd to G. Finally, the border map can be obtained 
by adding the two distance maps pixel by pixel.
3.4 Optimization

The loss function L in our model can be formulated as a 
weighted sum of the loss for three score maps, namely the loss 
for the probability map Ls, the loss for the distribution map Ld and the loss for the border map Lb:

L = α × Ls + Ld + Lb , (3)
where α is empirically set to 2.0 in order to give more promi⁃

nence to the probability map whose ground truths are directly 
generated by the logical ground truth. Similar weight has been 
used in PSENet[2] for the probability map and its original logi⁃
cal ground truth. Following DB[1], we use the binary cross-
entropy (BCE) loss in both Ls and Ld. To overcome the imbal⁃
anced distribution of positives and negatives, hard negative 
mining is applied to the BCE loss. To deal with the unbalance 
of the text and non-text regions, we only compute the loss in⁃
side the dilated text polygon Gd. Ls and Ld are formulated as 
follows:

Ls = Ld = ∑
i ∈ Rs

yi log2 xi + (1 - yi ) log ( )1 - xi , (4)
where Rs indicates the selected region. The ratio of positives 
and negatives is 1: 3. We apply L1 loss for Lb, which is com⁃
puted inside the dilated text polygon Gd:

Lb = ∑
i ∈ Rd

|| y *
i - x*

i  , (5)
where Rd indicates the selected region of dilated polygon Gd and y* is the label for the border map.
4 Experiments

In this section, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of our 
framework by extensive experiments. We first introduce preva⁃
lent datasets for scene text detection briefly and then present 
the implementation of the proposed model. Ablation studies 
are also conducted to verify the effectiveness of our architec⁃
ture. Finally, we compare our model with the existing state-of-
the-art methods on several benchmarks, such as ICDAR MLT-
2017 dataset, Total-Text, MSRA-TD500 dataset and ICDAR-
2015 dataset, to show the success of our model.
4.1 Datasets

ICDAR MLT-2017 dataset[19] is a multi-language dataset 
consisting of 7 200 training images, 1 800 validation images 
and 9 000 testing images. Following DB[1], we utilize the train⁃
ing and validation set to pre-train our model.

Total-Text[20] is a classical dataset which contains sufficient 

▲Figure 2. Label generation for text regions: (a) training image; (b)probability map; (c)border map; (d)distribution map
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text instances with arbitrary shapes, such as the curved text. 
In detail,1 255 images and 300 testing images are utilized for 
training and testing respectively with each text instance la⁃
belled with word-level annotation by polygon.

MSRA-TD500 dataset[21] is another multi-language dataset 
with English and Chinese scripts. It consists of 300 training 
images and 200 testing images with each text instance multi-
oriented and labelled in the text-line level. For a better com⁃
parison with the previous methods, extra 400 training images 
from HUST-TR400 are included during our experiments.

ICDAR-2015 dataset[22] is the most commonly used bench⁃
mark featured by abundant text instances with various orienta⁃
tions. Since all the images are collected by Google glasses 
without considering image quality, position or viewpoints, all 
the text instances are more challenging for detection due to 
various brightness, scales and viewpoints. There are 1 000 im⁃
ages for training and 500 images for inference in this dataset 
with each text instance labelled with word-level annotation.
4.2 Implementation Details

During the implementation, ResNet is chosen as the back⁃
bone of the proposed model and trained on the ImageNet data⁃
set. All models are pre-trained on the MLT-2017 dataset for 
100 000 iterations and finally fine-tuned on the corresponding 
real-world dataset for 1 200 epochs. The hardware utilized in 
our experiments is only a single Titan RTX GPU. For the opti⁃
mizer in our model, we choose Stochastic Gradient Descent 
(SGD) with the batch size 8, momentum 0.9 and weight decay 
0.000 1. In addition, following DB[1], we utilize a poly learning 
rate strategy in which the current learning rate is calculated 
by r init × (1 - iter maxiter ) power

, where the initial learning rate 
r init and power is set to 0.007 and 0.9 respectively.
4.3 Ablation Study

We conduct an ablation study on the MSRA-TD500 to 
verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. We take the 
model which is only supervised by the probability map label 
as our baseline. The results are shown in Table 1.

As shown in the table, our proposed method enhances the 
performance considerably for both ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 
backbones on the MSRA-TD500 dataset. For the ResNet-18 
backbone, the training with additional distribution map (Dis) 
and that with additional distribution and border maps (Dis+
Bor) achieve 2.9% and 3.2% performance gain in terms of F-
measure respectively. For the ResNet-50, they consistently 
bring 1.7% and 2.2% improvements respectively. Both of 
the enhanced labels can boost the detection performance sig⁃
nificantly.
4.4 Comparisons with Previous Methods

In this section, we will verify the proposed method on three 
standard benchmarks including the MSRA-TD500, Total-Text 

and ICDAR-2015 datasets by comparing the results with pre⁃
vious state-of-the-art methods.

1) Curved text detection
Following DB, we firstly pre-train our model on the MLT-

2017 dataset for 100 000 iterations and then fine-tune it on the 
Total-Text for 1 200 epochs. The comparison results between 
our model and the previous methods are listed in Table 2, 
where we can conclude at least three highlights for our methods:
• Compared with the baseline DB, our model achieves better 
result considering F-measure consistently, which can verify 
the effectiveness of our model.
• The precision of our model outperforms current state-of-the-
art methods by a large margin. Combining the results in 
Tables 1 and 2, we think the reason for the improvement is 
that label ambiguity is utilized by label distribution learning 
based on the enhanced label in our method, especially for the 
border map during the training phase.
• Our model achieves comparable performance to the existing 
state-of-the-art methods according to F-measure.

2) Multi-language text detection
We also evaluate the proposed method on the MSRA-

TD500 to test its ability for multi-language text detection. As 
shown in Table 3, our method based on the ResNet-50 back⁃
bone achieves an F-measure of 87.3%, surpassing the sate-of-
the-art methods by more than 1.2%.

3) Multi-oriented text detection
In order to verify the generalization ability for the proposed 

method on multi-oriented scene text detection, we evaluate 
our network on the ICDAR-2015, a traditional dataset fea⁃
tured by multi-oriented text instances. The comparison re⁃
sults are listed in Table 4. As shown in the table, our model 
achieves higher precision than the previous state-of-the-art 
methods except Corner[23] whose recall is too low to fit in the 
real-world applications, which verifies our model can over⁃
come false positives effectively. Take F-measure into ac⁃
count, our performance is still comparable to the previous 
state-of-the-art methods, although the relatively lower recall 
drags down our F-measure. This indicates the effectiveness of 
the proposed method with respect to multi-oriented scene text 
detection.

▼ Table 1. Ablation study results with different settings on MSRA-
TD500 dataset

Method
ResNet-18
ResNet-18 + Dis
ResNet-18 + Dis + Bor
ResNet-50
ResNet-50 + Dis
ResNet-50 + Dis + Bor

Precision/%
84.7
86.5
88.1
90.5
90.9
93.8

Recall/%
77.0
80.6
79.9
77.9
80.6
81.7

F-measure/%
80.6
83.5
83.8
83.7
85.4
87.3

Bor: training with the border map                          ResNet: residual network
Dis: training with additional distribution map
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a label distribution learning 

method for text region detection. The label enhancement is 

used to construct two kinds of training labels for segmentation-
based scene text detection. The experimental results on bench⁃
marks demonstrate that the proposed method can consistently 
improve the model performance without sacrificing the infer⁃
ence speed. In the future, we will try to construct enhanced la⁃
bels for different applications in text detection.
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Method

TextSnake[24]
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LOMO*[28]
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CSE[30]

PSENet-1s[2]
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Precision/%
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ResNet: residual network

▼Table 4. Detection results on the ICDAR-2015 dataset.

Method
CTPN[5]

Corner[23]

PSENet-1s[2]

TextBoxes++[10]

PixelLink[16]

LOMO*[28]

An accurate segmentation-based detector[38]

CRAFTS[39]

DB-Resnet50 (1 152)[1]

An end-to-end trainable network (ResNet50)[40]

Ours-ResNet50 (1 152)

Precision/%
74.0
94.1
86.9
87.8
85.5
91.3
90.0
89.0
91.8
89.3
92.4

Recall/%
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70.7
84.5
78.5
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83.2
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of 5G technologies, the 
immersive viewing experience led by Virtual Real⁃
ity (VR) is becoming increasingly popular. The 
360-degree video, which is one of the most critical 

portions of VR applications, has attracted a good deal of atten⁃
tion on some commercial streaming platforms, such as You⁃
tube and Bilibili. Although the 360-degree video brings a 
brand-new experience to users, it confronts new challenges as 
well. Compared with conventional 2D video streaming, the de⁃
livery of 360-degree video has much more bandwidth require⁃
ments due to its panorama feature.

Driven by the characteristic of the user field of view (FOV), 
researchers are exploring a solution that spatially divides a 
360-degree video into small parts called tiles and transmits 
them in different video qualities to cope with the large con⁃
sumption of bandwidth. In addition, benefitting from the Dy⁃

namic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) Protocol, adap⁃
tive bitrate (ABR) algorithms have made an enormous contri⁃
bution to video streaming, especially over dynamic wireless 
network conditions. By pre-coding the video into multi-bitrate, 
the client may request video segments of different qualities to 
meet the challenge of network fluctuations.

Therefore, tile-based hyper text transfer protocol (HTTP) 
adaptive streaming is a promising approach to achieving a bet⁃
ter quality of experience (QoE) in a 360-degree video streaming 
system. The HTTP server usually crops the panoramic video 
into multiple tiles spatially, and then slices and encodes each 
tile into multi-bitrate segments. The client requests the most ap⁃
propriate bitrate version of each tile based on his viewport and 
current network status, decodes these tiles, and then renders 
them into a 360-degree video for playback. In general, the tile 
that overlaps viewports is delivered in high quality, while other 
tiles outside the FOV are delivered in lower quality. Due to the 
human visual characteristics, the user can only see the FOV ar⁃
eas, so a significant reduction in the video bitrate outside the 
viewport will not affect the users’ experience; on the contrary, 
it can save bandwidth and transmission costs, and avoid net⁃This work was supported in part by ZTE Corporation under Grant No. 

2021420118000065.
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work congestion in the case of multiple users.
In fact, due to the randomness of the user’s viewing angle 

and wireless network bandwidth, the low prediction accuracy 
will lead to an inappropriate bitrate version selected by the 
tiles in the viewport. To handle these prediction errors, the 
QoE is guaranteed by delivering tiles around the prediction 
viewport at high quality and keeping the buffer at a reasonable 
range without stopping the playback waiting buffer. In order to 
reasonably allocate the wireless network bandwidth resources, 
it is necessary to estimate the future viewport distribution and 
network state, and determine the bitrate version of the 
prefetched segments that match the overall network capacity.

Specifically, we propose a bandwidth resource scheduling 
algorithm content-aware multi-step predictive control 
(CAMPC) for 360-degree video streaming, which uses an on⁃
line predictor to obtain throughput estimation. The content 
perception score obtained by the offline machine learning 
method and online user viewport trace is used to predict the 
probability distribution of future user viewport locations. For 
tiles with high viewport probability, the change of buffer oc⁃
cupation in the next period is predicted based on the through⁃
put estimation. The bitrate decision is made by optimizing 
the predicted QoE within the viewport and the future buffer 
occupancy prediction. The remaining total bandwidth will be 
distributed according to the distribution probability for tiles 
with low viewport probability. The main contributions are 
shown as follows.

• We develop a content-aware method to predict the user’s 
viewport location. The grayscale image is obtained by a 
trained semantic segmentation model with each frame of the 
video after spatial partition as input, and the numbers of differ⁃
ent grayscale pixels are calculated to obtain the content rich⁃
ness of the current frame. Since users prefer to view the frame 
with richer content, the probability distribution of future view⁃
ing is obtained by the weighted content richness with the cur⁃
rent user viewport.

• We propose a multi-step predictive bitrate adaptation al⁃
gorithm to generate prospective bitrate decisions for players 
with high probability in the future viewport, which includes 
predicting network throughput using the Kalman filter, pre⁃
dicting buffer occupation, and solving predictive control prob⁃
lems using the generalized predictive control method.

• We provide experimental tests by building a 360-degree 
video streaming platform to implement the proposed band⁃
width resource scheduling algorithm and evaluate the network 
status algorithm through the practical network. Experimental 
results show that compared with the existing online bandwidth 
resource scheduling algorithms, the proposed algorithm can 
save bandwidth while ensuring the quality of user experience. 
Compared with the complete transmission of 360-degree vid⁃
eos, the bandwidth can be saved by 83.5% in the tiles out of 
the viewport, and the CAMPC can improve the system utility 
by 62.7% and 27.6% compared with low-on-latency-plus 

(LOLP) and DYNAMIC solutions which have been integrated 
to the official DASH.js player in v3.2.0 and the most straight⁃
forward viewport-based bitrate adaptation algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sur⁃
veys related work on a tile-based 360-degree video streaming 
over DASH. Section 3 presents the system structure and QoE 
model for evaluation. Section 4 proposes the FOV prediction 
algorithm combining FOV and content priority. The band⁃
width prediction and the bitrate selection algorithm are in Sec⁃
tion 5. Section 6 describes the system implementation and 
throughput measurement in reality besides the performance 
evaluation. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and out⁃
lines future directions.
2 Background and Motivation

The 360-degree video is constructed by camera splicing. To 
play a 360-degree video, the client needs to run on a custom 
360-degree video player or head-mounted displays (HMDs) to 
render the video. Some commercial 360-degree video content 
providers usually employ a simple approach that streams the 
entire panoramic content regardless of the viewport[1], such as 
the widely used equirectangular projection (ERP) format, 
which causes considerable waste of wireless bandwidth re⁃
source, as users always pay attention to only a tiny portion of 
the panoramic scene in their viewports.

Inspired by these observations, several studies have aban⁃
doned traditional flat video transmission methods and begun 
to propose tile-based solutions that adaptively fetch only the 
content inside the predicted FOV or fetch the content in FOV 
with higher quality than the parts out of FOV to meet the de⁃
mand of 360-degree video streaming systems. XIE et al.[2] lev⁃
eraged a probabilistic approach to prefetch tiles countering 
viewport prediction errors, apparently reduced the side effects 
caused by wrong head movement prediction, and designed a 
QoE-driven viewport adaptation system. QIAN et al.[3] adopted 
a viewport-adaptive approach and formulated an optimization 
algorithm to determine the tile quality, achieving high band⁃
width reduction and video quality enhancement on Long Term 
Evolution (LTE). SONG et al. [4] proposed a two-tier streaming 
architecture using scalable video coding (SVC) techniques, 
which included two layers, namely, the basic layer (BL) and 
the enhanced layer (EL). In contrast, a fast-switching strategy 
was proposed by generating multiple video streams with differ⁃
ent start times for each encoded enhanced layer chunk, which 
can be randomly accessed at any instant to adapt to the user 
viewport change immediately to achieve the optimal trade-off 
between video quality and streaming robustness.

According to the above research, tile-based 360-degree 
video transmission methods have been proven to save many 
bandwidth resources, whereas viewport prediction and band⁃
width prediction are two of the most critical factors. To a great 
extent, the user’s FOV would be influenced by the video con⁃
tent. Conventional viewport prediction approaches pay atten⁃
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tion to the past viewing behavior of many users who have 
watched the same or similar videos, based on the head move⁃
ment trajectory in the dataset. SUN et al. [5] developed a trun⁃
cated linear prediction method by which we only use past 
samples that are monotonically increasing or decreasing for ex⁃
trapolation. EPASS360[6] studied the similarity of multi-user 
viewing spatial locations, looking for similarities in patterns 
across a wide range of data through a deep learning LSTM net⁃
work. These approaches apply only to the video on demand 
(VOD) case because the past viewing behavior is not available 
for live video streaming for the first time. The Pano[7] drew re⁃
searchers’ attention to the content of the video. FENG et al.[8] 
developed a new viewport prediction scheme for live 360-de⁃
gree video streaming using video content-based motion track⁃
ing and dynamic user interest modeling. QIAO et al.[9] studied 
human attention over the viewport of 360-degree videos and 
proposed a novel visual saliency model to predict fixations 
over 360 videos through the multi-task deep neural networks 
(DNN) method. YUAN et al.[10] proposed a simple yet effective 
rate adaptation algorithm to determine the requested bitrate 
for downloading the current video segment and preserved both 
the quality and the smoothness of tiles in FoV. WEI et al. [11] 
proposed a hybrid control scheme presented for segment-level 
continuous bitrate selection and tile-level bitrate allocation for 
360-degree streaming over mobile devices to increase users’ 
quality of experience.

On the other hand, to optimize QoE in the DASH video 
streaming system, the bitrates decided by the client-side ABR 
algorithm should meet the bandwidth requirements. 
Throughput-based methods often employ various mechanisms 
to predict the end-to-end available bandwidth, such as Expo⁃
nential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) and Support Vec⁃
tor Regression. The estimation accuracy of throughput will af⁃
fect the allocation decision. SOBHANI et al. [12] utilized 
Autoregressive-Moving-Average (ARMA) [13] and Generalized 
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedastic (GARCH) in or⁃
der to predict the average and the variance of bandwidth. 
YUAN et al. [14] proposed an ensemble rate adaptation frame⁃
work for DASH, which aims to leverage the advantages of mul⁃
tiple methods involved in the framework to improve the QoE 
of users. The buffer-based algorithm, such as BOLA[15], formu⁃
lated bitrate adaptation as a utility maximization problem, de⁃
vised an online control algorithm, and used Lyapunov optimi⁃
zation techniques to minimize rebuffering and maximize video 
quality.

However, to achieve a fast and smooth response among mul⁃
tiple players of the 360-degree video at the same time, ABR 
algorithms should quickly adapt to sustainable changes while 
avoiding the bit rate jitter caused by sudden throughput 
changes. Existing methods are inherently unable to achieve 
this goal because they cannot determine whether a current 
change is transient or persistent with a single step of predic⁃
tive information. Thus, our work uses the idea of combining 

content awareness with the current viewport to calculate the 
viewing probability of spatial video blocks and provides effi⁃
cient network state quantification and prediction algorithms.
3 Proposed Framework

3.1 System Architecture
As shown in Fig. 1, the framework of the 360-degree video 

transmission system consists of a server and a set of video 
players. The server includes a preprocessing module and a 
sending module. The preprocessing module converts a 360-de⁃
gree video from the ERP format to the Cubemap Projection 
(CMP) and separates it into six tiles spatially so that each tile 
corresponds to a cube map. Then each tile is divided into a set 
of temporal segments and encoded at different bitrate levels 
according to DASH, and the information which describes the 
structure of bitrate representations for each tile is stored in the 
media presentation description (MPD). The sending module 
sends the segments at a specific bitrate selected by the ABR 
controller of the player.

The client includes a receiving module, video players, a sys⁃
tem monitor, multi-step predictors, and bitrate decision en⁃
gines. The receiving module receives and decodes the tiles to 
reconstruct the 360-degree video. Players extract and display 
the viewport corresponding to the current viewing direction of 
the user. The system monitor is responsible for monitoring the 
viewport, network status (e. g., throughput), and player status 
(e.g., buffer occupancy). Multi-step predictors and bitrate deci⁃
sion engines assist ABR controllers to compute the bitrate 
level of the next segment and return it to the server. Each 
multi-step predictor module calculates the future throughput 
through the network status, and the bitrate decision engines 
obtain the bitrate level by optimizing the target based on the 
multi-step throughput and buffer occupancy prediction.
3.2 Problem Formulation

The server divides a 360-degree video into N tiles of the 
same size in space corresponding to a cube map, and each tile 
V is initialized to a DASH player. Then, each tile is sliced into 
M × K segments, indicating that there are M optimal bitrate 
versions divided into K segments in time, and each segment 
has the exact duration of L seconds. The system encapsulates 
and stores N × M × K segments in an HTTP server for adap⁃
tive streaming.

The serial number of the tile V is represented by i, where 
i ∈ Z. V in and V out indicate that the current tile is located in⁃
side and outside the viewport, respectively. For V in, the qual⁃
ity of experience is determined by three factors: the selected 
bitrate version, the bitrate fluctuation range, and the rebuffer⁃
ing time. Spatial tiles that are not in the viewport will not af⁃
fect QoE. For this reason, the value of QoE is given by:

ϕ (Vi ) = ∑
k = 1

K

r (V in
i,k ) - ∑

k = 1

K - 1
| r (V in

i,k + 1 ) - |r (V in
i,k ) - μ ∑

k = 1

K

TV in
i,k, (1)
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where r (V in
i,k ) is the bitrate version when the player Vi starts 

to download chunk V in
i,k, Tvi,k is the rebuffering time of chunk 

V in
i,k, and μ is the rebuffering penalty which is generally set 

to μ = 4.3.
The system ensures that the bandwidth is saved as much as 

possible when the QoE is the highest. The system utility in⁃
cludes the QoE and the bandwidth consumed compared with 
the situation where players request all chunks at the highest 
bitrate, which is:

ϕ (V ) = ωu ∑
Vi ∈ V in

i = 1

N

αi ϕ (Vi ) + ωo ∑
Vj ∈ V out

j = 1

N D̄Vj
- DVj

D̄Vj , (2)
where (α1,α2,⋯,αN ) is the importance of the tile depending 
on the percentage in the viewport, Vi indicates the tile inside 
the viewport, Vj indicates the tile outside the viewport,  D̄Vj

 and 
DVj

 respectively represent the bandwidth consumed by the 
player Vj if chunks are buffered at the highest bitrate and the 
bandwidth consumed by the actual download, and D̄Vj

- DVj

D̄Vj

 
means the bandwidth saving rate of the player Vj. ωu and ωo are the weights of QoE and transmission cost respectively. A 
higher ωu means more emphasis on the QoE and vice versa. 
We take ωu = 0.5 and  ωt = 0.5.

We find a sequence of suitable bitrate versions for each tile 

Vi to schedule bandwidth resources that maximize the system 
utility and satisfy:

ì

í

î

ï
ïï
ï

ï
ïï
ï

∑
Vi ∈ V in

i = 1

N ∑
k = 1

K

r (Vi,k ) ≤ C

r (Vi,k ) ∈ R              . (3)
Our solution consists of the following aspects:

• Prediction of the probability distribution of the viewport on 
spatial tiles, including viewport estimation and prediction 
based on content;
• Computation of multi-player total bandwidth and estimation 
of the bitrate constraint C (or throughput);
• Decision on the optimal version of each tile.

In the following section, we will address each of these 
aspects.
4 Viewport Prediction

A distinctive feature of 360-degree video is that the attention 
is not evenly distributed. Therefore, the viewport-driven stream 
is an effective solution to the improvement of the quality of the 
360-degree video, but it is always challenging to predict the 
viewpoint trajectory accurately. Recent studies have proposed 
adaptive bitrate algorithms based on FOV prediction, but these 
algorithms have the following shortcomings. Firstly, it lacks 
consideration for the video content itself. Secondly, there is a 
strong dependence on the FOV, and any FOV prediction error 

▲Figure 1. Streaming video system structure
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probably causes a decline in video quality and even significant 
rebuffering. Therefore, in this section, we propose a viewport 
prediction approach based on the priority of FOV and content.
4.1 FOV priority

The system divides the 360-degree video into six faces cor⁃
responding to a cube map as in Fig. 2(a), where six video 
tiles are placed on the six faces of the cube. The browser ren⁃
ders it into a sphere, and the VR user is located in the center 
of the sphere to observe the surface of the sphere. The red 
point is the center point on each surface of the cube, with the 
Cartesian coordinates of the point in brackets. The spherical 
coordinates of each tile mapped on the sphere are shown in 
Table 1, expressed in the form of latitude and longitude, and 
the latitude and longitude centers mean the spherical coordi⁃
nate of the center of the tile. In Fig. 2(b), the green area 
shows the user’s FOV, the yellow area indicates that a part 
of the current tile is inside the FOV and may be viewed later, 
and the red area illustrates that the current tile is absolutely 
outside the FOV. We calculate the overlap between the tile 
and FOV according to Table 2 to get the priority of the tile. 

The higher the value, the higher the proportion of the tile in 
the FOV, and the higher the bitrate version should be buff⁃
ered later.

The FOV of common head-mounted devices is about 110 
degrees. Since the final verification scene is a browser win⁃
dow, obviously it is easier to obtain the spherical coordinates 
of the center of the window. We define the priority of each tile 
based on the relative position of each face and the center of 
the viewport. As shown in Table 2, the system divides the pri⁃
ority into five levels: 100, 75, 50, 25, and 0. In order to obtain 
the final FOV priority, the adaptive bitrate algorithm traverses 
latitude and longitude in order from high score to low score to 
find the mapping interval of the two dimensions.

4.2 Content Priority
Different from predicting the future viewport based only on 

the online viewport, the system server will convert the original 
video into frames in advance, and perform operations such as 
gradient calculation and semantic segmentation through the 
pre-trained neural network model, to get the priority of bitrate 
allocation shown in Fig. 2(b).

In this work, we mainly use FC-DenseNets with U-Net struc⁃
ture as a model for extracting features. Through the 56-layer 
network, the model analyzes content features and then classi⁃

▲ Figure 2. (a) 360-degree video segmentation that the content-aware 
multi-step prediction control algrithm (CAMPC) uses to judge the im⁃
portance of tiles; (b) example of FOV priority allocation according to 
FOV at a certain moment

▼Table 1. Spherical coordinates of tiles

V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6

Latitude Range
[ 225°, 315°]
[ 45°, 135° ]
[ 0°, 360° ]
[ 0°, 360° ]

[135°, 225°]
[ 315°, 45° ]

Latitude Center
270°
90°
*
*

180°
0°

Longitude Range
[ 45°, 135°]
[ 45°, 135° ]

[ 0°, 45° ]
[135°, 180°]
[ 45°, 135° ]
[ 45°,  135° ]

Longitude Center
90°
90°
0

180°
90°
90°

▼Table 2. Tile priority and spherical coordinates mapping relations
Priority

V1

V2

V3
V4

V5

V6

100

(90°, 270°)

(90°, 90°)

(0°~5°,*)
(175°~180°,*)

(90°, 0°)

(90°, 180°)

75

(45°~135°,
225°~315°)

(45°~135°,
45°~135°)

(5°~10°,*)
(170°~175°,*)

(45°~135°,
135°~225°)

(45°~135°,
315°~45°)

50
(10°~170°,
225°~315°)
(45°~135°,
180°~360°)
(10°~170°,
45°~135°)
(45°~135°,
0°~180°)
(0°~45°,*)

(135°~180°,*)
(10°~170°,
135°~225°)
(45°~135°,
270°~90°)
(10°~170°,
315°~45°)
(45°~135°,
90°~270°)

25

(10°~170°,
180°~360°)

(10°~170°,
0°~180°)

(0°~90°,*)
(90°~180°,*)

(10°~170°,
270°~90°)

(10°~170°,
90°~270°)

0

Others

Others

(90°~180°,*)
(0°~90°,*)

Others

Others
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fies and slices them. After training 300 samples in 300 epochs 
through the model, a better checkpoint is obtained, and the fol⁃
lowing semantic segmentation results are obtained by using the 
own dataset as the test data. Among them, the segmented cat⁃
egory must be consistent with the category applied in training.

The original image shown in Fig. 3(a) is inputted into the 
trained network model to obtain segmentation results as in Fig. 3
(b) and then transformed into an image with only 0 and 255 gray⁃
scales as shown in Fig. 3(c). Despite some errors and the defect 
that there are unclear boundaries of categories, the results are 
generally sufficient to judge the priority of content perception. 
We count the number of black and white pixels on the obtained 
grayscale image. The whiter pixels there are, the richer the im⁃
age content. The higher priority of content perception means 
that in the MPD file of the video tiles, the bandwidth attribute 
corresponding to each bitrate level will be relatively higher. In 
other words, the video segment has a larger file size than the seg⁃
ment with a lower perception priority, containing complex con⁃
tent that may grab the user’s attention. After the above process 
is performed on each frame of the original video, the average 
value of the content richness of each video segment can be calcu⁃
lated, and this information is stored in the JavaScript Object No⁃
tation (JSON) file used for the request for the terminal to read 
while allocating bandwidth among multi-players.
4.3 Probability Distributions of Future FOV

The viewport distribution probability αi of any tile Vi in the 
future is determined by the FOV priority SF and content per⁃
ception priority SC. The total priority αi of a tile can be calcu⁃
lated by S = ωF SF + ωC SC, where ωF represents the weight of 
SF, ωC represents the weight of SC, and they depend on the cur⁃
rent occupancy of the buffer Bf,k:• Bf,k ≥ Br - L (when ωF = 0.3,   ωC = 0.7) means that when 
the video buffer is sufficient, more emphasis is placed on the 
score based on the richness of video content, where Br repre⁃
sents the length of the safe buffer that players want to keep, 
and L represents the duration of the video segment.

• Bf,k ≤ L (when  ωF = 0.8,   ωC = 0.2) means that the FOV 

score is more emphasized while the insufficient buffered video 
is facing the danger of rebuffering.

• L ≤ Bf,k ≤ Br - L and ωF = 0.5,   ωC = 0.5 represent that 
when the video buffer occupancy is within the normal range, 
the content score and the FOV score are jointly influenced by 
the priority.

S represents the importance of the impact of the current 
face on the QoE. Since the calculation method for the total 
score of each tile may be different, it is necessary to normalize 
the score S by αi = Si

∑
j = 1

N

Sj

, and finally, get a set of probability 

distributions (α1,α2,⋯,αN ) of future FOV.
5 Adaptive Bitrate

5.1 Video Streaming Model
The download process of video slices is modeled as a time 

sequence[16], with the start download time of chunk Vi,k as the 
sampling point. At this time, the buffer occupancy is repre⁃
sented as b (Vi,k ). After Vi,k is downloaded, the buffer is con⁃
sumed for r (Vi,k )L

c (Vi,k )  as the user watches the video and is filled 
with L seconds when the time has passed. Therefore, when the 
download of Vi,k has been completed, the buffer occupancy can 
be expressed as:

b (Vi,k + 1 ) = b (Vi,k ) - r (Vi,k )L
c (Vi,k ) + L. (4)

The premise is b (Vi,k ) > r (Vi,k )L
c (Vi,k )  to ensure that the content of 

the chunks in the buffer is enough to play without rebuffering. 
Similarly, in the case before downloading chunk Vi,k, we have

b (Vi,k ) = b (Vi,k - 1 ) - r (Vi,k - 1 )L
c (Vi,k - 1 ) + L. (5)

In order to describe 
the relationship be⁃
tween the bitrate 
change and the buffer 
occupancy evolution, 
we make a subtraction 
between Eqs. (4) and 
(5). Since previous stud⁃
ies showed that the 
throughput of a cellular 
network would not 
change significantly for 
a period of time, we as⁃
sume c (Vi,k + 1 ) = c (Vi,k ), 
and ξ (Vi,k ) is used to ex⁃▲Figure 3. Analyzing the priority of content perception under the semantic segmentation model
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press the impact of this assumption, which obtainins that

b (Vi,k + 1 ) = 2b (Vi,k ) - b (Vi,k - 1 ) - Δr ( )Vi,k L

c ( )Vi,k
+ ξ (Vi,k )

. (6)
The adaptive bitrate algorithm among multi-players needs to 

balance a set of conflicting QoE elements such as video quality 
maximization, rebuffering events minimization, and quality fluc⁃
tuations. For chunks in V in that directly affect the QoE, we opti⁃
mize the QoE metrics over the multi-step prediction horizon and 
at the same time control the future buffer occupancy. And for 
chunks in V out of which the importance is obviously less than 
chunks inside FOV, we subtract the predicted bandwidth and 
the used bandwidth to obtain the currently available bandwidth, 
and then according to (α1,α2,⋯,αN ) we allocate the remaining 
bandwidth to each tile. Note that the tiles contained in sets V in 
and V out are updated in real-time as the FOV changes.

Since the network status, in reality, is hard to predict accu⁃
rately, it requires the algorithm performance to be robust to 
the prediction error. Therefore, minimizing buffer control er⁃
ror achieves quality maximization and rebuffering minimiza⁃
tion simultaneously by keeping buffer occupancy at a con⁃
stant level Br. However, due to changes in throughput, accu⁃
rate control of buffer occupancy requires frequent quality 
switching. Since buffer occupancy changes will not affect 
QoE directly and switching bitrates reduces QoE, it should 
tolerate some buffer occupancy fluctuations but limit the vari⁃
ability of video quality. Therefore, the optimization goal is de⁃
signed to minimize the buffer control error and the weighted 
combination of the bitrate change Δr (Vi,k ) = r (Vi,k ) -
r (Vi,k - 1 ) between two consecutive video chunks. Then the to⁃
tal cost function from chunks 1 to K for any tiles in V in is ex⁃
pressed as

J K1 = E { ∑
k = 1

K [ b (Vi,k + 1 ) - br (Vi,k + 1 ) ]2 + ∑
k = 1

K [ λkΔr (Vi,k ) ]2 },
(7)

where λk is the penalty of changing the bitrate at Vi,K. The algo⁃
rithm controls b (Vi,k + 1 ) to smoothly reach br (Vi,k + 1 ) along the 
trajectory br (Vi,k + 1 ) = βb (Vi,k ) + (1 - β ) Br, where β ∈ [ 0,1). A 
smaller β means moving towards br (Vi,k + 1 ) faster. The defini⁃
tion of the cost function allows us to meet the requirements of 
different users for video playback. A larger λ is employed if us⁃
ers are more concerned about smooth playback. A trimmer is 
adopted in cases where they do not care about bitrate variations.

When the average throughput c (Vi,k ) ,…,c (Vi,K ) of down⁃
loading K chunks in the future is known, the bitrate 
r (Vi,k ) ,…,r (Vi,K ) allocated to each chunk can be obtained by 
minimizing the cost function. Therefore, the bitrate selection 
for Vi,K in V in can be formulated as an optimal predictive con⁃
trol problem over an N-step horizon.

min Ĵ k + T
k + 1 = E { ∑

t = 1

T [ b̂ (Vi,k + t|Vi,k ) - br (Vi,k + t ) ]2 +

∑
t = 1

T [ λtΔr (Vi,k + t - 1 ) ]2 }

s.t.

ì

í

î

ï

ï
ïïï
ï

ï

ï

ï

ï

ï
ïï
ï

ï

ï

b (Vi,k + 1 ) = 2b (Vi,k ) - b (Vi,k - 1 ) - Δr ( )Vi,k L

c ( )Vi,k
+ ξ (Vi,k )

br (Vi,k + 1 ) = βb (Vi,k ) + (1 - β ) Br, β ∈ [ 0,1)
b (Vi,1 ) = L,b (Vi,k ) ∈ [ L,Bm ]
r (Vi,k ) ∈ R,λt = λ(Vi,T - t + 1 )   ,

(8)
where the b̂ (Vi,k + t|Vi,k ) is the t-step ahead estimated value of 
the buffer occupancy while downloading Vi,k + 1 up to Vi,k + t, and λt is the discount rate for switching bitrate from r (V in

i,k + t ) to r (V in
i,k + t + 1 ). And as the number of prediction steps in⁃

creases, λt is gradually reduced to λ(Vi,T - t + 1 ), representing 
that the far future will have less impact on the current cost.

With the bandwidth prediction ĉ [ Vi,k,Vi,k + T - 1 ] of the future 
K chunks as the input, the prediction optimization controller 
outputs the bitrate r (Vi,k ) selected for Vi,K so that the QoE indi⁃
cators achieve the expected balance.
5.2 Link Bandwidth Predictor

The algorithm first gets the real-time throughput and then 
uses the Kalman filter method to obtain the predicted value 
used in the bitrate selector for control optimization.

The Kalman filter dynamically adjusts parameters to output 
the estimated value for online prediction. The prediction is 
based on two equations: a dynamic state equation that describes 
the dynamics hidden state (e.g., the predicted bandwidth) and a 
static output equation describing the relationship between the 
hidden state and the measured value (e.g., throughput). The Kal⁃
man filter method, which can filter out temporary throughput fl
uctuations and reflect the stable change, matches the observa⁃
tions in the previous work that the evolution of the throughput 
within a session exhibits stateful characteristics and the through⁃
put is essentially Gaussian within each state.

The throughput prediction model based on the Kalman fil⁃
ter employs a classic time series model and an auto-regressive 
model assuming c (Vi,k + 1 ) = ∑j = 0

p
aj c (Vi,k - j) + w (Vi,k ), where 

{aj}
p

j = 0 is the weight parameter and w (Vi,k ) is Gaussian noise 
with zero mean, satisfying W = E [ w (Vi,k )2 ]. Existing 
works[17–18] have shown that the network throughput is piece⁃
wise stationary. The statistical properties, including mean and 
variance, do not change over tens of seconds or minutes. We 
assume the dynamic state model is c (Vi,k + 1 ) = c (Vi,k ) +
w (Vi,k ), where c (Vi,k ) represents the average download speed 
that needs to be estimated during the downloading process of 
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the video chunk Vi,k.
Let v (Vi,k ) denote the video throughput measurement when 

downloading chunk Vi,k. Recent studies show that the observed 
throughput fluctuates around the link capacity following 
Gaussian. Therefore, v (Vi,k ) is modeled as the summation of 
capacity c (Vi,k ) and measurement noise q (Vi,k ) denoted by Q =
E [ q (Vi,k )2 ]. Finally, the whole system model is given by:

ì
í
î

ïï

ïïïï

c ( )Vi,k + 1 = c ( )Vi,k + w ( )Vi,k

v ( )Vi,k = c ( )Vi,k + q ( )Vi,k . (9)
The Kalman filter consists of model prediction and measure⁃

ment correction. In the prediction stage, the Kalman filter 
uses the estimated value of the previous link capacity 
ĉ (Vi,k - 1 ) to predict the current state:

ĉ (Vi,k|Vi,k - 1 ) = ĉ (Vi,k - 1 ). (10)
Then the initial estimate of capacity ĉ (Vi,k|Vi,k - 1 ) is cor⁃

rected to a new estimated value ĉ (Vi,k ) by the measurement 
correction model. The correction equation is:

ĉ (Vi,k ) = ĉ (Vi,k|Vi,k - 1 ) + Kg (Vi,k )[ v (Vi,k ) - ĉ (Vi,k|Vi,k - 1 ) ].
(11)

Fig. 4 shows how to obtain a new estimate ĉ (Vi,k ). The differ⁃
ence between the initial estimate ĉ (Vi,k|Vi,k - 1 ) and the mea⁃
sured throughput v (Vi,k ) is multiplied by the Kalman gain 
Kg (Vi,k ), which then serves as a correction to the initial esti⁃
mate ĉ (Vi,k ). The estimation produced by the Kalman filter is 
attributed to two terms: the previous estimate ĉ (Vi,k - 1 ) and the 
throughput v (Vi,k ). The Kalman gain Kg (Vi,k ) balances contri⁃
butions of the two terms: a larger one means more weight is 
given to the measured value; conversely, a smaller one de⁃
notes that the model trusts the estimated value more. The up⁃
dated process of the Kalman gain is:

Kg (Vi,k ) = P ( )Vi,k - 1 + W

P ( )Vi,k - 1 + W + Q  , (12)

where P (Vi,k ) is the system error defined as P (Vi,k ) = E é
ë
êêêê( ĉ (Vi,k ) -

c (Vi,k ) ) 2ù
û
úúúú . This value will be recursively modified at each step:

P (Vi,k ) = (1 - Kg (Vi,k ) ) (P (Vi,k - 1 ) + W ). (13)
The above process is executed continuously, obtaining the pre⁃

dicted throughput as the gray blocks in Fig. 5 while buffering the 
next chunk every time. In order to obtain the multi-step bandwidth 
prediction value, the average throughput of five video chunks in the 
future is predicted at each step. Since the average throughput 
measurements v (Vi,k + 1 ), v (Vi,k + 2 ), v (Vi,k + 3 ), and v (Vi,k + 4 ) are 
unknown when downloading chunks Vi, k , the network throughput 
can be approximately stable for a while[17–18]. Therefore, it is as⁃
sumed that the measurement throughput v (Vi,k ) of the next chunks 
meets v (Vi,k + 1 ) = v (Vi,k + 2 ) = v (Vi,k + 3 ) = v (Vi,k + 4 ) = v (Vi,k ). Fig. 
6 shows the prediction iteration process, which is the continuation 
of the one-step Kalman filter. Blocks of the same color have the 
same predicted value, and the gray blocks have the same value as 
the same block in Fig. 5. Various parameter initialization prob⁃
lems involved in the process are described in Section 6.
5.3 Bitrate Selector

The CAMPC selects the bitrate according to the minimization 
cost function in Eq. (8) within the prediction range. To solve it, 
we first obtain the multi-step prediction of buffer occupancy 
based on the predicted link bandwidth. With the future buffer 
occupancy expressed by a bitrate function, the cost function can 
be derived to be only relevant to the variable video bitrate. Then, 
the bitrate that minimizes the cost function can be obtained.

After obtaining the average throughput c (Vi,k ) ,…,c (Vi,K ) of 
downloading K chunks in the future, the buffer occupation of 
the t-step is defined as b (Vi,k ) and b (Vi,k - 1 ), experiencing a re⁃
cursive process:

b̂ (Vi,k + t|Vi,k ) = ( t + 1)b (Vi,k ) - tb (Vi,k - 1 ) -
NΔr ( )Vi,k L

c ( )Vi,k
- ... - 2Δr ( )Vi,k + t - 2 L

c ( )Vi,k + t - 2
- Δr ( )Vi,k + t - 1 L

c ( )Vi,k + t - 1 .
(14)

▲Figure 5. Continuous bandwidth predictor working process▲Figure 4. Bandwidth predictor using a Kalman filter
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Then the buffer occupation of the player Vi is finally given 
by the following:

B̂ =
é

ë

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê

ê

ê

ê ù

û

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú

ú

ú

ú

úb̂ (Vi,k + 1 )
b̂ (Vi,k + 2 )
      ...
b̂ (Vi,k + K )

=
é

ë

ê

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê

ê

ê ù

û

ú

ú

ú

ú
úú
ú

ú

ú

ú2b (Vi,k ) - b (Vi,k - 1 )
3b (Vi,k ) - 2b (Vi,k - 1 )
               ...
(T + 1)b (Vi,k ) - Tb (Vi,k - 1 )

+

é

ë

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê
êê
ê

ê

ê

ê

ê

ê
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ù

û

ú

ú

ú
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ú

ú

ú

ú

ú
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ú

ú

ú

ú

ú

ú- LΔr (Vi,k )
c (Vi,k )

- 2LΔr (Vi,k )
c (Vi,k ) - LΔr (Vi,k + 1 )

c (Vi,k + 1 )
                                    ...
- TLΔr (Vi,k )

c (Vi,k ) ... - 2LΔr (Vi,k + T - 2 )
c (Vi,k + T - 2 ) - LΔr (Vi,k + T - 1 )

c (Vi,k + T - 1 ) .
(15)

Among them, Δr (Vi,k + T - 2 ) is replaced by z-1Δr (Vi,k + T - 1 ),…, 
and Δr (Vi,k + 1 ) is replaced by z-T + 2Δr (Vi,k + T - 1 ). Similarly 
b (Vi,k ) is replaced by z-1b (Vi,k ), and then the b̂ (Vi,k + T ) is for⁃
mulated as:

b̂ (Vi,k + T ) = (T + 1 - Tz-1 )b (Vi,k ) +
(- L

ĉ (Vi,k + T - 1 ) - 2L
ĉ (Vi,k + T - 2 ) z-1 - ... - TL

ĉ (Vi,k ) z-T + 1 ) =
GT ( z-1 )b (Vi,k ) + FT ( z-1 )Δr (Vi,k + t - 1 )  . (16)
The vector of future buffer occupancy is B̂ = GB (Vi,k ) +

FΔR, which can be written as:

B̂ =
é

ë
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ú2 -1
3 -2
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c (Vi,k ) 0 … 0
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c (Vi,k ) - L

c (Vi,k + 1 ) … 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

- TL
c (Vi,k ) - (N - 1) L
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úΔr (Vi,k )
Δr (Vi,k + 1 )
         ...
Δr (Vi,k + T - 1 ) . (17)

Substituting B̂ = GB (Vi,k ) + FΔR into the cost function Eq. 
(8), we get:

min Ĵ k + T
k + 1 = E { ∑

t = 1

T [GB (Vi,k ) + FΔR - Br ]T

[GB (Vi,k ) + FΔR - Br ] + ΔRTΛΔR }

s.t.
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B̂ = [ b̂ (Vi,k + 1 ),b̂ (Vi,k + 2 ),…,b̂ (Vi,k + T ) ]T

ΔR = [ Δr (Vi,k ),Δr (Vi,k + 1 ),…,Δr (Vi,k + T - 1 ) ]T

B (Vi,k ) = [ b (Vi,k ),b (Vi,k - 1 ) ]T

Br = [ Br,Br,Br,Br,Br ]T

Λ = diag (λ1,λ2,…,λT )  .           (18)

▲Figure 6. Multi-step bandwidth predictor working process
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In order to minimize the cost, let ∂Ĵ k + T
k + 1∂ΔR

= 0，and then we 
get ΔR = (FTF + Λ )-1FT (Br - GB (Vi,k ) ). The final band⁃
width allocation takes the first vector of ΔR, that is Δr (Vi,k ), 
and the bitrate finally selected for the chunk Vi,k is h (Vi,k ). We 
assume H (Vi,k ) = { h1,h2,h3,…,hm } to be the set of available bi⁃
trate versions for chunk Vi,k, where h (Vi,k ) = hi satisfies hi <
r (Vi,k - 1 ) + Δr (Vi,k ) and hi + 1 > r (Vi,k - 1 ) + Δr (Vi,k ).

The above bandwidth scheduling method helps spatial tiles 
V in with high probability in the future viewport allocated band⁃
width. For tiles V out segmentation with low probability in the 
FOV, the system first uses the one-step bandwidth predictor to 
obtain the predicted link capacity. After the bandwidth alloca⁃
tion of the V in, the difference between the predicted value and 
the consumed value indicates the currently available band⁃
width, which will be scheduled to each tile out of FOV accord⁃
ing to the weight (α1,α2,⋯,αN ) given in Section 4.
6 Evaluation

6.1 Methodology

6.1.1 Experimental Setup
Our emulated DASH system consists of a server and a video 

player based on Dash. js (version 3.2), an open-source imple⁃
mentation of the DASH standard. The client video player is a 
Google Chrome browser. The throughput is computed by the 
method in the next section in real time. Key classes of adap⁃
tive streaming-related functions are modified. First of all, we 
modify the media-player settings and add attributes that indi⁃
cate the current chunk and tile serial number. ABR algo⁃
rithms are implemented in the AbrController class, and HTTP 
requests for throughput measurement are collected from the 
Throughput History function. At the same time, we modify the 
buffer threshold of each player when the FOV is switched. For 
the tile in the viewport, the maximum buffer size is 10 s, and 
the safety threshold is 6 s. While the tile is outside FOV, the 
above two values are 4 s and 2 s, respectively. The purpose is 
to respond to this change faster when the viewing angle is 
switched. We use the Angular.js framework to unify the front-
end communication of the platform, monitoring system state in⁃
formation such as buffer occupancy, bitrates, rebuffering time, 
and the predicted/actual capacity. These also are logged for 
the performance analysis.
6.1.2 Link Capacity Traces

To verify the effectiveness of the throughput predictor and 
control optimizing model on a single media player in realistic 
network conditions, we use link capacity traces based on the 
public dataset, which collects throughput measurements in 4G/
LTE networks. Belgium 4G/LTE dataset records the available 
bandwidth while downloading a large file in and around Ghent, 
Belgium. Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show the single simulator’s pre⁃

dictor and selector, respectively, running status on a 4G/LTE 
trace, which can verify the algorithm accuracy on one player.
6.1.3 Video Parameters

We transform a 4K 360-degree panoramic video into six 
faces corresponding to a cube map for evaluation. Each video 
tile with 1 080 resolution is split into 123 chunks of 1 s and is 
encoded by VP9 codec in six bitrate versions, i.e., {0.18, 0.45, 
0.91, 3.10, 4.55, 6.05} Mbit/s. The specific bitrate mapping to 
the same level among different video tiles varies with the 
video content richness; that is, a video about the sky is often 
simpler and has a lower bitrate than a portrait video.
6.1.4 Adaptation Algorithms

We evaluate CAMPC and the following widely adopted 
ABR algorithms and simple ABR rules for a 360-degree video:

• DASH. js. DYNAMIC dynamically switches between 
ThroughputRule and BolaRule. These two algorithms are 
based on rate and buffer to select bitrate.

▲ Figure 7. Single simulator running status over Belgium 4G/Long 
Term Evolution (LTE) dataset
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• DASH. js. LoL+ is based on the learning adaptive bitrate 
algorithm Low-on-Latency (LoL), with improving adjustment 
of the weight for the self-organizing mapping (SOM) features 
and controlling the playback speed and taking into account la⁃
tency and buffering levels.

• FOV is an adaptive bitrate algorithm based on the real-
time viewport implemented by our experiment platform. The 
bandwidth allocation weight is calculated according to the 
angle deviation between each tile in the viewport and the cen⁃
ter point of the FOV.

• FOVCONTENT is an adaptive bitrate algorithm based on 
the real-time viewport and content perception implemented by 
our experiment platform. It predicts the viewport based on the 
user’s current viewport and the content richness obtained 
from offline training, and the average throughput within a pe⁃
riod is used for bit rate allocation.
6.2 Choice of CAMPC Parameters

In the bandwidth predictor, we set the initial system error 
variance P (Vi,0 ) to 7 Mbit/s and the process noise variance W 
to 3 Mbit/s, which denotes that the prior estimate of the network 
bandwidth fluctuates by 3 Mbit/s. When the initial value is set, 
it is necessary to ensure that the system error variance is not 
less than the process noise variance. A higher variance of the 
system error will make the prediction process more trustworthy 
in the throughput measurement at the initial stage, resulting in 
a better fitting curve. The measuring noise is updated by Q (k ) =
αQ (k - 1) + (1 - α ) [ v (k ) - ĉ (k|k - 1) ]2, α = 0.8. The initial 
value of the throughput estimate c (Vi,0 ) is set to 8 Mbit/s.
6.3 Real-Time Throughput Measurement

Different from the single player, which can directly measure 
the throughput according to the application programming inter⁃
face (API) in DASH to get the throughput, multiple players 
share the link for synchronous transmission, with inaccuracy in 
the throughput obtained by any player from API. According to 
DASH, at the end of transmission for a chunk, the start time⁃
stamp d, the end timestamp, and the number of data transferred 
can be obtained by the player. Therefore, the transmission state 
of the video chunks, as in Fig. 8, shows a possible state.

The outermost black box represents a time slot, which is the 
smallest unit of our timing measurement throughput. The blue 
blocks in Fig. 8 indicate the downloading process of each 
player. The value on the blue block indicates which player is 
downloading. Although they request videos in sequential order 
Vi,k,Vi,k + 1,Vi,k + 2,…, the order in which the players appear in 
the picture is random since each player is an independent 
download process. The blue blocks marked by the dotted line 
represents the download process that players’ monitor cannot 
capture at the end of the time slot. Therefore, when calculat⁃
ing the throughput, the time should remove the part that has 
no data transmission from a slot and the total number of data 
should be all the data that can be sensed.

Assuming that the start time of the slot is t and the end time 
is t + d, in order to avoid the impact of the chunks that cannot 
be captured as much as possible, we move the start and end 
timestamps forward for a short period dback, then the actual 
start time of the time slot for calculating the throughput is t -
dback, and the actual end time is t + d - dback.The calculator cyclically judges whether the response starts 
timestamp reqk and finishes timestamp fink in the HTTP re⁃
quest list satisfy reqk < t + d - dback and t - dback < fink; if sat⁃
isfied, it indicates that at least part of the download process 
within the time gap needs to be further judged and calculated:

• When the start and end time of the request response is 
both within the timestamp, that is t - dback < reqk and fink ≤ t +
d - dback, the total number of downloaded data Dk is directly 
added to the total number of downloaded data in this time slot;

• When the end time of the request response is outside the 
right timestamp, that is t - dback < reqk and fink > t + d - dback, 
all the downloaded data are in proportion t + d - dback - reqkfink - reqk

 to 
the total downloaded data in this time slot.

• When the request response start time is outside the time 
stamp on the left, that is reqk < t - dback and fink ≤ t + d -
dback, add all the downloaded data Dk in proportion fink - ( t - dback )

fink - reqk
 are added to the total downloaded data in 

this time slot.
• When the start time and end time of the request response 

are outside the timestamp, that is reqk < t - dback and fink >
t + d - dback, the total number of downloaded data Dk in pro⁃
portion d

fink - reqk
 are added to the total downloaded data in 

this time slot.
In addition, it is necessary to avoid gaps in which no data is 

transmitted to the middle, beginning, and end of the slot due 
to buffer control rather than the current link capacity being 0. 
In the process, we record the current minimum request-

▲ Figure 8. Time sequence of downloading process that may occur in 
multiple players
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response start timestamp reqmin, which means there is no gap 
after the timestamp. If fink is less than reqmin, then we subtract 
the gap time reqmin - fink from d. Finally, the throughput of 
the current time slot can be obtained by dividing the actual 
time interval by the total number of actual transmitted data.
6.4 Performance

We compare the performance of ABR algorithms in a real 
and a weak network environment limited by the NetLimiter 4.

As shown in Fig. 9(a), the momentary fluctuation of QoE oc⁃
curs when the viewport changes. Because the two rules of 
Dash. js treat each video player fairly, even if the viewport 
changes suddenly, the QoE fluctuation is minimal. For other 
rules, the tiles not in the FOV are often transmitted at a lower 
bitrate to save bandwidth, resulting in severe (30–50 s) QoE 
fluctuation when the FOV suddenly changes to a player out⁃
side the original viewport. However, the CAMPC rule can re⁃
cover to the highest achievable QoE and remain stable in 
about 5 s, while the FOV and FOVContent rules need about 
10 s to deal with this sudden change.

Fig. 9(b) shows the time-varying bandwidth saving rate com⁃
pared with full video transmission. Although the CAMPC rule 
is slightly inferior to the LoL+ rule on QoE, it can achieve a 
bandwidth saving rate of 83% for tiles not in the viewport. More 
costs for transmissions are saved and congestion is reduced 
when multiple users request the same video source. No rebuff⁃
ering event has occurred in the actual network environment.

In the actual network environment, the performance com⁃
parison of each ABR algorithm is shown in Table 3. The user 
QoE of the LoL+ rule can reach 100; the DYNAMIC rule 
shows that the initial bitrate can be reached in multiple tests, 
but the bitrate requested gradually decreases owing to the vi⁃
cious circle of continuously requesting lower bitrates; the aver⁃
age QoE of the CAMPC rule proposed by this paper can be 
maintained at 80. The FOV and FOVContent rules cannot re⁃
spond to the change of the user viewport in time, resulting in a 
sudden decrease in quality every time the user viewport 
changes. The bitrate is allocated according to the weight di⁃
rectly, leading to the case that the bandwidth within the user 
viewport is not made full use of, and the average QoE is low. 
The FOV and FOVContent rules have the highest bandwidth 
savings, reaching about 90%, and CAMPC can achieve 83% 
bandwidth savings. If both bandwidth savings and QoE are 
given a weight of 0.5, CAMPC can get the highest system util⁃
ity of 81.9. The weight can be changed according to the impor⁃
tance of the cost and the QoE.

We conducted the same test in a weak network environment 
(the speed limit is 0.5 MB/s). Changes in the system utility 
metrics of each ABR rule over time show the same laws as in 
the natural environment, but the average QoE is lower and un⁃
stable. The performance comparison of the ABR rules in a 
weak network environment is shown in Table 4, where the 
bandwidth saving rate of each rule is about 90%. Rebuffering 

time changes are shown in Fig. 9(c). The FOV rule does not 
have rebuffering, the FOVContent rule has a rebuffering time 
of less than 1 s, and the CAMPC algorithm is the next, but all 
of these are below 2 s, which accounts for less than 1.64% of 
the total length of the video. The LoL+ and DYNAMIC rules 
have a relatively high rebuffering time, accounting for 4.73% 

▲Figure 9.  Changes in the system utility metrics of each advanced 
adaptive bitrate (ABR) rule over time
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and 6.64% of the total video length, respectively. The FOV 
rule has the highest system utility because, with the current 
rate limit of 0.5 MB/s, it happens to be enough for the player 
with the highest weight in FOV to request a video chunk with 
a quality of 6. If the network speed is lower than 0.5 MB/s, the 
FOV rule must have a severe rebuffering event. However, 
what is certain is that the FOV rule has better system utility in 
the range of about 0.5 MB/s. CAMPC rules are better than 
LoL+ and DYNAMIC rules in QoE, bandwidth saving rate, 
and rebuffering time. The overall utility is slightly inferior to 
the FOV and FOVContent rules.

7 Conclusions
Existing adaptive bitrate algorithms cannot provide smooth 

video quality for the 360-degree video in a network with high 
dynamic characteristics because of uncertain viewport predic⁃
tion and bitrate selection. In order to achieve good QoE, the al⁃
gorithm proposed in this paper considers the future multi-step 
network status and combines the richness of video content and 
the real-time user viewport to predict the future FOV, which 
can effectively save bandwidth resources. CAMPC uses a 
multi-step predictive control formulation that selects bitrate 
by controlling the buffer occupancy and optimizing QoE met⁃
rics over the prediction horizon. The formulation can select 
the bitrate level with the highest QoE and high fault tolerance. 
Through the above two prediction algorithms and control opti⁃
mization, a content-aware 360-degree video ABR algorithm 
has been designed. The algorithm is implemented on the 
DASH video player and evaluated in reality. Experimental re⁃
sults show that CAMPC can save 83.5% of bandwidth re⁃
sources compared with the scheme that completely transmits 
the tiles outside the viewport with the DASH protocol. Be⁃

sides, the proposed method can improve the system utility by 
62.7% and 27.6% compared with official and viewport-based 
rules, respectively.
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1 Introduction

In 5G and Beyond networks, massive multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) is considered one of the key en⁃
abling technologies to improve link capacity and energy 
efficiency for wireless communications[1–5]. To achieve 

these potential advantages, simultaneous channel state infor⁃
mation (CSI) is required to optimize the precoding for massive 
MIMO systems. In frequency division duplex (FDD) MIMO 
systems of 4G, the downlink CSI obtained at the user equip⁃
ment (UE) is sent to the base station, and vector quantization 
or codebook-based approaches are adopted as the compres⁃
sion algorithms for CSI to decrease feedback overhead[6]. How⁃
ever, the feedback overhead increases significantly in massive 
MIMO systems because the feedback quantity of the current 
methods increases linearly with the number of antennas. This 
challenge has inspired researchers to explore an effective algo⁃
rithm to compress the CSI in massive MIMO systems. The 
technology of compressive sensing (CS) is exploited to address 
this issue[7–8]. Based on the uncorrelated sparse vector trans⁃
formed from the correlated CSI matrix, the CS-based methods 
are expected to achieve an accurate performance for CSI com⁃
pression. Several CS-based algorithms have been proposed in 
massive MIMO systems, such as the least absolute shrinkage 
and selection operator (LASSO) l1-solver and approximate 
message passing (AMP)[9]. The advanced CS-based algorithms 
which include TV minimization by augmented Lagrangian and 

alternating direction algorithms (TVAL3) as well as block-
matching and 3D filtering (BM3D) -AMP have also been pro⁃
posed to improve the accuracy[10–11]. Although CS-based meth⁃
ods have been investigated comprehensively, it still has inher⁃
ent disadvantages[11]. Firstly, the effectiveness of CS-based 
methods relies on the assumption that CSI matrices are sparse 
in some bases whereas channels are not always sparse in prac⁃
tical systems. And the random projection of CS-based methods 
cannot extract useful information from the channel structure of 
MIMO systems, which has negative impacts on the algorithm 
performance. Finally, the decoding process always requires it⁃
erative solving, therefore the decompression of the CS-based 
method is sub-optimal and time-consuming. In a word, the CS-
based method cannot achieve high performance for the reason 
that the CSI matrix is not sparse enough under the large com⁃
pression ratio, and the slow reconstruction of the CS-based 
method makes it difficult to adapt many real-time scenarios in 
practical systems. Recently, deep learning has been explored 
in signal detection and network planning[12–13]. Motivated by 
the rapid progress of deep learning in computer vision (CV), in 
particular, the successful trial of image compression and re⁃
construction by the autoencoder, the researcher has explored 
DL-based algorithms for CSI compression comprehensively.

A novel residual neural network-based model called CsiNet 
is proposed in Ref. [14], which shows that the performance of 
CsiNet outperforms existing CS-based methods significantly, 
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especially for low compression regions. To exploit the tempo⁃
ral correlations of CSI, a long-short time memory (LSTM) ar⁃
chitecture is combined with CsiNet as CsiNet-LSTM in Ref. 
[15], and it shows that considering the temporal correlations 
benefits the accuracy of CSI reconstruction. The CsiNet is 
modified and redesigned as CsiNet+ in Ref. [16], which im⁃
proves the performance of CSI compression. More importantly, 
a novel quantization layer is introduced in the DL model for 
end-to-end training, which meets the practical requirement of 
CSI feedback in massive MIMO systems. Recently two novel 
DL-based models called CRNet and ACRNet have been pro⁃
posed for better performance in Refs. [17–18]. In Ref. [17], 
multi-resolution CRBlocks are designed in CRNet, and the 
warm-up aided training scheduler is implemented to achieve 
better performance. The result proves the effectiveness of 
multi-resolution CRBlocks and the novel training scheduler. 
In Ref. [18], a novel model called ACRNet is proposed to pro⁃
vide the state-of-the-art performance with network aggregation 
and parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU) activation. Be⁃
sides, the network binarization technique is implemented to 
ensure the high performance and small memory cost. Most of 
the above works have achieved the state-of-art performance 
previously and outperformed CS-based methods significantly 
in some regions, while some problems still exist in the follow⁃
ing aspects. Most enlightening works focus on novel designs of 
the DL model to improve the performance of CSI compression, 
but ignore the quantization of information in bit-streams for 
transmission in practical MIMO systems. These models should 
consider the quantization layer and have end-to-end training 
and testing to evaluate the performance of practical systems. In 
addition, the proposed DL-based algorithms are evaluated in 
the COST2100 dataset[19], which only includes data with the 
same shape. However, the shape of the CSI matrix changes with 
antenna arrangements in massive MIMO systems. Generally, 
misalignment problems exist between the previous model and 
the coming data with different shapes. To our knowledge, there 
are no published works discussing how to deal with this issue in 
practical systems. Motivated by this, a unified DL-based 
method for CSI feedback is proposed in massive MIMO Sys⁃
tems. The rest of this paper are organized as follows.

A novel DL-based network named ACRNet+ is proposed in 
Section 2. To improve the performance in the practical mas⁃
sive MIMO system, the advanced module of channel attention 
and spatial attention is used to enhance the ability of feature 
extraction. And a 3-bit uniform quantization layer is imple⁃
mented in ACRNet+ for end-to-end training in Section 3, 
which minimizes the impact of the accuracy quantization of 
the model. In addition, an element filling strategy is proposed 
to address the incompatible problem of the trained model for 
the CSI matrix with a different size. Section 4 shows the ex⁃
perimental results that ACRNet+ provides better performance 
than the enhanced Type Ⅱ (eType Ⅱ) algorithm in the 901 da⁃
taset which focuses on outdoor scenarios with dual-polarized 

antennas. The element filling strategy enables the trained 
model to compress the diversified CSI matrices accurately 
without further training. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 System Model

A simple single-cell downlink is adopted in massive MIMO 
systems with Nt antennas at the base station (BS) and Nr anten⁃
nas at UE, where Nt ≥ 1 and Nr = 1 in this paper. The system 
considers orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 
with subcarrier Nc

[20], so the received signal yn at the n-th sub⁃
carrier can be expressed as:

yn = hH
n pn xn + zn , (1)

where hn ∈ CNt × 1 is the downlink channel vector, and 
pn ∈ CNt × 1 is the precoding vector based on CSI. xn ∈ C and 
zn ∈ C are the transmitted symbol and additive Gaussian noise 
for the n-th subcarrier. To obtain the advantage of channel 
gain in massive MIMO systems, the downlink CSI should be 
acquired at the BS to optimize the channel precoding. Since 
the downlink channel matrix Ĥ = [h1,h2,…,hNc

]Hcontains 2 ×
Nc × Nt elements of the float type, the direct feedback of CSI 
for downlink is not feasible obviously. In order to reduce the 
overhead of CSI feedback, a 2D discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT) is used to make the matrix sparse in the angular delay 
domain as[21]

H = Fd ĤF
H
a , (2)

where Fd and F H
a  are DFT matrices with the shape of Nc × Nc and Nt × Nt respectively. The obtained matrix H contains only 

the first Na rows of useful elements whereas other rows of ele⁃
ments are near zero. Although the DFT can reduce the elements 
of the downlink channel matrix, the first Na row of the trans⁃
formed matrix called Ha is still too large to be sent directly 
through the uplink channel. According to the inaccuracy of the 
large compression ratio and the slowing decoding procedure of 
CS-based methods, a DL-based encoder and decoder are con⁃
sidered for CSI compression at UE and reconstruction at the 
BS. An auto-encoder is a neural network-based model to recon⁃
struct the raw data through self-supervised learning. It firstly 
builds the main features into a lower-dimensional representa⁃
tion of the input data, and then the decoder tries to reconstruct 
the data as similarly as possible[22].

The overview of the DL-based model for uplink feedback is 
shown in Fig. 1. The CSI matrix Ha in the angular-delay do⁃
main is obtained from the DFT of Ĥ and matrix truncation. 
The encoder of ACRNet+ compresses the input of Ha into a 
one-dimensional vector v with M elements. Therefore, the com⁃
pressive ratio can be expressed as

η = M
2Na Nt . (3)
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In practical systems, the bitstream is required for uplink 
feedback, so a 3-bit uniform quantizer is used to convert the 
float vector v into a binary vector vb. The above process is ab⁃
stracted as
H = Fq(Fen(Ha, Wen ) ), (4)

where Fq denotes the function of quantization, Fen stands for 
the encoder of ACRNet+ , and Wen is the trainable parameter 
of the encoder. After uplink transmission, the bitstream vb is 
dequantized into the float vector, and then the float feature is 
reconstructed into Ĥa. The decoding process can be formu⁃
lated as
Ĥa = Fde( )Fdq( )vb , Wde , (5)

where Fdq denotes the function of dequantization, Fde stands 
for the decoder of ACRNet+ , and Wde is the trainable param⁃
eter of the decoder. After the decoding process, the estimated 
channel matrix for the downlink can be obtained from the in⁃
verse DFT of Ĥa.
3 Description of ACRNet+

3.1 Design of ACRNet+
ACRNet is one of the most effective models in existing 

works, which provides the state-of-
art performance for CSI compres⁃
sion in COST2100[18]. Based on the 
network aggregation technique, a 
novel feedback block that contains 
parallel convolutional groups is 
implemented to extract relatively in⁃
dependent features[23–24]. In addi⁃
tion, a learnable activation function 
of the parametric ReLU and an ad⁃
vanced training scheme are used to 
boost the performance of the model.

To inherit the advantages of 
ACRNet, ACREnBlock and 
ACRDeBlock are introduced in the 
proposed ACRNet+ .  In addition, 

channel attention (CA) and spatial at⁃tention (SA) are implemented to ex⁃tract the useful features accurately from the CSI matrices, especially for outdoor scenarios with the random⁃ness of multi-path fading and unpre⁃dicted interferences[25]. Inspired by the design of multi-resolution net⁃works for CSI feedback tasks in pre⁃vious works[17], two independent channels with different convolution layers are built to provide more fea⁃ture granularity. After the combination of the features from 
these two channels, CA and SA are used to make further ex⁃
traction of the combined features. Different from the design of 
ACRNet, a quantized layer is added to convert the com⁃
pressed data into bitstreams for feedback transmission on the 
uplink. At the BS, the bitstream is dequantized into the float 
features, and then the compressed vector from the dequantized 
layer is reconstructed into Ĥa through one fully connected net⁃
work and two ACRDeBlocks.

The detailed architecture of ACRNet+ is shown in Fig. 2. 
The image input Ha with the shape 2 × Ha × Ht is fed into 
two independent channels. The first channel includes a 
5 × 5 convolution layer, and the second channel is made up 
of two convolution layers with a 1 × 9 kernel and a 9 × 1 
kernel respectively. Then the outputs of the two channels are 
combined through element addition. To boost the representa⁃
tion power of networks, a convolutional block attention mod⁃
ule (CBAM) is implemented to focus on important features 
and suppress unnecessary ones along two separate dimen⁃
sions[25]. After the adaptive feature refinement by CBAM, the 
output of CBAM passes through the two ACREnBlocks 
which include a 1 × 9 kernel and a 9 × 1 kernel for further 
feature processing, and then the flattened feature from 
ACREnBlock is condensed into the vector with M elements. 
To meet the practical requirement for transmission of wire⁃
less communication, a 3-bit uniform quantizer is imple⁃

▲Figure 2. Proposed ACRNet+ architecture

▲Figure 1. Pipeline of ACRNet+ model for channel state information (CSI) compression
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mented for quantization. The quantizer is embedded in neu⁃
ral networks as the quantization layer for end-to-end training, 
which can minimize the negative impacts on the model accu⁃
racy. At the BS, the bitstream is firstly recovered to the com⁃
pressed vector through dequantization. Then the vector 
passes through a fully connected layer for element augmenta⁃
tion, the output is reshaped in the same dimension as the in⁃
put. Finally, the reshaped feature passes one convolution 
layer with a 5 × 5 kernel and two ACRDeblocks which in⁃
clude a 1 × 9 kernel, a 7 × 7 kernel and a 9 × 1 kernel for 
the final reconstruction.
3.2 Generalization Scheme for CSI Compression

One of the main concerns for DL-based methods is the gen⁃
eralization problem. For data with the same shape, we can 
evaluate the model through the performance of cross validation 
and testing. DL-based methods for CSI compression have been 
proven effective in most previous works. However, the general⁃
ization of the DL-based model has never been discussed for 
data with different shapes. In practical MIMO systems, the 
shape of the downlink channel matrix changes with the ar⁃
rangement of antennas. The misalignment problem happens in 
this scenario. The direct method is to get several models 
trained for different antenna typologies, but it requires huge 
computation resources for several well-trained models as well 
as the corresponding switching strategy. Therefore, the ele⁃
ment filling strategy is proposed to support the training of a 
unified model for different scenarios covering several antenna 
combinations. At first, the dataset with the largest size is se⁃
lected as the benchmark. Then the dataset with other shapes is 
filled by the constant elements with the same shape as the 
benchmark. Finally, a unified DL-based model is trained on 
the hybrid dataset covering the data from several antenna com⁃
binations in massive MIMO systems. Considering the fact that 
most elements in Ha are close to 0.5, the padding element is 
set to 0.5, which can decrease the disturbance of the padding 
elements for the compression and reconstruction of the actual 
elements.

In this paper, we consider three scenarios including  4 × 4  
MIMO, 2 × 4 MIMO, and 1 × 8 MIMO with dual-polarized 
antennas, and the corresponding datasets are represented as 
data1, data2 and data3. During the training process, the real 
and imaginary parts of the data are represented as the third 
dimension, and the shapes for these datasets are 
2 × 32 × 32, 2 × 16 × 32, and 2 × 16 × 32 respectively. 
According to the element filling strategy, we perform the pad⁃
ding operation to data2 and data3, which reshapes them as 
the size of 2 × 32 × 32. After the same shape for these sce⁃
narios is obtained, a unified model is trained on the dataset 
which randomly samples from data1, data2 and data3. We 
compare the performance of the model trained on the hybrid 
dataset with the model trained separately on one of the three 
datasets.

4 Experiment Results and Analysis
Most previous works are based on COST2100, which de⁃

ploys a uniform linear array with 32 antennas at the BS and 
1 024 subcarriers. In this paper, more complicated scenarios 
are considered to evaluate the effectiveness of the DL-based 
model. To evaluate the practical performance of ACRNet+, we 
first compare the performance of ACRNet+ with eType2 algo⁃
rithm of Release 16 (R16) from 3GPP in two outdoor scenarios 
with dual-polarized antennas and two antenna topologies. The 
shape of the two datasets is 2 × 32 × 32. In addition, a uni⁃
fied model is trained on three datasets with different shapes 
through the element filling strategy. The performance of 
ACRNet+ trained on the hybrid dataset is compared with 
ACRNet+ trained separately on one of these datasets.

In order to evaluate the proposed model in more practical 
scenarios, 901data is generated according to the 3GPP Long 
Term Evolution (LTE) structure, in which parameters of chan⁃
nel models are specified in TR38: 901[26]. We compare 
ACRNet+ and eType2 algorithms on 901data containing two 
datasets, in which 16×1 MIMO and 8×2 MIMO with dual-
polarized antennas are used. The generalized cosine similarity 
(GCS) of these two methods is presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The 
figures show that ACRNet+ outperforms eType Ⅱ in terms of 
GCS when consuming similar bits. For the scenario in Fig. 3, 
the GCS of eType Ⅱ is 0.745 4 under 410 bits. The corre⁃
sponding GCS of ACRNet+ is 0.758 9 under 408 bits. It 
should be noted that it is difficult to completely match the 
number of bits for the two algorithms on the x-axis. The num⁃
ber of bits for eType Ⅱ is 410, 636, 770, 1 220, and 1 668, 
and the consumed bits for ACRNet+ are 408, 511, 768, 1 024, 
and 1 536. We can see that the GCS of ACRNet+ is better 
than that of eType Ⅱ although the ACRNet+ requires fewer 
bits. For the scenario in Fig. 4, the advantage of ACRNet+ is 
more obvious. The closest performance for ACRNet+ and 
eType Ⅱ occurs when the number of bits is about 770. The 
corresponding GCS for eType Ⅱ is about 0.793 9 where the 

▲Figure 3. GCS of ACRNet+ and eType Ⅱ for the scenario with 1×16 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
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GCS of ACRNet+ under 768 bits is about 0.845 8. Finally, it 
can be seen from Fig. 3 that the GCSs of the algorithms are 
not linearly related to the consumed bits. The GCS cannot be 
significantly improved when the used bit is below some thresh⁃
old, and the improvement is also unobvious when the con⁃
sumed bit is enough for the eType Ⅱ algorithm. These results 
provide a useful reference for the actual deployment of these 
algorithms.

One of the main concerns for DL-based CSI compression 
methods is the generalization of the model. When the topology 
of antennas changes, the coming data of the channel matrix 
are incompatible with the original DL-based model. The re⁃
training of the model requires huge computation resources and 
training time. Therefore, an element filling strategy is pro⁃
posed to unify the input shape. Then a unified model is 
trained on the datasets which cover several scenarios with dif⁃
ferent typologies. In the experiment, three datasets including 
4×4 MIMO, 2×4 MIMO, and 1×8 MIMO with dual-polarized 
antennas are generated in outdoor scenarios, and the corre⁃
sponding datasets are represented as data1, data2 and data3. 
The training, validation, and testing sets for each dataset con⁃
tain 85 000, 5 000, and 10 000 samples. The shapes of these 
datasets are 2 × 32 × 32, 2 × 16 × 32, and  2 × 16 × 32 re⁃
spectively. At first, data2 and data3 are reshaped into 2 ×
32 × 32, where the padding element is 0.5 for all the places. 
We mix the reshaped datasets and randomly sample one-third 
of the mixed data as the training set. Therefore, the mixed 
training dataset also contains 85 000 samples. Finally, the per⁃
formance of ACRNet+ trained on the mixed dataset is com⁃
pared with the model trained on the original dataset to evalu⁃
ate the effectiveness of the element filling strategy.

The results of ACRNet+ trained on the mixed dataset and 
the original dataset are presented in Table 1, in which 
ACRNetH represents the performance of the model trained on 
a mixed dataset and ACRNet+ stands for the model trained 
separately on the original dataset. We can see from the table 

that the performance of ACRNetH which needs to be trained 
once is only slightly lower than ACRNet+ which needs retrain⁃
ing for data with different antenna topologies. For example, 
the GCS of ACRNet+ under 15 times compression ratio is 
0.746 2, 0.875 4 and 0.844 9, and the performance of 
ACRNetH that only requires one-time training reaches a simi⁃
lar performance as 0.722 8, 0.850 9 and 0.810 5. The results 
show that the proposed element filling strategy enables the 
unified training of the model for the dataset which contains 
the samples with different sizes, and the corresponding perfor⁃
mance reaches a similar performance trained separately.

One thing that should be noted is that the proposed model 
as well as the mentioned models in the paper addresses the 
CSI compression in low-speed scenarios within 3 km/h, while 
unknown and complex factors on the performance of the CSI 
feedback still exist in high-speed scenarios, which we plan to 
analyze in future works.
5 Conclusions

In this paper, a unified DL-based model called ACRNet+ 
has been proposed to compress the CSI in massive MIMO sys⁃
tems. The proposed model outperforms eType Ⅱ algorithms in 
R16 of 3GPP in two outdoor scenarios. More importantly, the 
element filling strategy allows a unified training of the model 
on the dataset containing samples with different shapes, which 
enables the one-time training of DL-based model to address 
the CSI compression for different antenna typologies. The ex⁃
perimental results show that the performance of a unified 
model can reach a similar performance of the DL-based model 
trained separately for the dataset of a certain scenario.
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